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u.s. DEPARTMENT OF mE INTERIOR
NATIONAL PARK SERVICE
ROCKY MOUNTAIN REGION
Timpanogos Cave National Monument
Utah County, Utah
Environmental Impact Statement for a General Management Plan and
Development Concept Plan

In February 1993, the National Park Service released for a 60-day public review, a Draft
Environmental Impact Statement, which evaluated five alternatives for the future
management, use, and development of Timpanogos Cave National Monument. These
alternatives were designed to resolve existing issues while considering the management
objectives as presented in the monument's Statement for Management. The alternatives
represented a diverse range of options including (I) Proposed Plan - Maintain a full range
of visitor and administrative services and facilities but relocate the majority of them outside
the monument and implement a visitor transportation system, (2) Alternative A - Maintain
a full range of visitor and adminimative services but confine all development proposals to
the area within the monument, (3) Alternative B (Minimum Action) - Limit development
to the minimum essential for accommodating visitors to the cave and meeting administrative
needs, (4) Alternative C (Mothball/Caretaker) - Until adequate funding becomes available
to move facilities outside the monume nt, vacate and secure access to all structures and
permit access to the cave only for qu alified research purposes. Another local federal or
state agency would be responsible for overseeing the area under a memorandum of
agreement, and (5) Alternative D (no action) - Under this alternative, existing facilities and
ma nagement actions would remain unchanged.
The environmental consequences of the proposed action and alternatives considered are
fully disclosed in this environmental impact statement. Also included are the results of the
public involvement a nd consultation/coord ination for this project.

Address Comments to:
Superintendent
Timpanogos Cave National Monument
R.R. 3, P.O . Box 200
American Fork, UT 84003-9803
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SUMMARY
This plan was initiated to fulfill the legal requirements as mandated by section 604 of Public
Law 95-625 and is in compliance with NPS management policies, applicable legislation, and
executive requirements. The purpose of this Environmental Impact Statement/Gen~ral
Management Pl an/ Deve lopment Concept Plan is to identify and assess the various
management alternatives and associated potential environmental impacts relative to
monument operations, visitor use and access, natural and cultural resource management, and
general development at Timpanogos Cave National Monument. .In developing these
alternatives, special attention was focused on the management objectives of the monument
and current issues as presented in the "Purpose and Need for the Plan" section of this
document.
As a part of the National Park Service in-house and public involvement evaluations, a
number of issues were identified for resolution. The issues involved visitor and employee
safety, circulation and congestion of vehicles and pedestrians, floodplain, geologic haza~ds,
avalanches, facility needs relative to administrative and maintenance operatIons, housing,
natural and cultural resource management impacts, and interpretation.

PROPOSED ACJ10N AND ALTERNATIVES
A proposed plan of action and four other alternatives, including a no-action alternative have
been analyzed .
Proposed Plan

The visitor/administrative needs associated with the proposed plan would require
constructing an approximately 2,900 square-foot facility on a site outside the monument.
The new facility would also accommodate the Natural History Association functions. This
facility would be supported by parking to accommodate employees and visitors who would
be required to use a mandatory transportation system between the visitor/administrative
center and the cave trailhead. The NPS would continue to use the temporary trailer until
funding was made available to construct the new visitor/administrative facility. It was also
determined that the existing concession operation was not necessary or appropriate and
would be discontinued for the reasons stated under the "Proposed Plan" section of this
document.
The proposal also calls for constructing a new maintenance area and parking facilities
outside the American Fork Canyon. The interior building space needed for this function
would total approximately 2,839 square feet. This facility would be supported by parking
for ten regular and two oversized vehicles. This facility, as well as the proposed new
visitor/administrative facility, would be evaluated as a possible function to be combined with
the U.S. Forest Service facilities.
After removal of the temporary visitor center from the trailhead area, the visitor shuttle bus
staging area and supporting facilities (ticket kiosk, rest rooms, shelters, and shuttle parking)
would be constructed. The shuttle area would also include eight parking spaces for NPS
staff and an emergency vehicle. The construction of the shuttle staging area would also
require an adjustment in the alignment of Utah Highway 92 and the removal of all 91
existing visitor parking facilities excluding those associated with the picnic area.
The picnic area would be retained for public use. A pedestrian trail would be constructed
between the picnic area and the historic district. Approximately ten walk-in picnic units
would be constructed along the new trail system, which would extend into the historic
district.

The overall intent of the proposed action would be to manage the monument as a day-use
area, giving special attention to resolving the life, health, safety issues associated with the
geologic and avalanche hazard zones, floodplain, probable maximum flooding, and conflicts
between vehicles and pedestrians. The proposed plan would give priority to replacing the
temporary trailer that was installed shortly after the visitor/administrative facilities were
destroyed by fire in 1991.

Residences 8 an 9 would be razed and residence 2 would no longer be used for residential
purposes: .All employees w?uld be required to obtain their own housing in the surrounding
communities, where there IS a SUItable market for such needs. The site would be used to
construct five parking spaces for NPS employees and to construct a storage facility for the
specialized trail maintenance tractor.

Under the proposed plan, the National Park Service (NPS) would work toward moving the
majority of the visitor/administrative contact facilities out of the monument and out of the
American Fork Canyon in view of the hazards referenced above and lack of suitable space
available for developing facilities. Upon approval of the proposed plan, the NPS would
work closely with the U. S. Forest Service (USFS) in exploring alternatives for ajoint facility
as well as explore specific site locations outside the monument that would only involve the
NPS.

With the transfer of facilities outside the monument, and the lack of justification for
continuing to maintain four historic structures (stone rest room (building 126), stone ticket
booth, and two cold cellars), they would be razed and their sites restored to a natural
condition. The historic cave rest room (HS-127) would be retained and continue to be used
as a rest room. Historic residence 2 would also be retained and used for its value as an
interpretive/inclement weather facility with rest rooms. This would complement the concept
of extending the picnic area trail into the area surrounding residence 2. The historic bridge
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in the same area would also be maintained as part of the pedestrian trail system.
Interpretation would focus on the history and development of the area.
Development is scheduied to take place in three phases, details of which are provided in the
"Development Concept/Cost" section of the proposed plan. Based on the National Park
Service 1991 Class "C' cost estimating guide, a gross cost of $4,863,000 would be required
to accomplish those items identified for phase I construction, $ 1,531,000 for phase II and
$6(' ),000 for phase III. Total gross development cost for the proposed plan would be
S7954,OOO. This alternative would require a total of 21.2 full time equivalents (FfE), an
increase of 7.2 FfEs. The annual operating and maintenance (O&M) costs associated with
this proposal would be S699,OOO, an increase of approximately S250,OOO over existing O&M
costs.
Alternative A
Alternative A provides for retaining all essential services and facilities within the monument.
The alternative calls for elimination of the concession facilities, residences 8 and 9, and the
picnic area, with the exception of the 25-car parking area; retention of the maintenance
facilities and all historic structures, with the continued adaptive use of the historic rest
rooms and stone ticket booth. Under this alternative, a new visitor/administrative facility
would be built on the same site as the ten .,x>rary trailer, and would include facilities to
accommodate the Natural History Association functions. Additional parking for visitors (20
spaces) and NPS employees (16 spaces) would be constructed in the vicinity of the visitor
center. A pedestrian trail would be built between the picnic parking area and the new
visitor center, to accommodate overflow parking needs. A pedestrian barrier would be built
to keep visitors out of the area adjacent to the riverbank across from the visitor center. The
eroded stream bank would then be rehabilitated to its natural condition. Implementation
of this alternative would require 19 FfEs, an increase of 5 FfEs, with an annual operation
and maintenance cost of $674,982, an increase of approximately S225,OOO over existing O&M
costs. Development and rehabilitation costs for this alternative are estimated to be
S5,290,OOO.
Alternative B

historic structures currently being used for storage purposes. Historic residence 2 would be
adaptively u~ed for administrative purposes. A ticket kiosk, rest rooms and drinking
fountain WOUld be built in the vicinity of the temporary visitor contact facility. An additional
28 parking spaces would be built in the vicinity, to accommodate visitors and NPS
employees. A pedestrian barrier w()uld be built to keep visitors out of the area adjacent to
the riverbank across from the visitor center. The eroded stream bank would then be
rehabilitated to its natural condition. Implementation of this alternative would require 19
FfEs and an annual operation and maintenance cost of $674,982. Development and
rehabilitation costs for this alternative are estimated to be $ 1,057,000.
Alternative C
Alternative C recommends vacating and securing access to all structures and the cave, and
permitting access to the cave only for qualified scientific interest, which is consistent with
the legislative purpose for establishing the monument. Under this alternative, another local
federal or state agency would administer the area under a memorandum of agreement with
the National Park Service. Implementation of this alternative would require the equivalent
of.3 FfEs on the part of the administering agency. An annual operation and maintenance
cost amounting to $15,000 would be needed to compensate the administering government
agency for the administrative costs incurred under the terms of the memorandum of
agreement. This woul i represent a decrease of $434,000 from existing O&M costs. The
one-time development and rehabilitation cost (closure of the area and routine maintenance)
for this alternative are estimated to be $30,000.
Alternative D
Alternative D (no action) would continue existi ng programs, development, and trend.;
requiring 14 FfEs and an annual operating budget of about $449,200.

IMPAcrs
Impact areas selected to analyze the potential consequences of the proposed action and the
four other alternatives include water resources, floodplain, wetlands, geology, soils,
vegetation, wildlife, threatened and endangered species, air quali ty, archeological, historical
and ethnographic resources, visitor use, socioeconomic data, other agencies, management
and operations, and cumulative impacts.

Alternative B represents the minimum action needed to provide visitor access to the cave
and meet the minimum related administrative needs. This alternative calls for moving the
ticket sales and visitor contact facility outside the monument, into a joint f~ci lity with the
U.S. Forest Service or some other government entity. This altern, ive also calls for
elimination of the picnic area (excluding the parking area), resi dence~ 8 and 9, and the
temporary visitor center. All historic structures would be retained and adaptively used as
described in the "Proposed Actions and Alternatives" section of this document. The
maintenance area would be retained in its current location and an additional seven parking
spaces to accommodate employees would be constructed adjacent to the existing
maintenance area parking lot. The maintenance operation would continue to use those

Implementation of the proposed plan, which calls for relocating visitor and administrative
facilities outside the monument and discontinuing the concession operation, would also
result in moving people from the geologic hazard areas and the 100- and 500-year
floodplains. This would, in turn, significantly reduce the current threat to human life. The
relocation of the visitor and administrative facilities along with the implementation of a
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Proposed Plan

vlSl!or transportation system would also resolve the conflicts between pedestrians and
vehicles and resulting major congestion problems. This alternative would also enable the
National Park Service to better regulate access to the cave trail, thereby eliminating the
problem of visitors arriving too early and congregating in hazardous rockfall areas. The
proposed plan would also resolve the current pedestrian impacts to the soils and vegetation
between the American Fork River and the visitor center parking area. The curatorial
storage area would also be removed from the 100- and 500-year floodplains under the
proposed plan. The historic residence (building 2) would be converted and used as an
interpretive and inclement weather structure for visitors picnicking or hiking in the historic
district, effectively preserving a historic structure. Under this alternative, the stone rest
room (HS-127), stone ticket booth, and two cold cellars (all historic structures) would be
removed. All other historic properties would be retained.
Alternatives A, 8, and D
Alternatives A, B, and D would continue to encourage occupation of the geologic hazard
zones and the 100- and 500-year floodplains . This would continue to represent a threat to
human safety, health, and well-being. There would continue to be major conflicts between
pedestrians and vehicles, which would continue to present major congestion problems.
Under alternatives A, B, and D, all of the historic structures, with the exc~ption of the two
cold cellars, would be retained and adaptively used. Under alternatives A and B, pedestrian
barriers would be constructed between the visitor center parking lot and the American Fork
River, thereby eliminating the pedestrian impact to the soils and vegetation . Under
alternative D, (no action), none of the issues identified within this document would be
resolved.
Alternative C
Alternative C (mothball/caretaker) would permit access to the cave only for qualified
sci entific purposes that are consistent with the significance of the cave, as spelled out in the
legislation that established the monument. This alternative would no longer permit the
general public to access the cave for general pleasure. All structures and facilities such as
the picnic area, residences, temporary VIsitor center, maintenance center, and historic
structures would be vacated and secured. The area would be patrolled and routinely
inspected for vandalism and the need for repair and rehabilitation work, under a
memorandum of agreement with another agency. For a brief ove rview of the impacts
associated with each alternative, refer to table 9, "Impacts of the Proposed Action and
Alternatives."
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PURPOSE AND NEED FOR THE PLAN
The purpose of the Environmental Impact Statement/General Mana~ement
Plan/Development Concept Plan (EIS/GMP /DCP) is to identify and assess alternaltves for
establishing the overall direction for management and use of the ~o~ument. The
alternatives presented in this document are based on the management objecltves ~ sp~lIed
out in the monument's Statement For Management and seek to ~esolve those Issue~ Idenufied
below. This document also identifies the results of the public involvement effort In planning
for the future management of the national monument.

Timpanogos Cave National Monument - £15, GMP, DCP

LEGISLATIVE AND ADMINISTRATIVE CONSTRAINTS
There have been no significant boundary changes since establishment of the monument in
1922. However, a subsequent survey (1945) determined that the boundary as marked on the
ground did not coincide with the diagram that formed part of the 1922 proclamation.
Therefore, the description of the boundary was changed to conform with the physical
boundary, by presidential proclamation 3458, dated March 27, 1962.
A limited four-year concessions permit was issued to Mr. and Mrs. Carl Wagner for a food
and souvenir concession. This contract will expire on December 31, 1993. The concession
operates approximately five months per year (May through September). The concession
operation is west of, and adjacent to, the temporary visitor contact facility.

PARK PURPOSE AND MANAGEMENT OBJECi1VES
President Warren G . Harding, by Proclamation No. 1540, dated October 14, 1922, unde.r the
authority of the Act of June 8, 1906, (Stat. 225), established Timpan?g~s .Cave Nauonal
Monument. The series of three limestone caves was placed under junsdlcuon of the U: S.
Forest Service to be protected for its "unusual scientific interest and importance.". E~ecutwe
Order No. 6166, dated June 10, 1933, placed all national monuments under the junsdl~tlon
of the U.S. Department of the Interior, and transfer of Timpanogos Cave to the Nauo~al
Park Service occurred on July 1, 1934. Under provision of the National Park Service
Organic Act of 1916, the area is to be man~ged in a ma~ner that will c~nserve th.e ~atural
and cultural resources and provide for public use and enjoy~ent. ?etalled descr.lpuons o~
the monument's location and environment are presented In the Affected EnVironment
section of this document.
The following management objectives were de~e1oped as. a ~asis for preparing pl~nning
documents, formulating alternatives, and analYZing potenual Impacts to park operauons.
To provide opportunities for visitors to safely enjoy a?d gain an understanding and
appreciation of the natural processes that form the Tlmpanogos Cave system.
To manage natura l resources to maintain the natural setting surrounding the cave
a nd complement adjacent wilderness areas managed by the U.S. Forest Service.
To insure that management and development of the monu~ent balances w.ith
preservation and protection of cultural and natu~al reso.urces, With efforts. to provide
for visitor enjoyment and to accommodate administrative needs and obligations.

An electric services agreement dated February 18, 1955, exists with Utah Power and Light
Company. Utah Power and Light assumes maintenance responsibility for a government-built
line and agrees to furnish electrical service to the monument.
On April 1, 1966, a contract was issued for reconstruction of the system by Utah Power and
Light Company, who has agreed to work with the monument in minimizing the visual impact
of the facilities.
A permit was issued January 1, 1978, to Mountain States Telephone Company for the rightof-way for telephone transmission lines. This permit expires on December 31, 1997.
Highway 92 through the monument is maintained by the Utah Department of
Tra nsporta tion. The right-of-way (width of pavement) for the roadway is 25 feet.
A List of Classified Structures Inventory was carried out in November 1975. A National
Register nomina tion was submitted in February 1982 for the Timpanogos Cave Historical
District, which was placed on the National Register October 13. 19R2.
In 1975, a thorough archeological survey was conducted of the canyo!! bottom, focusing on
the campground. housing area, and the few remaining undeveloped portions of the
monument. The a rea around the trail to the caves and large boulders and cliffs at the base
of the canyon walls were also inspected. One site was documented - an isolated. small, red
anthropomorph pictograph. This site is on the cliff face tha t bounds the backyard of one
of the employee houses. The area below the rock art was leveled and filled during
construction. obliterating any archeological materials or features that may have been
associated with the pictograph. Because of the isolated na ture of this rock art and lack of
associated feature s. this si te may not meet the criteria for listing o n the National Register
of Historic Places. However, until such a formal determinat ion is made. the site will be
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protected. The sheerness of the canyon walls, whi~h a~e t~o .steep to climb unassisted;
repeated flooding of the canyon floor, all of which IS ":'Ithm the 1()(). and 5~year
floodplains; and the intensity of NPS development substanllally reduce the probablhty of
significant archeological features remaining in the area.

ISSUES
Cultural Resources
Based on a June 1982 report from the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, the maintenance
building that provides for curatorial storage is within the 1()()' and 5()().year floodplain of the
American Fork River. According to NPS procedures, curatorial storage should not be
located within these floodplain areas.
Operations, Visitor Use and Interpretation
On February 3, 1991, a fire destroyed the administrative offices, information and ticket
sales area, Natural History Association sales area, museum, auditorium, rest rooms, .furnace
room, and tool storage portions of the visitor/administrative center. The only porllon that
was not destroyed by the fire was the concession sales area and the adjacent covered terrace
area. In order to accommodate visitors by the beginning of the 1991 visitor-use season, park
staff removed the fire debris and placed a very temporary, prefabricated unit on the same
site. This unit, which primarily serves as the main visitor contact facility, lacks sufficient
space to properly accommodate visitors. Because the structure was intended to fill only an
emergency need, less than minimum space was provided to accommodate current use levels
and administrative needs.
Administrative functions displaced by the fire are being temporarily performed from a
structure outside the monument, which is being leased from Utah Power and Light
Company. Ingress and egress to this site from Utah Highway 92 present some serious safety
problems. There is not adequate space to establish safe turning radiuses and a hlind curve
to the east creates an unacceptable sight distance problem.
The Timpanogos Cave visitor center is the first facility that the public comes in contact with
as they enter the American Fork Canyon. The American Fork.Canyon is the gateway!o a
vast recreation resource represented by Timpanogos Cave NatIOnal Monument, the Umta
National Forest. and Utah Highway 92, which has been designated the Alpine Scenic Loop.
The visitor demand for cave tours, which frequently exceeds the carrying capacity of the
parking facilities, and visitors who stop at the visitor center for information unrelated to the
monument cause many major congestion problems.
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The current layout of the parking facilities in relation to the temporary visitor/administrative
center and Utah Highway 92 further compounds the congestion problem and creates severe
safety problems between pedestrians and vehicles. This safety problem is further
compounded by Utah Highway 92, a relatively narrow, winding road with inadequate
shoulders, which enters the parking area from the west on a blind curve. Even though
flashing lights have been installed on the highway at both ends of the parking area, speeds
along the road remain excessive and accidents involving pedestrians and vehicles continue
to occur.
Considering the scale and number of issues to be resolved, and the wide range of potential
alternatives, there is also a need to reassess visitor orientation and interpretation needs.
Therefore, an interpretive plan will be prepared as a separate effort following the
completion of the final general management plan and development concept plan.
Concessions Operation
The Concessions Policy Act requires that concession developments be "limited to those that
are necessary and appropriate for public use and enjoyment of the national park area in
which they are located and that are consistent to the highest practicable degree with the
preservation and conservation of the areas." (79 Stat. 969; 16 U.S.c. 20). The environmental
impact statement will evaluate the necessity and appropriateness of a concession operation
in each alternative. The term of the current concession permit expires December 31, 1993.
Natural Resources
Uncontrolled pedestrian use between the visitor center parking area and the American Fork
River has resulted in significant impacts to the riparian zone. The impacts, which include
the loss of soil and vegetation, open the riverbank area to greater erosional impacts during
periods of high water. The aesthetic values along the river have been degraded, and the
exposed root systems of trees present safety problems.
A geologic investigation of the developed areas within the monument was conducted in the
summer of 1991. The results of the survey indicated that " . . . the visitor/administrative and
residential areas are hieh risk sites. The potential of avalanche 'lnd freeze-thaw fragments
demolishing the structures from above coupled with the undercutting of the river from below
establishes a severe condition." Such conditions pose a significant threat to the safety,
health, and well-being of visitors and employees. Over the years there have been
documented cases of boulders penetrating the roof of the visitor center, striking vehicles in
the parking area, and causing minor to serious bodily injury to numerous visitors.
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Based on a June 1982 report from the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, all of the structures
within the monument, except residence 8, are in the 100- and SOO-year noodplain of the
American Fork River. In accordance with Executive Order 11988, practical alternatives for
removing such development from the noodplain must be considered.

1imponogos Cow Notional Monument - EIS. GMp, DCP

Timpan.ogos Cave National Monument. The impetus for the planning study" . .. has been
the ?e.s~r~ 10 meet the dem~n~s Of. th.e recreation-seeking public while accommodating
possIbIlitIes for growth and. vlta.llty wuhm the American Fork Community: Interest in this
project has been temporarily dIverted to another connecting corridor within the region.

The Tibbie Fork Dam, Silver Lake Flat Dam, and Silver Lake Dam, are upstream from
Timpanogos Cave National Monument, within the National Forest. In January 1992, the
first two referenced dams were identified by the Utah Department of Natural Resources as
having a "high" hazard classification. The latter dam was classified as a "low" hazard
structure. These classifications have nothing to do with the actual structural quality of the
dams, but renect the" ... probability of causing loss of human life or extensive economic
loss including damage to critical public utilities . . . " if a dam failure should occur. In
January 1992, the Soil Conservation Service completed a report that identified the nooding
condition that would occur within the monument should the two "high" hazard dams fail.
In a 10,000 cubic feet-per-second (cfs) stream now condition, a failure of the two "high"
hazard dams would place water approximately 6112 feet deep in the visitor center. Under a
35,000 cfs stream now condition, water would be approximately 18V, feet deep in the visitor
center. Although there is no record of nash nooding within the monument, the extremely
narrow and steep walled canyon coupled with the gradient of the stream and unusually
intense rainfall and melting snows could possibly create nash nood conditions. Currently,
there is no nood emergency warning system installed anywhere in the canyon.
Internal and External Innuences
There are no critical adjacent land issues affecting the monument at this time. The
surrounding U.S. Forest Service lands are a part of the legislatively designated Mount
Timpanogos Wilderness Area and Lone Peak Wilderness. The U.S. Forest Service has,
however, informally expressed an interest in developing a joint visitor/administrative facility
outside the American Fork Canyon. Their facilities are now situated in Pleasant Grove,
Utah, which is a small community outside the boundary of the national forest. These
facilities are in an extremely out-of-the-way location for visitors using national forest lands.
Due to the extreme congestion problem, growing demands within the national fores., and
the need to provide better information and orientation services prior to visi tors entering the
canyon, the USFS will be looking at alternatives for resolving these issues. Considering the
common interest and needs of hoth agencies, this planning effort should document the
concept of each agency working together in resolving such issues.
In 1987, a cooperative effort was undertaken between the U.S. Forest Service. Utah County,
and the cities of Highland and American Fork. Its purpose was to prepare a comprehensive
recreational and open space master plan for the American Fork Rive r Corridor, from its
source at Silver Lake Flat Rese rvoir. to its terminus at Utah Lake . This corridor included
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Following is a detailed description of the va rious alternatives, their development priorities
and costs, and a listi ng of the future plans and studies that would be needed to support each
alternative as well as respond to various resource management needs.
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PROPOSED PLAN
General Management and Development Theme (Move Primary Services and Facilities
Outside the Monument)
In recognition of the abse nce of developable sites that are not affected by floodplain,
avalanches, geologic hazard zones, pote ntial impacts of upstrea m dam failures, and extreme
periods of freezing, this alternative is designed to provide a full range of visitor and
ad ministra tive facilities outside the monument and limit developments within the canyon to
those determined to be the minimum essential for accommodating visitors. However, this
alte rnative is designed to ta:ke advantage of the existing picnic area and ce rtain historic
resources for their interpretive value, with full recognition of floodplain areas a nd the need
to provide adequate warning systems. This alternative calls for eliminating any development
that involves ove rnight accommodations in view of the natu ral hazards referenced above.
This alternative is also designed to reduce impacts on the fragile river corridor soi ls and
vegetation and eliminate the severe conflict between vehicles traveling Highway 92 a nd
those visitors who must walk across the highway to the existing visitor center a nd cave
resou rces.
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The basic services a nd facilities a nd general management direction proposed in this
alternative are identified in the following subsections of this alternative. Informat ion
pertaining to the design concept, spatial require ments, and associated costs is presented in
the section titled "Development Concept Plan/Cost."

cO

Land Use And Management
For general ma nagement purposes, the monument is divided into four zones, including
na tural, historic, development, and special use (see Management Zoning map) . These zones
represent the type of ma nagement that will be emphasized on the lands within the
monument.
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The natural zone (approximately 238 acres) would be managed to conserve the natural
resources and processes of the monument while accommodating uses that do not adversely
affect such values. Facilities in this zone would be limited to those that have little affect on
scenic quality and natural processes. Examples of facilities typical of the natural zone
include foot trails, signs, and trailside information displays. Within the natural zone are two
subzones - outstanding natural feature subzone and natural environment subzone. The cave
feature, which possesses unusual intrinsic value and significance, would represent the
outstanding natural feature subzone. The remainder of the natural zone would be managed
as a natural environment subzone.
The historic zone (approximately 4 acres) would be managed to preserve, protect, and
interpret significant cultural resources.
The development zone (approximately 7 acres) would provide the necessary space for visitor
and management facilities . Examples rf facilities within this zone include picnic tables, rest
rooms, buildings, parking areas, road\{ays, primary pedestrian trails and shelters, ticket
collection kiosk, and 20,OOO-gallon water tank.
The special use zone (approximately I acre) would include those lands within the monument
that are dedicated for utility corridors for use by Mountain States Telephone Company and
Utah Power and Light Company.
Land t'rotection and Adjacent Lands
At this time, there is no rationale to suppon boundary adjustments, since adjacent lands are
either managed as wilderness or in a manner so as to complement wilderness values and
there are no apparent threats. The National Park Service will continue to coordinate with
local land management agencies, particularly the U.S. Forest Service, in developing and
implementing land management plans.
Cultural Resource Management
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Alternatives for management and development of National Park Service areas must balance
the preservation and protection of cultural resources, with efforts to provide for visitor
enjoyment as well as accommodate administrative needs. In cases where retention of a
historic structure cannot be justified, appropriate action will be taken to insure that such
properties are properly inventoried and recorded. All such work will be coordinated with
the State Historic Preservation Officer (SHPO) and the Advisory Council on Historic
Preservation (ACHP).
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Programs for the preservation and protection of cultural resources currently within the
monument have been developed and assessed in the park's draft resource manage~ent pl~n.
Implementation is under way on certain elements within the plan. FollOWIng IS a bnef
summary of the proposals from the draft resource management plan. More detatled
information can be found in the draft plan.
The Collections Management Plan for the park was completed in 1983. and is no
longer valid. Security measures, collections maintenance duties, and enVIronmental
controls all need to be addressed. Both the collections management plan and the
scope of collections statement woulcl be completely revised.
Preservation and maintenance levels and appropriate techniques are . lacking for
individual historic structures. The location and importance of all hlstonc structures
contrihuting to the historic district would be identified, 'as would the maintenance and
trealment levels and techniques.
An ethnographic overview and assessment of the monument will be conducte~ and
if it is determined that a survey is needed, one will be completed. All work WIll be
in accordance with NPS Management Policies (1988) and NPS-28.
As of October 31, 1990, the museum collection has been invent~ried and stored
according to NPS standards. Under this alternative, a housekeeping plan to cover
routine housekeeping and monitoring activities wou ,rl be develope~. To m~et
expansion needs of th~ collection, a larger .st.orag~ area would b~. conslder~d dunng
planning for a new viSItor center and admlmstraltve offices. Imtlal planmng wo~ld
include the production of a collection storage plan to fully address NPS collectIon
storage requirements. An exhibit plan would also need to be prepared.
As a part of the FY90 curatorial project, archival and library material was
catalogued, maintained, and stored according to NPS standards. In th~ future, under
this alternative, archival materials, including historical photogra~hs avaIlable from the

University of Utah and local residents such as James ManwIll (grandson of cave
discover) would be added to the park collections. Historic slides would be
catalogued and stored with the museum collections. Equipmen.t would be purchased
for proper storage of historic slicles and tapes. Oral hlston~s surrounding cave
discovery and early exploration would be added to park collecllons as they became
available.
The monument contains many examples of slOne masonry dating to 1923. Many of
these are along the cave trail and are subject 10 constant erosion, rockfall, and
avalanches. Maintenance personnel routinely repair and reconstruct these walls. To
11
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main!ain their ~istorica1 integrity (many of them are within the historic district), a
pl~ incorporating ph~tography and detailed record-keeping has been implemented.
ThIs masonry protectIon plan would be updated each year to include the latest
masonry work completed. The plan also requires ' documentation of past masonry
work - information that could be available from former maintenance employees still
living in the area.
An administrative history of the park was completed in 1962 and needs to be
updated. The administrative history would be completed as a special project
employing a temporary employee or a graduate student.
l!n~er the propos~d plan an~ under all alternatives, properties on, or potentially eligible for
hstlng on, the Naltonal Register of Historic places will be managed in accordance with the
Cultural Resource Management Guideline (NPS-28), the National Historic Preservation Act
(16 USC 470 et seq.), and the Secretary of the Interior's Standards and Guidelines. In
situations where a historic property has a potential for being impacted as a result of
management decisions not discussed in this plan, the National Park Service will consult with
the Utah State Historic Preservation Officer and the Advisory Council on Historic
Preservati?n. CUltural resource management would emphasize maintenance, (ehabilitation,
and adapltve use of structures whenever practical.
Under this alternative the problems associated with the storage of curatorial resources
within the y~)- a~d ~OO-yea.r .f1oodplai.n .would be resolved by incorporating appropriate
storage facthtles WIthin the Vlsltor/adnurustrative facility to be built outside the monument.
Residence 2, currently used for residential purposes, would be retained for its interpretive
value and used as described in the "Visitor Use And Interpretation" section below. The
Stone Bridge would also be maintained and used for pedestrian and vehicular (maintenance)
access. The stone rest room (building 126), stone building south of highway 92 (ticket
booth), and two cold cellars would be removed and all disturbed areas restored to represent
a natural condition. The impacts and mitigation associated with these actions are discussed
in the "Environmental Consequences" section of this document.
The proposed action would not directly impact the one known archeological site within the
monument - a Vernal Style, Fremont anthropomorph that probably dates somewhere
between. AD 1000 and 1200. However, prior to initiating any actions that could indirectly
affect thIS rock art, such as removal of the employee housing, it would be redocumented on
the most up-to-date Utah State archeological site form and a formal concurrence
determination of eligibility sought with the Utah State Historic Preservation Officer.
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It is presently unknown if the one known pictograph site carries ethnographic significance
for tribal communities affiliated with the monument; therefore, the assumption should be
to protect the site as potential ethnographic resources in need of additional documentation
until members of these affiliated groups can be contacted and consulted. These consultation
efforts should ascertain if there are other resources within the monument, including the
cave, that are considered to be of ethnographic importance. Consultation efforts should be
completed and documented prior to implementing the actions prescribed in the final general
management plan.

The presence of cultural landscapes within the monument has not been established,
therefore, an assessment must be completed and impacts documented prior to initiating any
action that might jeopardize such resources. The need to initiate a cultural landscape
assessment is identified below in the section titled "Future Plans and Studies."
Based on the proposals contained in this section, the cultural resource management section
of the monument's resource management plan would need to be revised.
The "Affected Environment" chapter includes a discussion of historic structures, their
materials, dates of construction and current use. The following table identifies the historic
properties by name and building number, and the proposed use.

TABU! I

PROPOSe> USI! OP IDS1'ORlC SIllUcrtJRES AND ASSOCIATED 'T'IME rmuoos

1 - --fII'"Idioc-'

....,.,..,. Uoc

1. Rcsi<kna: (H502)

Maintain and remodel (o r interpretive

1. Bridge

TUDe Period
pu~

Ma intain in place .nd ront inlotC to u.se for
and pedest rian access

MJliptiao

194 1

1935 (cirn)

~hicula r

rontin~

3. Cave Rest Room ( H50121)

Maint.in in pl.ce . nd

4. Rest Room (I-IS-I26)

Re move from monume nt and resto re site

1928

5. Scorace Buikiin&

Re lt10Ve from monument . nd reslo re sile

1922 (CIJ'u)

10 use as

1939

rrM::lr.eI8oot:h)
6. Two Cold Ce llars

Re mcNC from monument and restore site

1930s (circa)

1. O ld Cave Tr3il

Maintain .11 pon ions cumnlly being maintained

1920s

• Rcrord 10 Historic America n Buildin, Su r.reys (I lABS). Also rder to · Cullu rd l Resout«s Ma nagement" section in table 8.
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Natural Resource Management
Protection and preservation of the natural environment to ensure ecosystem integrity while
providing for visitor enjoyment would be the principal consideration of park managers.
Programs for the study and protection of natural resources have been developed and
assessed in the park's draft resource management plan_ Implementation is under way on
certain elements within the plan; however, additional funding would be essential to complete
some of the ongoing and recommended program needs. Following is a brief summary of
the proposals from the draft resource management plan. More detailed information can be
found in the draft plan.
Several developments have taken place in the cave system during the past 50 years
that may significantly affect cave hydrology. These include pumping water from cave
lakes for use elsewhere and to protect the cave trail and lighting systems, connecting
the three caves with tunnels in the late 1930s, and taking increasing numbers of
visitors through the caves. A cave hydrology study was begun in December 1989 to
define the cave hydrologic system and determine the effects of these developments.
The cave hydrology study would be completed to establish hydrographs for the entire
cave system, to define the cave watershed, to determine the chemical composition of
water flowing through the cave system, and to develop a monitoring program for cave
water quality and quantity.
Results of the cave hydrology study to date show that certain locations in the cave
system are indicative of potential long-term change, and water quantity and quality
sampling must be continued at these locations. Stage recorders are used to monitor
cave lake levels so a continuous record is available. A pH meter with additional
electrodes for monitoring parameters such as dissolved oxygen has been purchased
so that the park can monitor conditions regularly. Six temperature and relative
humidity sensors are in place so the cave would have a more complete and
continuous record of tem;Jeratures and relative humidity. These parameters have to
date been very good indicators of some of the effects of heavy visitation on the cave
system. Phase I has been implemented. Phase II is being implemented with
additional photomonitoring. cave cleaning. and guidelines f(lf visitation and
restoration projects.
Natural air flow in the Timpanogos Cave system was significantly alter ~d in the late
1930s when the caves were connected with two human-made tunnels and natural
entrances were sealed with masonry. Data gathered to date show that some parts of
the cave system are much drier than they would have been prior to tunnel
construction. Natural air flow and cave climate has been substantially restored by
putting doors in the tunnels and reconstructing natural entrances. Masonry has been
14
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replaced with metal grates that allow passage of animals, as would have occurred
prior to cave discovery.
Water rights exist for a greater stream flow than the American Fork River can
provide during most of the summer season, and the points of diversion for these
rights are upstream from the monument. The river could theoretically be dry for
severa months, and the park has no way of protecting instream flows. Monitoring
equipment should be purchased and sampling conducted in the American Fork River
so that aquatic ecosystems, riparian habitat, and endangered species can be clearly
identified. Showing that these systems depend on historic flow characteristics in the
river could protect instream flows through the monument. A hydrology study and
outline of subsequent monitoring would be completed, as would a water resource
management plan for the American Fork River and the entire park.
Heavy visitor use has resulted in extreme soil compaction, especially in Swinging
Bridge picnic area and across the highway from the former visitor center. This has
resulted in almost complete loss of ground cover vegetation and erosion severe
enough to expose tree roots in many places. This problem is being addressed by the
GMP process.

rockfall .danger. Short cutting should be prevented by planting of trees and shrub!
or by uSing fallen trees. Stone walls can be built to eliminate off-trail travel.
'f!1ere. is a need to determine that the collection of waste water and solids below thE
hlstonc bat.hroom near the entrance to the cave system is not adversely affecting an)
as yet undiscovered karst features within the monument. A replacement systerr
should be sought that is easily maintained and th2t does not threaten other parl
resources.
The mon~~ent use.d to be above observable effects of air pollution during inversions
but now It ~s occasIOnally affected by them. Air pollution may directly affect biot~
an~ geol~g~c r.esources ?r cause indirect affects through degraded groundwater 01
a~d precipitation. Momtonng and establishment of baseline information is critical
S~nce the .cave system depends upon a delicate balance of water chemistry, effects 01
air poll.utlon on ~hese re~urces could be quite profound. A research program te
~eterrmne how aIr pollutIon and acid precipitation affect park resources should bE
Implemented.
Detailed inf?rmation o? the cave system has never been available to management

One of the objectives of the current hydrology study is to quantify the effects of water
development and increasing visitation on the cave system. While the study would be
able to establish changes in the hydrologic system, it cannot attempt to address
potential effects on speleothems. This should be addressed as a separate issue.
Monitoring of drip rates and growth rates on one formation in Timpanogos Cave
near what has been named the "Cascade of Energy" should continue, and more areas
where flow rates, water chemistry, and speleothem growth rates can all be measured
should be added as personnel become available to complete data collection.

('t- GeographIc Informal1on System for resource management both on the surface ant

In t~e ~ve system should be implemented to include all phases of cave use ant
m.omtonng.. A GIS should also incorporate cultural resource issues, especially the
List of ClassIfied Structures and the Cultural Sites Inventory.

The monument's fire management plan should be implemented.
Hazardous tree iden.tification, removal, and disposal is an ongoing resource
management and maintenance activity. Hazardous trees would continue to bE
removed from areas of heavy visitor use.

The geologic context in which the Timpanogos Cave system is found is the most
conducive to cave formation in American Fork Canyon. It is possible that additional
caves exist in the Deseret Limestone layer. Caves have been found in other geologic
layers along the Wasatch Front and even nearby in American Fork Canyon, making
a thorough reconnaissance of the monument necessary. The known cave system was
fi rst mapped in 1974, but the project did not include all passages in the cave. The
entire cave system is now mapped so that it can be digitized onto a Geographic
Information System. An inventory of cave resources was also completed at the same
ti me the entire cave was being mapped.

Natu~al rockfall thr~ughout the park is a hazard to life and property. Rockfall
containment, formation stabili~ monitoring and hazard rock removal are ongoint
resource management and maintenance activities. Native rock should be used fOl
all rock .w~lI construction and repair along the cave trail. Visitors would continue te
be pr~hlblted from collect~n~ rocks. A geologic assessment/ inve ntory of the part 01
Amencan Fork Canyon Within the monument boundaries should be completed.

Along the cave trail, short cutting of the switchbacks especially on the upper section
is causing loss of vegetation and considerable soil erosion as well as greatly increased

There is a variety of ecotones represented in the monument, but adequate baseline
data are not ~vallable. Aft~r ~ompletion of a threatened and endangered specie!
survey, other Important specIes In the monument should be identified and protected
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-

Visitor Use and Interpretation

TABUlJ

The monument wouid continue to be managed as a day-use area. The visitor center :n~
.
arkin would be relocated outside the American Fork River canyon wes 0
~6~:~~::e~\. A:propriate signing along Highway 92 east of the ~~num.e?t and west of
the ultimate visitor center site will be a key factor in pro~rly adviSing VISitOrs as to the
location of the ticket sales area and mandatory transportatIOn system.

W on and S4exaF BaY' . . .... . . . . . . . • . • • • • • • . . • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • •..•..•• . .•.••.•••..•. . 2,2019
KitchenjLuDCh/ConrCfCftCC Room ...
. .. • .. . .. •• . .• .•. • . • . • • . .. .• • • •..... . JO)

The visitor center would include space for the f~llowing ~~ctions: first-aid room, tick~
sales for cave tours and transportation, informal1on, audiOVIsual room,.~useun." gene:
lobby rest rooms and an area to purchase maps, brochures, and general I or.matlon on he
surro~nding regi~n. Under this alternative, these visitor center-rela~ed ~nctl?ns as w~~l :
the administrative functions discussed in the following "Park Operal1ons sectl~n, wou
combined in the same facility. The maintenance facilities would be housed In a ~parate
structure. The following two tables provide a detailed br~akdown of the space requirements
for the visitor/administrative center and a separate maintenance center.

--

TABU! 2

vtSn"Olt/ADMINlSI1lA"I1VI! CDlI1!Jl Sl'ACI! 1UlOUl1tEMENfS

Sf-c .............. Sqoore"'"
.. 1,100
.. 1.01S

Auditorium .
Mll5Cum .. .. ...... .
Nalu ~1 History AaoNlion Saki .nd Display
SconF and Safe Atu .'
Lobby/nckcl SaJcs/1nronnalton
Ubraryfl ntcrpretiw. Won Area .
RcseMltKJn/Fee OffICe .'
s."pcrintcndenf5 OffICe .
Chid IbnFr'5 OffICe .
Ruourcc MaMFment O ffICe
Ch.d of M.intena nce'5 OffICe
Other Ad m i n ist ~ t ive. S.arr (3) .
ConreKI'KC Room .
Em~e Rut Rooms ..
V~to r Rut Rooms .
General OffICe Suppon (Fiks/Storaac) .
MechanICal Room
Trans;portalKM1 Orftce
Fi rs.t Aid Room .
Lunch RoomfXjtchen AKa
Lockers/Ready Room/Supply ....• . .••.•.
C uratori,al Stance .

... 360
· 1t5

. 1.J60
.. 216
.. 140

I4S
.. 140
.. 140
· 140

.. 390
· 200

· ,21>
. 8.lO
· 283

_

../-""""," .

......... ••.. . ..•.

. . .. .. . .. . .. .

·122

. .. . . ZPI

T.... Sqoore_ ..

Under this alternative the above facilities could also be comhined in a joint fashion to
include the needs of another agency such as the U.S. Forest Service, which is currently
considering the relocation of similar facilities. In a time of limited funding, a joint facility
would represent a conscious effort among federal agencies to plan on a regional basis and
ultimately consolidate needs and minimize federal expenditures in serving the public. Such
a facility would be more convenient, offering a one-stop service center where visitor use
needs related to Timpanogos Cave National Monument and the Uinta National Forests
could be addressed. Upon the approval of this concept, National Park Service
representatives would work with other local federal entities to further explore possible joint
facilities.
This alternative also calls for implementation of a mandatory transportation system, which
would be operated throughout the visitor-use season (May to October). Because of the lack
of adequate developable sites within the monument and the impacts associated with
floodplain, geologic hazards, and avalanches, the concept of a mandatory transportation
system offers a practical solution to resolving many of the existing problems. Those visitor
services and facilities determined to be the minimal essential for such a system would
include following items. Refer to graphics in the "Development Concept Plan/Cost" section
of this alternative.
Location - Shuttle Stop at Trailhead within the Monument: Shelter for visitors waiting for
the shuttle system, rest rooms, water fountain, parking large enough to accommodate three
40-passenger buses and an alarm system that would warn of upstream dam failure .

· )40

140

.... OS
110
... 21S

.. ll!l
. 1,OlII

Location - Visitor Center Outside the Monument: Parking space large enough to
accommodate 153 visitor-related vehicles. This would include 3 for mass transportation
buses, 35 oversized vehicles, 103 5tandard vehicles for visitors touring the cave, and 12 noncave-related vehicles. Approximately 10 of the spaces for standard vehicles would be
designed for handicap access .
Based on preliminary estimate, the transportation system would require a total of three 40passenger buses. One bus would be used as a standby when one of the other two buses
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requires maintenance. The need for two full-ti~e operating b~ses is based. on the
assumption that the one-hour cave tours would contln~e to be restrlcte~ to a mruumum of
twenty people per tour, with six tours per hour (10 minutes apart). This would equate to
an hourly theoretical maximum carrying capacity of 120 visitors per hour. The need fo~ ~o
buses is also based on the assumption that the bus round tflP between the vIsitor
transportation parking area and the trailhead shutt~e stop would ~ot exceed 20 minutes.
The 20 minute time frame also allows time for loading and unloading of passengers.

426 resting areas and addition of Y2-mile to the trail. Making the trail leading to the cave
accessible to wheelchairs would require demolishing the existing trail and reconstructing
approximately 3 miles of new trail. In addition, access through the cave is limited by the
narrowness of the underground trail, existing steep and narrow step systems, low and narrow
natural passage ways, and uneven and slick surfaces. An engineering study and
environmental assessment will be prepared to determine feasible alternatives and their
impacts before a final decision is reached Oil providing wheeled access.

The preliminary estimate for operating the transportation syste.m throughout the visitor-~se
season, which includes capitol cost, the equivalent of two full-time empl~yees fO.r operating
the buses, supplies, oil, gas, and maintenance, is $120,786 annually. This cost IS based on
a 7 percent interest amortized over a ten year period. To break even o~ such costs, a
shuttle transportation fee of S1.46 per person would need to ~e charged. ~IS also assu~es
that existing average yearly visitation (82,517) would not decline due to the ImplementatIOn
of a mandatory transportation system. If the shuttle transportation system were to be
operated as a concession, an additional increase in the: shuttle system cost per pe~so~ would
be required to cover profit. This cost would be contingent u.pon co~tract negotl~tlons. A
more in depth transportation study is recommended prior to Implementation of a
transportation system.

The cave and its trail are accessible to individuals with hearing and mental impairments, but
those with vision impairments require special assistance to negotiate the steep and narrow
step systems, low and narrow natural passage ways, and uneven and slick surfaces. Until a
decision is reached on improving access, the monument staff will continue to make those
improvements described in their August 27, 1991, report titled "Updated Self-Evaluation of
Accessibility for Disabled Persons" currently on file in the park. Special emphasis will be
placed on interpretive needs for those unable to access the cave in the update of the
interpretive plan.

Under this alternative, the picnic area would be retained, including rest rooms, parking, and
trail systems. A new trail would he developed . bet~ee~ t~e existi~g. picnic area and the
historic district. This trail would loop into the histOriC distriCt, proViding access to ten new
walk-in picnic units and interpretive facilities within the historic district north of Highway
92. The trail and picnic units would also be placed in such a fashion as to complement the
interpretation of the historic district and be accessible to people with disabilities.
Historic structure 2, currently used for residential purposes, would be retained for its
interpretive value. It would be modified on the interior to provide rest rooms and serve as
an inclement weather shelter for people visiting the historic district. Modifications would
take into account the need to provide access for disabled persons. A portion of the interior
would also be modified to interpret the historic district and related events and individuals.
The canyon view trai l, as proposed in the 1983 General Managem elll Plall would remain
closed and dropped from further consideration.
There is currently no access for wheeled vehicles to the cave. The cave trail, which rises
1 065 feet in I liz miles, does not meet current standards for wheeled access. The grades on
the trail far exceed the standards set for wheelchairs. and there are no railings, platforms,
crash barriers, or passing areas. Preliminary investigati ons into reconstructIng the .t~ail to
mee t standards estimated that realignment, if physically posslhle. could require addition of
19

The interpretive developments within the new visitor center would place special emphasis
on providing disabled persons with a full understanding and appreciation of cave resources,
especially if the previously referenced engineering study determines that access to the cave
for some or all disabled persons is not feasible . Special interpretive techniques (Le., visual,
captioned, scale models, etc.) would be employed to accommodate all forms of disabilities.
In the interim the park will continue to explore new and creative ways to improve on its
existing interpretive facilities oriented to meeting the needs and obligations in serving those
with disabilities.
Under the proposed plan, the park would need to reevaluate its needs relative to
interpretation. Contingent upon the outcome of future efforts to possibly combine facilities
and services with other agencies outside the monument and possible interpretive
opportunities related to the transportation system, the park would need to reevaluate the
interpretive plan. The need for such planning is identified below in the section titled
"Future Plans and Studies."
Concession Operation
Concession services would be discontinued in the monument. Considering that same
services and facilit ies are available within 3.5 miles, or 5 minutes, of the monument, it is not
unreasonable to expect visitors to depend on such services to meet their needs.
Furthermore, since the visitor/administrative center is being relocated adjacent to
surrounding communities, the need for concession services is further diminished. Therefore,
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under this alternative, it was determined that such facilities were not necessary or
appropriate.
Park Operations
The administrative center and appropriate parking would b~ relocated .o~tside the Am~~i~an
Fork River canyon west of the monument near the same Slt~ as the v,lSItO~ center f~clhl1~s.
The administrative center would include space for the supenntendent s, chIef ranger s, chIef
of maintenance's offices, offices for three administrative positions, fee collection and
reservation office, library, interpreter's preparation mom, resource management work sp~ce,
lunch and ready room, conference room, general storag~, ticket sal~s ?ffice, mech~~I~al
room, and curatorial storage and work space, Natural HIstory Assoclal1on Sales faclhtles
(books, maps, etc., sales area), special locked storage area and small work space.
Those administrative services and facilities related to the transportation system would
include the following items.
Location _ Shuttle Stop in the Monument: Ticket collection kiosk at trailhead leading to
the cave (tickets would not be sold at this location), secondary janitorial supply area,
electronically controlled gates that only permit access to and from the cave traIlhead park 109
area by authorized NPS and mass transportation vehicles, small storage structu~e for the
special trail maintenance machine, parking large enough to accommodate eIght NPS
passenger vehicles associated with the cave activities and four NPS pass~nger veh!c.les
associated with maintenance activities. One space wi1l be devoted to a vehIcle contalOlOg
emergency first-aid equipment.
Location _ Administrative Center Outside the Monument: Parking space large enough to
accommodate 16 vehicles, which would include 14 NPS vehicles and 2 Natural History
Association vehicles. and a structure for storing busses during the off-season (only if NPS
operates the transportation).
A maintenance building with parking for approximately 12 vehicles (2 oversized) would be
relocated outside the monument so that it is segregated physically and visually from the
visitor/administ rative center. The maintenance facility should he convenient to the
visitor/administrative center. The space for the maintenance huilding wou ld be the same
as in the existing structure. The chief of maintenance's office and the curatorial sto~age
area currently housed within the existing maintenance huilding ,,:,ould be relocated ~lt?1O
the new administrative facility outside the monument. The eXlstlOg malOtenance bUl~~lOg
and paved access route would be removed and the sites restored to theI r natural condItIon.
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Residences numbers 8 and 9 would be removed and the sites restored. The rationale for
remOVin~l?eSe structures is based on the need to consider practical alternatives for moving
such faclht.les out of the 100-and 500-year floodplain. geologic hazard areas, and avalanche
zones. With the structures offering no utilitarian or interpretive value, it would not be
practical to maintain them. There are sufficient and reasonable opportunities in the
surrounding communities for employees to purchase or rent housing. as referenced in the
"Affected Environment" section, "Socioeconomic Resource" subsection.
Staffing necessary to implement this proposal would be 21.2, an increase of 7.2 FfEs to
cover bus drivers and additional interpreters. This assumes the NPS would be operating the
shuttle system as opposed to a concessionaire. The annual operations and maintenance
costs associated with this proposal would be $699,000.
STAFFING NECESSARY TO IMPLEMENT THE PROPOSAL
FUNCTION
PERMANENT STAFF
Administration

Maintenance
Interpretation/
Resource Management
SEASONAL STAFF
Maintenance

Protection
Fee Collection
Interpretation

POSITION

FTE

Superintendent
Administrative Officer
Administrative Clerk
Information receptionist/deposits/sales clerk
Maintenance Foreman
Maintenance Workers
Chief Ranger
Resource Management Specialist (STF)
Park Ranger (STF)

1.0
1.0
1.0
0.6
1.0
2.0
1.0
0.9
0.9

Custodial Laborers (2)
Motor Vehicle Operators if
shuttle is NPS operated (4)
Park Ranger, trail patrol/kiosk
Park Ranger, lead
Fee collectors/kiosk (4)
Park Ranger, lead
Seasonal interpreters, (16 at 4 months each)

1.0

TOTAL
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2.0
0.5
0.5
2.0
0.5
5.3
21.2
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Development Concept Plan/Cost

Following is a graphic presentation of the development cO.ncept plan (I?CP) that r~presents
those needs described in the above sections. Also, followmg the DCP IS a cost estimate for
all development-related projects. The estimates represent Gross. Costs (including project,
construction supervision, and contingencies) in 19~2 .dollars: . ~stl~ates are based on ~I~
C agency guidelines and represent average cost of SImIlar faclhtles mother NPS areas Wlthm
the region.

NET ESTIMATE

CONSTRUCTION PHASE

Visitor/administrative center
S2,627,ooo
8.020 SF @ S21D.00/SF
526,000
Visitor center landscaping @ 20% of net
657.000
Visitor center furnishings @ 25% of net
Visitor center interpretive media
Including equipment and program materials 780,000

Landscaping @ 20% of net on
last 4 structures
Utilities for staging area
Water, 200 FT @ S22.00/LF
Electrical, 75 FT @ S17.00/LF
Telephone. 75 FT @ S17.00/LF
Sewage, 200 FT. 6" line @ S27.00/LF

11,000
8.000
8,000
13.000

New entrance road and parking for visitor /
administrative center
300 FT 2-way road @ SII7.00/LF '2
I3I-car parking lot @ S 1.400/car
35 oversized parking spaces @ S5.ooo/space
3 tour bus parking spaces @ S5,ooo/space
Maintenance ce nter
2.839 SF @ SI15.00/SF
Maintenance center landscaping
@ 20% of net
Maintenance center utilities 'I
23

11,000
8,000
13,000
55,000
22,000
16,000

SHUTTLE STAGING AREA:
Visitor shelter 1,200 SF @ S45.00/SF
Rest room 400 SF
Kiosk 100 SF @ S60.00 SF
Storage shed for trail maintenance machine
200 SF @ S35.00/SF

DEVELOPMENT OUTSIDE
TIlE MONUMENT

New utilities for visitor /admin. facility 'I
Water. 300 FT @ S22.00/LF
Electrical, 300 FT @ SI7.00/LF
Telephone. 300 FT @ SI7.00/LF
Sewage. 300 FT, 6" line @ S27.00/LF

Water, 300 FT @ S22.00/LF
Electrical, 300 FT @ S17.00/LF
Sewage. 300 FT, 6" line @ S27.00/LF
New maint. center entrance road/parking
300 FT 2-way road @ SI17.00/LF '2
10 employee parking spaces @ SI,400/car
2 oversized parking spaces @ S5.ooo/space
IMPROVEMENTS W1TI1IN
TIlE MO NUMENT

PROPOSED PlAN DEVELOPMENT COST
ITEM

1imponogos Cave National Monument - EIS. GMP. DCP

55,000
286.000
273,000
24,000

510.000

II

94,000

II

New roads and parking for shuttle staging area
600 Ft I-way road @ S60.00/LF
12-car parking lot @ SI,400/car
Obliterate 4,666 SY of pavement
(NPS parking/Highway 96) @ S9.00/SY
Restore 2,889 SY of paved area obliterated
@ S5.00/SY
Reconstruct 800 LF Highway 96
@ SI17.00/LF
OTHER DEVELOPED
AREA REQUIREMENTS:

24

84,000
156,000
9,000

II
II
II

11,000

II

52,000

III

6,000
2,000
2,000
9,000

II
II
II

56,000
27,000

III
III

56,000

III

22,000

III

147,000

III

II
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Obliteration and site restoration work:
Residences 8 and 9.
Historic bathhouse and ticket booth
Maintenance center
Temporary visitor center trailer
Concession terrace/ food service
Roadway/pa rking in the maintenance area
Restore riverbank area
Remodel residence 2 for value as a rest room
interpretive media in visitor shel ter
Construct new trail from existing picnic area
into the historic district 1,400 IT X 6 IT
Interpretive media for historic district
Wayside exhibits
Electronic gates (2) for shuttle bus entrance
and exit @ S8,OOO/system
Flood alarm system
TOTAL PROJECT COST

1impanogos Cave National MOlJument - £15. GMP, DCP

Prepare engineering study of alternatives for sewage disposal at cave rest room
19,000
13,000
17,000
13,000
13,000
24,000
16,000

II
II
II
II
II

38,000

JII

24,000

JII

145,000
47,000

JII
JII

25,000

II

24,000

II

JII
JII

Det~rmi~e effects of air poll~t.i~n and acid precipitation on watershed and park resources

Engineering study for accesslbllllY to cave for persons with disabilities
Conduct survey of native flora and fauna
Prepare historic structures report
Prepare a historic preservation and maintenance plan
Complete e thnographic overview and assessment of American Indian culture a nd pioneer
influences within monument
Complete park administrative history
Revise interpretive pla n
Prepare a cultural landscape assessment of the monument

57.054.000

NOTES:
' I These estimates are based on the assumption that utilities will not need to be extended
beyond 300 fe et from the main systems to the eventual building site.
'2 These qua ntities a re based on a n assumption that 300 feet of two-way road s~s.tem will
be sufficient to provide access between the existing primary roadway and the faCIlity to be
constructed.
Future Plans and Studies
The fo llowing pla ns and studies a re recommended.
T ra nsporta tion Study
Th reatened and E ndangered Species Survey
Complete Determination 0' El igibility for pictograph site
Mi tigate damage to stream banks from heavy visitor use
25
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Action and Alt~matives

ALTERNATIVE A
General M.magement and Development Theme (Limit All Services and Facilities to Area
within the Monument Boundary)
With full recognition of the floodplain, geologic and avalanche hazard zones, potential
impacts of upstream dam failures, and extreme periods of freezing, this alternative is
designed to use only existing developable sites within the monument boundary and mitigate
potential impacts to the extent possible. This alternative calls for construction of a new
visitor/administrative faci lity in the monument and takes advantage of the existing
maintenance facilities and historic structures. The alternative also calls for the elimination
of the two Mission 66 residential structures to minimize overnight human occupation in
areas subject to flooding conditions and falling rock. Residence 2, however, would be
retained and a study conducted to determine how to best flood proof it for residential use.
This alternative further reduces impacts on the fragile river corridor soils and vegetation and
limits developments to only those areas already impacted by existing development.
The basic services and facilities and general management direction proposed in this
alternative are identified in the following subsections of this alternative. Information
pertaining to the design concept, spatial requirements, and associated costs is presented in
the section titled "Development Concept Plan/Cost."
Land Use And Management
For general management purposes, the monument in this alternative is divided into four
zones, including natural, historic, development, and special use (see Management Zoning
map). These zones represent the type of management that would be emphasized on the
lands within the monument.
The natural zone (approximately 242 acres) would be managed to conserve the natural
resources and processes of the monument while accommodating uses that do not adversely
affect such values. Facilities in this zone would be limited to those that have little effect on
scenic quality and natural processes. Examples of facilities typical of the natural zone
include foot trails, signs, and trailside information displays. Within the natural zone are two
subzones· outstanding natural feature subzone and natural environment subzone. The cave
feature , which possesses unusual intrinsic value and significance, would represent the
outstanding natural feature subzone. The remainder of the natural zone would be managed
as a natural environment subzone.
The historic zone (approximately 4 acres) would be managed to preserve, protect and
interpret cultural resources.
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The development zone (approximately 3 acres) would provide the necessary space for visitor
and management facilities. Examples of facilities within this zone include picnic tables. rest
rooms, buildings, parking areas, roadways, primary pedestrian trails and shelters, ticket
collection kiosk, and 20,OOO-galion water tank.

• . Rest Room (H5-I26)

The special use zone (approximately 1 acre) would include those lands within the monument
that are dedicated for utility corridors for use by Mountain States Telephone Company and
Utah Power and Light Company.

7. Old Cave Trail

5. Stonce Buitdi n&
(f"lc:kcl Booth)

Action and Altematives

M.intain and ('Of\tin~ 10 usc: ror mainlenancc stonee
Maintai n and continue to use ror nuinlcnancc $lonce

6. Two Cold Cellars
Maintain .11 pol1ions currenlly heine maintained

Natural Resource Management
Land Protection and Adjacent Lands
Refer to the same section in the "Proposed Plan" above, page 14.
Refer to the same section under the "Proposed Plan" above, page 10.
Cultural Resource Management
The problems associated with the storage of cultural resources within the l00-and 500-year
floodplain would be resolved by incorporating appropriate storage facilities within the new
visitor/administrative facilities, which would be designed for flood protection since they are
within the l00-year floodplain.
An archeological survey completed in the monument identified one site; a Fremont-style
anthropomorphic figure presented as a pictograph. Preliminary indications are that the
figure does not meet the criteria for nomination to the National Register of Historic Places.
A final decision on eligibility will be coordinated with the SHPO prior to any action that
would directly or indirectly impact this site. On-site protection of the site, to prevent wind
and water erosion from completely obliterating it would be implemented.

Based on the proposals contained in this section, the cultural resource management section
of the monument's resource management plan would need to be revised.
The following table identifies the historic properties by name and building number, and the
proposed use.

TABU!'

PROPOSl!D USB OF IDSTORIC sntucnJItES - AL'IERNA'I1VI! A

1. JWKScnce ( HS.2)

Maintain in platt a nd continue to

2.8ridl<

Maintain in place and continue 10 UK ror whicular and pedestrian acceu

1. c.... Res, Room ( H5-I27)

Maintain in place .nd continue fO use as I rut room
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This alternative would eliminate the continued impact on soils and vegetation in the area
between the American Fork River and the visitor parking area directly north of the visitor
center and Highway 92, by constructing a pedestrian barrier or fencing. This would allow
the monument staff the opportunity to rehabilitate the severely impacted area.
Additional impacts on the natural resources would be eliminated as a resu~t of removing th.e
picnic area and many of the existing trails from the monument as descnbed below. ThIs
would enable the monument staff to restore these areas to a natural appearance and thereby
reduce associated impacts to the natural resources.
Visitor Use and Interpretation
The monument would continue to be managed as a day-use area. Under this alternative
a new visitor contact facility would be built in the same general location as the original
structure that was destroyed by fire in February 1991. The facility would be designed to
reflect consideration for the l00-and 500-year floodplain and to the degree possible,
potential geological hazards. The visitor-related services would include the same functions
and related space requirements as presented in table 2.
The parking area north of the temporary visitor center site between Highway 92 and the
river would be expanded to the east to accommodate an additional 20 visitor vehicles.
The canyon view trail, proposed in the 1983 General Managemenl Plan would r,:~ain closed
and be dropped from any further consideration as part of the effort to move vIsItors out of
what will become an extremely congested area. This would increase the turnover rate of
visitors in an area where pa rking space is inadequate and there are critical circulation and
congestion problems.
With tre exception of the parking area, the picnic area facilities would be discontinued for
the same rationale as presented above concerning the canyon view trail. The parking area
31
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would be retained as an overflow parking area since needed parking would be extremely
marginal.
A trail would also be built between the overflow parking and the
visitor/administrative center.

SF) would be retained within the maintenance area as a. part of that .fu~ction. The 120
square foot space that would become available in the m~~ntenanc~ bUlldmg as a result of
relocating the curatorial function would be used for add~uonal mamtenance storage. The
historic stone bathhouse and ticket booth would be retamed for storage.

Because of the extreme danger associated with the grades and length of the trail to the cave,
access for the disabled would not be provided for. As an alternative, special interpretive
techniques would be developed to give those interested a full understanding and
~ppreciation for the underground resources. The visitor center and all related facilities
would provide for access for persons with disabilities.

Staffing necessary to implement this alternative is displayed below. Under this alt.ernative,
staffing levels would increase by a~proximat~ly 5 FfEs. The annual operatIOns and
maintenance costs associated WIth thIS alternatIve would be $674,982.
STAFFING NECESSARY TO IMPLEMENT ALTERNATIVE A

Concession Operation
Under this alternative concession services would be discontinued in the monument.
Considering the same services and facilities are available within 3.5 miles, or 5 minutes, of
the monument, it is not unreasonable to expect visitors to depend on such services to meet
their needs. Therefore, it was determined that such facilities were not among the facilities
considered to be the minimum essential for serving visitors. This would also avoid
prolonging human presence in a geological hazard wne and would increase the turnover
rate of visitors in an area where parking space is inadequate and there are critical
circulation and congestion problems.

FUNCTION
PERMANENT STAFF
Administration

Maintenance
Interpretation/
Resource Management

Park Operations
Under this alternative, a new administrative structure would be built in the same general
location as the original structure and combined with visitor-related services. The facility
would be designed to reflect consideration for the 100- and 500-year floodplain and to the
degree possible, potential geological hazards. The administrative-related facilities would
include the same functions and related space requirements as presented in table 2, with the
exception that the transportation office would not be required.

SEASONAL STAFF
Maintenance
Protection
Fee Collection
Interpretation

POSITION

FTE

Superintendent
Administrative Officer
Administrative Clerk
Information receptionist/deposits/sales clerk
Maintenance Foreman
Maintenance Workers
Chief Ranger
Resource Management Specialist (STF)
Park Ranger (STF)

1.0
1.0
1.0
0.6
1.0
2.0
1.0
0.9
0.9

Custodial Laborers (2)
Park Ranger, trail patrol/kiosk
Park Ranger, lead
Fee collectors/kiosk (4)
Park Ranger, lead
Seasonal interpreters, (16 at 4 months each)

1.0
0.5
0.5
2.0
0.5
5.3
19.2

TOTAL
Considering the investments in public property and the need for early response to
emergencies, on-site housing for one employee would be provided. Residence 2 would be
floodproofed and retained as housing. All other housing would be discontinued and all
employees would be responsible for their own accommodations within the surrounding
communities. The residential structures identified as 8 and 9 would be removed from their
sites and di ~posed of. After the facilities are removed, parking would be developed to
accommodate thirteen NPS vehicles and two Natural History Association employees.
The maintenance building would continue to be used in its present location and current
fashion, with the exception that the curatorial space (120 SF) would be combined with the
new visitor/admi nistrative faci lities. The lunch room (169 SF) and locker/shower area (139
32
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Development Con'. ; jlt Phn/Cost
Following is a grapt ,c presentation of the development concept plan (DCP) that represents
those needs descr;' cd in the above sections. Also, following the DCP is a cost estimate for
all development- lated projects. The estimates represent gross costs (including project,
construction supervision, and contingencies) in )992 dollars. Estimates are based on class
C agency guidelines and represent average cost of similar facilities in other NPS areas within
the region.
ALTERNATIVE A DEVEWPMENT COST
ITEM

NET ESTIMATE

CONSTRUCTION PHASE

DEVEWPMENT NEEDS
Wl11fIN 11fE MONUMENT
Visitor/administrative center
S2,582,OOO
7,880 SF @ 52)0.00
Visitor/administrative center floodproofing
387,000
Visitor center landscaping @ 20% of net
515,000
Visitor center furnishings @ 25% of net
644,000
Visitor center interpretive media
Including equipment/program materials
780,000
New utilities for visitor/admin. facility .)

Structural obliteration and site restoration work:
8,000
Residence 8
11,000
Residence 9
12,000
Temporary visitor center trailer
12,000
Concession terrace/food service
Rehabilitate riverbank area and
55,000
construct barrier bet-ween parking/river
Remove picnic facilities except parking; rehab. 28,000

II
III

III
III

Flood alarm system

23,000

II

$5,290,000

Future Plans and Studies

II

8,000

II

F100dproof residence 2

47,000

II

Storage shed for trail maintenance machine
200 SF @ 535.00/SF

11,000

III

3,000

III

34

II
II

'1. Primary utilities are in place with only minor tie-in to new facility required. At the time
of tie-in, age of facilities should be considered. There is a likelihood that renovation of the
system will be necessary within ten years. There is also a continuing need for radon
abatement, and recent discovery of lead in the water indicates a need for abatement there.

80,000

Landscaping for storage shed area,
20% of net construction

n

28,000
53,000

Refer to the same section under the "Proposed Plan" above.

Maintenance center general remodeling
to improve storage space

II

Construct pedestrian walkway bet-ween
picnic parking area and visitor center
and guardrails bet-ween the road and trail
Asphalt trail 6' wide x 1,200' @ S22/SY
Wood Guardrail S28/LF x 1,200'

TOTAL PROJECT COST

3,000

Additional parking at visitor/administrative
center-36 new car prkng spaces
@ 5I,400/space

Action and AlttmQli~s
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ALTERNATIVE B
General Management and Development Theme (Minimum Action)
This alternative represents the minimum action and related costs needed to meet the visitor
and administrative needs specifically related to the monument and attempts to resolve those
concerns identified in the "Issues" section of this document. To accomplish this theme. the
alternative is based on the following facts. assumptions. and concepts.
In recognition for the continuing reduction in funds available for the National Park
Service to administer units of the system and the unlikelihood that funding will
become available in the near future for major development. this alternative
significantly scales down and in some cases eliminates certain services and facilities
as described below in this alternative.
Some of the facilities within the monument no longer needed to serve their current
use would be adapted to meet other needs wherever practical.
Services and facilities determined not to be necessary and/or appropriate or directly
related to the primary resource most significant in establishment of the monument
would be eliminated due to the limited developable area within the canyon and
efforts to resolve the multitude of issues presented earlier.
This alternative also assumes that minimal visitor contact facilities would be
combined in a new facility with the U.S. Forest Service. in an effort to further reduce
costs. This facility would be west of the monument and outside the American Fork
Canyon. in a location that would conveniently serve the 75 percent of the visitors who
enter the monument and American Fork Canyon from the west. The remaining 25
percent of the visitors. who enter the monument from the east. would be directed to
the new visitor center by adequate signing. Best estimates indicate that adequate
visitor center sites could be obtained within 3 miles of the monument.
Within the joint v· ;itor facility. the NPS would support only those costs of the
facilities essential to meeting visitor needs specifically related to Timpanogos Cave
National Monument.
In an effort to minimize the space requirements of the NPS portion of the joint
facility. a concentrated effort would be made to expedite the turnover rate at the new
visitor contact facility. Therefore, it would be esse ntial to limit services and facilities
that would detain visitors (interpretation, sales area, exhibits, etc.).
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The basic services and facilities and general management direction proposed in this
alternative are identified in the following subsections of this alternative. The graphic details
pertaining to the design concept, spatial requirements and associated costs are presented in
the section titled "Development Concept Plan/Cost."
Land Use and· Management
For general management purposes, the monument in this alternative is divided into four
wnes, including natural. historic, development. and special use (see Management Zoning
map). These wnes represent the type of management that would be emphasized on the
lands within the monument.
The natural wne (approximately 242 acres) would be managed to conserve the natural
resources and processes of the monument while accommodating uses that do not adversely
affect such values. Within the natural zone are two subzones - outstanding natural feature
subwne and natural environment subzone. The cave feature, which possesses unusual
intrinsic value and significance, would represent the outstanding natural feature subzone.
The remainder of the natural wne would be managed as a natural environment subzone.

cannot be developed, resources will be stored off-site at a repository such as the Western
Archeological and Conservation Center.
A final decision on the eligibility of the only known pictograph within the monument will
be coordinated with the SHPO prior to any action that would directly or indirectly impact
the site. On-site protection of the resource, to prevent wind and water erosion from
obliterating the pictograph would be implemented.
The following table identifies the historic properties by name and building number, and the
proposed use. Other actions related to the use of existing cultural resources are also
discussed in other sections of this alternative.

TABU!S

PROPOSP.D

use OP IOSTORlC SfRUcruRFS · ALTl!RNA11VE B

I. Rc.sidtnce (H5-Z)

2. Bridge

The historic zone (approximately 4 acres) would be managed to preserve, protect, and
interpret cultural resources.
The development zone (approximately 3 acres) would provide the necessary space for visitor
and management facilities. Examples of facilities within this zone include rest rooms,
parking areas, roadways, primary pedestrian trails, shelters, ticket collection kiosk, and
20,OOO-galion water tank.

Maintain and convert to administrative uSC:
Maintain in place and continue 10 use for ye hicular and pedestrian access

) . Cave Rei! Room (1-15- 121)

Maintain in place and continue to usc as a rest room

4. Rest Room (HS-I 26)

Maintain and continue to use rOt maintenance storage

S. Storace Buildin,
(fickel Booth)

Maintain and continue 10 use (o r maintenance storage

6. Two Cold Cellan

Remove. from monument and reston: sile

7. Old Cave Trail

Maintain all portions cum: ntly being maintained

The special use wne (approximately 1 acre) would include those lands within the monument
that are dedicated for utility corridors for use by Mountain States Telephone Company and
Utah Power and Light Company.

Natural Resource Management

Land Protection and Adjacent Lands

Refer to the same section in the "Proposed Plan" above, page 14.

Refer to the same section under the "Proposed Plan" above.

This alternative would also eliminate the impact on soils and vegetation in the area between
the American Fork River and the visitor parking area directly north of the temporary visitor
center and Highway 92 by constructing a pedestrian barrier or fencing. This would allow
the monument staff the opportunity to rehabilitate the seve rely impacted area.

Cultural Resource Management
The problems associated with the storage of curatorial resources in the existing maintenance
structure, which is within the tOO-and 500-year floodplain, would be resolved by taking
action to first look at alternatives for protecting such resources in their current location and
then initiating action to implement the most practical solution. If a reasonable solution
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Additional impacts on the natural resources would be eliminated as a result of removing the
picnic area and many of the existing trails from the monument as descri bed below. This
would enable the monument staff to restore these a reas to a natu ral appeara nce and thereby
reduce associated impacts to the natural resources.
4t
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Visitor Use and Interpretation

rate of visitors in an area where parking space is inadequate and there are critical
circulation and congestion problems.

The monument would continue to be operated as a day-use area. A visitor contact facility
providing limited services would be built outside the monument. This facility would replace
some of the services currently conducted within the monument and would be combined with
the new visitor/administrative facility being considered by the U.S. Forest Service. The
National Park Service portion of the facility would include ticket sales/information area (450
SF), and rest rooms (300 SF).

With the exception of the parking area (25 spaces), the picnic area facilitie~ would be
discontinued in keeping with ,he intent of the minimum development alternatIVe ~nd the
need for additional parking to serve cave visitors. The parking area would ~e retatned as
an overflow parking area, since needed parking would be extreme.ly margtnal for caverelated activities. A trail would be built between the overflow parktng area and the cave
trailhead.

A total of 40 parking spaces (20 standard vehicles, 6 oversized recreation vehicles, II trailer
storage spaces, and 3 tour busses) would also be needed to accommodate visitor demand
at the new visitor contact facility.
Based on the 120 visitor per hour capacity of the cave, an estimated visitor turnover rate of
3.2 hours, and an average of 3.4 visitors per car, a total of 112 parking spaces would be
needed in the monument just to accommodate visitors touring the cave. Therefore, all 116
existing visitor parking spaces within the monument would be retained. The parking area
north of the temporary visitor center si e between Highway 92 and the river would be
expanded to the east to accommodate an additional 20 visitor vehicles. This would
represent 24 spaces more than is needed to accommodate visitors touring the cave. These
spaces would be used to accommodate those members of the public who will continue to
stop in the area for reasons other than touring the cave. Adequate signing east and west
of the monument directing visitors to the new visitor contact facility outside the monument
should minimize such stops.
Under this alternative the temporary visitor trailer unit would be removed and permanent
facilities, including ticket collection kiosk, rest rooms, and drinking fountain would be
constructed. To minimize activities and related demands that take up limited space, cave
tour tickets would not be sold at the ticket collection kiosk. Tickets would only be available
at the joint facility outside the monument.

Because of the extreme danger associated with the grades and length of the trail to the cave,
access for persons with disabilities would not be provided. Since ther~ would be no
interpretation at the visitor contact facility outsi~e the monument o~ the. tral.l~:ad area, the
only interpretive information that would be available to ~~sons With dlsab~htles w~uld be
brochures at the visitor contact facility. The proposed vISItor contact station outSide the
monument and all other monument-related facilities (parking areas and rest rooms) would
provide access for persons with disabilities.
Concession Operation
Under this alternative, concession services would be disc~ntinued in the m~ nument.
Considering the same services and facilities are available withtn 3.5 miles, or 5. mmutes, of
the monument, it is not unreasonable to expect visitors to dep~nd on such selVlces to meet
their needs. Therefore, it was determined that such faclhtles were not among tho~e
considered to be the minimum essential for serving visitors. This would also aVOid
prolonging human presence in a geologic.al hazard ~one and would increase the tur~o.ver
rate of visitors in an area where parkmg space IS madequate and there are Critical
circulation and congestion problems.
Park Operations

All interpretation concerning the cave and environment within the monument would take
place either at the end or beginning of the cave tour, and while visitors have a commanding
view of the canyon area. This would eliminate the need for interpreti,; facilities in the
floor of the canyon boltom where rockfall presents the greatest threat to the safety, health,
and well-being of all concerned. This would also be in keeping with the spirit of the
alternative to minimize development.

The housing of employees within the monument would be discontinued and employ~es
would be responsible for their own accommodations within the surrounding commUnities.
The residential structures identified as 8 and 9 would be removed from their sites and
disposed of. Once the facilities are removed, parking wo~ld be developed t.o accom":,odate
eight NPS vehicles specifically related to the dally o~eratlon of the cave . Hlstor.lc reSidence
2 would be retained and adaptlvely used for administrative purposes, as deSCribed l,elow.

The canyon view trail proposed in the 1983 General Management Plan would remain closed
and be dropped from any further consideration as part of the effort to move visitors out of
what will become an extremely congested area. This would further increase the turnover

National Park Service function s consisting of ticket sales, reservat.ions,
information/ orientatio n, and one office space would be in the joint (NPS/USFS) vlSllor
contact facility referenced above. Residence 2 would be remodeled to serve as the
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superintendent's office (125 SF), chief ranger's office (125 SF), offices for three
administrative positions (300 SF). lockers/ready room (180 SF). library/interpretive work
area (ISO SF). general office files and storage (125). and rest room (existing - 40 SF). The
referenced spatial needs for these functions equate to the total space available in residence
2 (1.046 SF). The parking area adjacent to residence 2 would need to be redefined (striped)
to accommodate five vehicles and an additional seven spaces would need to be built west
of and adjacent to the existing maintenance parking area.

SEASONAL STAFF
Maintenance
Protection
Fee Collection
Interpretation

Custodial laborers (2)
Park Ranger. trail patrol/kiosk
Park Ranger. lead
Fee collectors/kiosk (4)
Park Ranger. lead
Seasonal interpreters. (16 at 4 months each)

The existing maintenance building would continue to be used in its present location and
fashion. including office space for the chief of maintenance. This facility also includes
curatorial storage. lunch/conference room, showers. and maintenance storage/work areas.
The historic stone bathhouse and ticket booth would also be retained for use as storage.

Following is a graphic presentation of the development concept plan (DCP) that represents
those needs described in the above sections. Also. following the DCP is a cost estimate for
all development-related projects. The estimates represent gross costs (including project,
construction supervision. and contingencies) in 1992 dollars. Estimates are based on class
C agency guidelines and represent average cost of similar facilities in other NPS areas within
the region.

As a pan of the minimum action alternative. the Natural History Association function would
of vehicles. it was determined that removal of the Natural History Association activity would
expedite visitor turnaround. thereby freeing up needed parking space.
Staffing necessary to implement this alternative is shown below. Under this alternative
staffing levels would increase by approximately 5 FTEs. The annual operations and
maintenance cost associated with this alternative would be $674.982.
STAFFING NECESSARY TO IMPLEMENT ALTERNATIVE B

Maintenance
Interpretation/
Resource Management

POSITION

FTE

Superintendent
Administrative Officer
Administrative Clerk
Information receptionist/deposits/sales clerk
Maintenance Foreman
Maintenance Workers
Chief Ranger
Resource Management Specialist (STF)
Park Ranger (STF)

1.0
1.0
1.0
0.6
1.0
2.0
1.0
0.9
0.9

44
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Development Concept Plan/Cost

be discontinued as a service to the public. Due to the potential for continued congestion

FUNCTION
PERMANENT STAFF
Administration

2.0

0.5
19.2

TOTAL
Those cave·related facilities to be constructed in the monument would include a collection
kiosk at the trailhead leading to the cave (tickets would not be sold at this location). and
parking large enough to accommodate eight NPS passenger vehicles associated with the cave
activities.

1.0

0.5
0.5
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ALTERNATIVE B DEVEWPMENT COST
ITEM

NET ESTIMATE

CONSTRUCTION PHASE

DEVEWPMENT OUTSIDE
TIlE MONUMENT
Visitor/administrative center
750 SF @ S210.oo/SF
Visitor center landscaping @ 12% of net
Visitor center furnishings @ 20% of net
New utilities for visitor /admin. facility '1
Water, 300 FT @ S22.oo/LF = $7,000
Electrical, 300 FT @ SI7.oo/LF = S5,ooo
Telephone, 300 FT @ SI7.oo/LF = S5,ooo
Sewage, 300 FT, 6" line
@ S27.oo/LF = $8,000
New entrance road and parking for
visitor/administrative center
300 FT 2·way road
@ SII7.oo/LF = S35,1OO ' 1
20-car parking lot @ SI,4oo/car
6 oversized parking spaces @ S5,ooo/space
3 tour bus parking spaces @ S5,ooo/space
II trailer storage spaces @ Sl,4oo/trailer

S245,OOO
30,000
49,000
6,000
5,000
5,000
6,000

27,000
44,000
47,000
23,000
24,000

IMPROVEMENTS W1TI1 IN
TIlE MONUMENT
CA VE TRAILHEAD AREA:
Rest room 400 SF @ S250/SF
Kiosk 100 SF @ S60.oo/SF
Landscaping @ 12% of r.et construction
(rest room and kiosk)
Utilities at Trailhead Area
Water, 200 FT @ S22.oo/LF
Electrical, 75 FT @ S I7.oo/LF
Telephone, 75 FT @ SI7.oo/LF
Sewage, 200 FT, 6" line @ S27.oo/LF
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156,000
9,000

II
II

20,000

II

6,000
2,000
2,000
9,000

II
II
IJ

II
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New parking at trailhead area
20 additional visitor parking @ $1,400/car
8 NPS parking spaces @ $I,400/car

44,000
17,000

III
III

ALTERNATIVE C
General Management And Development Theme (Mothball/Caretaker)

OTIfER DEVELOPED AREA
REQUIREMENTS:
Obliteration and site restoration work:
Residences 8 and 9
Temporary visitor center trailer
Concession terrace/food service
Construct pedestrian barrier between parking/
river and restore riverbank area
Remodel residence 2 for administrative use
Construct 7 parking spaces for admin. staff
near residence 2 @ $1.400/car
Remove all picnic facilities excluding parking
and rehabilitate site
Construct pedestrian walkway with guardrails
between picnic parking area and trailhead
Asphalt trail, 6' wide x 1,200 @ $22.00/SY
and wood guardrail $28/LF x 1.200'
Flood alarm system
TOTAL PROJECT COST

19,000
12.000
12.000

III

""

55,000
37,000

III
III

16,000

III

28,000

III

Based on the potential hazards associated with the developments within the monument and
the improbability that sufficient funds would be available in the near future to provide the
type of services and facilities tha t address such concerns, the National Park Service would
tempora rily close cave access to the general public and cease all National Park Servicerelated activi ties. All facilities within the monument would be closed for use and secured.
The o nly access to the cave would be for qualified scientific purposes, which is consistent
with the primary purpose for establishing the monument. Under this alternative, another
local. federal, or state agency would administer the area under a memorandum of agreement
with the National Park Service. This management direction wou ld continue until such time
as sufficient funding were made available to resolve the life, health, and safety issues
associated with the existing facilities.
Land Use and Management

78,000
24,000

$1,057,000

III

"

Under this alternative. the existing Land Use a nd Management classifications would rema in
unchanged. Refer to alternative D (no action) below, for a description of the ex isting land
use a nd ma nagement.
Land Protection and Adjacent Lands

°It is assumed that hl.!f of these costs will be covered by the agency sha:ing the joint facility.

Refer to the same section under the "Proposed Pla n" above.

Future Plans and Studies

Cultural Resource Management

The following plans a nd studies are recommended under this alternative:

The following actions would take place concerning cultural resources management:

Flood . ~~otection plan for curatorial storage area in the maintenance shop.
POSSIbIlIties for storage of collections off site, through cooperative agreement with
another National Pa rk Service unit or another agency migh t be an alte rnative to
trying to f1oodproof the existing structure/area.
For other plans a nd studies needed under this alternative. refer to the same section
under the "Proposed Plan."

Cu ratori al items currently sto red in the maintenance center would he removed from
the monume nt and properly stored to ensure their protection.
With the exception of the trai l to the cave. the existi ng park facilities. particularly the
structures that constitute the historic district. would he routinely examined for
possihle maintenance needs in an effon to continue to insure the preservation ~ nd
protect ion of such resources. The histo ric portion of th e trail use d by visitors to
access the cave would he left to molder along wi th all other sections. Appropriate
action would be taken to ensure that historic sections of the trail are properly
inventoried and reco rded. All such work would he coordina ted with the SHPO and
ACHP.
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Under the terms of the MOA, occasional routine patrols of all resources, particularly
the historic structures, would be conducted, in an r ffort to minimize potential
vandalism.
The cultura: resource management portion of the park's resource management plan
would be reevaluated and revised to complement the direction prescribed under this
alternative.
The following table identifies the historic properties by name and building number, and the
proposed use.

Through an MOA with another entity, routine patrol and control of access to the
cave would be arranged.
Visitor Use and Interpretation
The following actions would take place concerning visitor use and interpretation:
The existing picnic area would be secured in such a fashion so as prevent use of the
facility.
All trails, including the one used to access the cave from the existing temporary
visitor center, would be abandoned and left to molder.

PROK)SfD USB OP HlSIURJC SfRUcnJRES - ALTERNA11V1! C

TABU! 6

All existing parking areas adjacent to Utah Highway 92 would also be secured in
such a fashion as to prevent use by the general public.
I. Res idence (HS-2)

M.1intain but abandon use

2. Brids<

Maintain but abandon us.e

Concession Operation

3. Cave Rut Room (1IS-127)

Maintain but abando n use

The following actions would take place concerning concessions:

4. Rest Room ( HS-I26)

Maintain but abando n usc

5. Storace 3u ildl ng

Maintain but ah3ndon uSC

The concession operation permit would not be renewed when It expires in December
1993.

(TICket Booth )
6. Two CokS Cellars

Maintain but abando n use

7. Old Cave Trail

Abando n and left to molder

All facilities would be vacated and secured.
Park Operations

Natural Resource Management

The following actio ns would take place concerning the park:

The following actions would take place concerning natural resource management:
All studies, inventories, and monitoring of resources by the National Park Service
would be terminated.
The natural resou rce ma nagement portion of the park's resource management plan
would be reevaluated a nd revised to complement the direct ion prescribed under this
alternative.
All cave openings wou ld he secured in a ma nn e r that elimi nates unauthorized access.
The o nly access permitted would be for scient ific purposes, and such access would
he controlled by anothe r administra tive entity under an MOA.
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The current lease with Utah Power and Light permitting the NPS to use a structure
outside the monument for administrative offices would be terminated.
The reside ntial structures, maintena nce center, and temporary visitor/ administrative
facility would be aba ndoned for use and secured. All supplies amI equipme nt wi ll be
transferred to other parks or surplused.
All park operations would termina te and the va rious staff members 'vould be
transfe rred to other Nationa l Park Service are,".
The costs associated with the ca re taker's alte rna tive a rc as follows:
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Annual wages or contract costs, including annual storage space fee for curatorial items
would be SI5,OOO. Ninety-seven percent of that S15,OOO (or SI4,5(0) would be for wages
and the remaining 3 percent ($500) for general maintenance.
One-time shut down costs (draining lines, removing equipment, securing buildings, removing
personal property and office machinery, initial storage of curatorial items, transfer o{
records, etc.) would be S 15,000. Properties would be protected by an alarm to a local law
enforcement agency.
Total: S30,OOO initially and SI5,OOO annually thereafter for implementation.

ALTERNATIVE D
General Management and Development Theme (No Action)
This alternative represents the no-action alternative. Under the no-action alternative
existing facilities and management direction would remai n unchanged and consistent with
the direction outlined in current management documents.

The historic bathhouse, and ticket hooth would also be retained and us.ed for their value as
storage facilities. Other historic properties such as two cold cellars, ongmal cave traIl, rest
room near the Hansen Cave entrance and the stone hndge near reSIdence 2, would be
maintained to protect their historic values.
As previously indicated, the on ly known archeological site ~onsists of a. pictograph (Fremontstyle anthropomorphic figure) that is believed to be ineligIble for listing on the .Na.tlonal
Register of Historic Places. However,. p.rio~ to any action that would dIrectly or md.lrectly
impact this site, a Determination of Ehglbl." ty would be completed 10 consultatIOn WIth the
SHPO. along with the appropnate mItigation.
Routine maintenance of historic properties would he undertaken when necessaryw preserve
them. All maintenance work would reflect the elements that represent the hlstonc character
of historic properties.
The following table identifies the historic properties by name and building number. and the
proposed use.

Land Use and Management
ThOU! 7

Current land management zoning is described in the park's Statement for Management. Most
of Timpanogos Cave National Monument is in a natural management zone. The cave itself
is classified as an outstanding natural feature subzone. The natural zone consists of 235
acres. The remaining land is divided into a historic zone (4 acres) and a development zone
(10 acres). The historic zone contains the Timpanogos Cave Historic District, which is on
the Natio nal Register of Histo ric Places. The old cave trail, cave rest room, and several
stone structures dating from the 1930s and 1940s are within the zone. The majority of the
structures a re along Highway 92 just inside the west boundary of the monument.

PROPOSI~) USE 01' IIISlURlC S'fRUCI\JRl:"~ · hl :I1 !RNI\l1VE I)

Ilas(oric Slructun:fOuildin, Number

PropoICd UK

I Re<;u.it: nce ( IIS-!I

1 I1 ndge
\ 1:Hm31n I" place and Cllntlnue

.s

ttl

usc: as a comfo rt slat Io n

Sl or.. gc nUlhJlng
(Tld,C I lloolh)

Land Protection/Adjacent Lands
II T ..·o ('o ld Ce llar..

\ta lnl:lI" In place:

Refe r to same section under "Proposed Pl a n" above.
Cultural Resource Management

Natural Resource Management

The 199 1 draft resource ma nage ment plan provides the framework for ma nagement of the
cultural resources wit hin the monument. Under this alte rnat ive, historic structure 2 would
continue to he used for residenti al purposes.

The 1991 draft resource manage ment plan (RMP) also provides the framework for
management of the na tural resources within the monument. The RMP provlde~ f~r the
protection and preservation of the natural e nvlronmelll tn ensure. ccns:ste m IntegrIty as the
atinn al Pa rk Service continues to proVIde for VIS it or u'c and e njoyme nt of the monume nt.
Refe r hack to this sa me section under the "Proposed Plan" for a summa ry of the natural
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resource management strategies proposed for the monument. A more detailed description
of proposed management actions can be found in the RMP.

discovery of the caves.

Visitor Use and Interpretation

• Natural History: Interpretation of the natural history of American Fork Canyon.

Under this alternative, the temporary trailer unit installed to replace the visitor facilities
destroyed by fire in 1991 would continue to be used as the primary visitor contact facility.
" Ithough efforts were made to make this temporary facility accessible, problems remain.
These problems a nd recommendations are covered in the August 1991 report titled "Update
Self-Evaluation of Accessibility for Disabled Persons," on file in the pa rk.

• Information: T o provide the visitor with inform.ation on cave tour times, additional
interpretive se rvices. and attractions in the surrounding area.

The picnic area a nd associated pa rking lots, rest rooms, tables, and trails would continue to
be maintained a nd available to visitors. This facility is also substandard relative to handicap
accessibility. as described in the previously referenced August 1991 report. Such deficiencies
would need to be resolved. The pa rk would continue to address the accessibility needs for
persons with disabilities in accordance with the direction spelled out in the accessibility plan
for the monument.
The mo nument would continue to be managed as a day-use a rea. Under this alterna tive.
inte rpretation would be con.ducted within the framewo rk and direction identified in the
Interpretive Prospectus presented as a part of the 1983 General Management Plan and as
ou tl ined in the 1992 Annual Statement For Interpretat ion.

• Huma n History : Interpretation of the human history of America n Fork Canyon and the

• Resource Management and Research: Int~~pretation of current resource monitoring and
research projects through active visitor partiCipatIOn.
Goals
.
d
. t'
of the park's cultural values and the
• Promoting visitor understanding a n apprecla lon
t'
and associated ecological
natu ral forces that crea ted the spectacular cave forma IOns
communities.
• Promoting visi tor aware ness of the natural environment through varied interpretive a nd
educational programs tha t focus on natural processes a nd resources.
Concession Operation
The concession ope ration. which survived the 1991 fire. would continue to operate to serve

The primary objective of the interpretive progra m is to provi de an opportunity for the
visitors to gain a n understanding of the significa nce of Timpanogos Cave. Through an
understa nding of the uniqueness and scie ntific va lue of the cave, the visitor's appreciation
a nd e njoyment of such reso urces would be increasp.J a nd their coopera tio n in protecting the
resource could be gained.
Under this alternative. the interpre tive themes and goals as outli ned in the 1990 Annual
Stateme nt For Interpre ta ti on would remain the same. These themes a nd goals follow .

visitors.
Park Operations
ff
Id ake a rra ngements for continued use of
lhJndUer .thh iSp
· alt:rrn~~i~ei..itgh~t ~~~~~:nf~~t~p~~~mi~istrative purpose;. Such a rra ngeme nts
ow
...
I d t
d in the 1991 fire .
t e ta
we re made when the admin ist rat ive facl itlles were a so es roye
. (2 8 . nd 9) woul d continue to be used for reside ntial purposes.
The three structures . . a

Themes

The existing maintenance fac ility would be retai ned in its current location .
. Geology: Interpretation of the geological aspects of the upl iftin g of the Wasa tch
Mountain Range and cave formation within the mounta in range.
. Hyd rology: Inte rpretation of the hydrology of the cave syste m and the importance of
wate r in maintaining cave formations.
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The historic bathhouse. a nd ticket booth wou ld be retained a nd used for their va lue as
sw rage facilities .
The monument normally has a staffing leve l of 14 fllll -t~'c el\~tiva!,en~~;'s~~~~~ailed~~n~ha~
"Affected Environment" section. "Manage ment and
pcrullons s .
.
ope rating budget has averaged $449.200.
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Details of current park operations and current staffing are described in the "Affected
Environment" chapter of this document.

Development Concept Plan/Cost
Following is a graphic entitled "Development Concept Plan - Alternative D - No Action"
that reflects the location of existing developments as described above for this alternative.
In concert with the "no action" concept, there are no new developments proposed under this
alternative; therefore, the only costs associated with this alternative would involve the
routine annual operation and maintenance.
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TABLE 8
RESOURCE
TOPIC

~

SUMMARY OF PROPOSED ACfION AND ALTERNATIVES
PROPOSl!l)

Pv.N

AL11lRNA11VB
A

ALTI!RNA11VB
B

Natural zone of
appro ... 2J8 acres
managed to
conserve natural
resources and
processes of the
monument while
acrommodating
uses Ihat do noc
adverselyarrec!
such va lues. Two
subzones o Ulstanding
natural feature
subzone (cave)
and nalural
environment
subzone. Historic
zone of appro... 4
acres managed ( 0
preserve, protect ,
a nd interpret
cultural re$Oun:es.
Development zone
o f appro... '7 acres
would provide
necessary space
(or visitor and
management
facilities. Special
usc zone o f
appro .. . I acre IS
th<l'e lands usc:tt
fo r ut ility
corridors.

Nat ural zone of
appro... 242 acres
managed to
conserve natural
l'C$Ources a nd
processes of the
monument while
attOmmodaling
uses thai do not
adversely.rfect
such values. Two
subzones outstanding
natural reature
subzone (cave)
and nalural
environment
subzone. Historic
zone o f approx. 4
ac.res man.ged to
preserve, protect,
.nd interprel
cultura l f'C$Ources.
Develo pment zone
o f appro ... 3 acrtS
would r rovide
necessary spaC\'"
ror visitor and
management
facilities. Special
usc zone of
appro ... I acre IS
those lanrts used
fo r utility
corndors.

NPS wo uld
conllnue 10
coordinate wilh
local land
managemenl
:tge ncies in
de~l o plng and
Impleme nting land
management

Same as proposal.

ALTI!RNA11VB

ALTI!RNA11VB

C

D

Natural zone of
approx. 242 acres
managed to
conserve nalural
resourt'CS and
processes o f the
monument white
.crommodaling
uses thai do not
adverselyarrect
such values. Two
subzones outstanding
natural teature
subzone (cave)
and natural
environment
subzone. Historic
zone o f appro... 4
.cres managed to
preserve, protect,
and interprel
cultural resources.
Development 1.0ne
of appro ... 3 acres
wou ld provide
necessary space
fo r visi lo r and
management
facilities. ~pccial
usc zone , r
appro... I acre is
th050C lands used
fo r utility
corridors.

Same as under
ailemalive D.

Man.gement
w ning will
remain the same.
The currenl
zonine is as
(allows: Natural
ro ne .ppro... 2lS
acres.. The cave
is classilied as In
ouulandine
natural (eature
subzone. The
remaining land is
divided into a
historic zone (4
acres) and .
development zone
(Il.cres).

Same as proposal.

Same as proposal.

Same as propo6al.

__________~P~I'~"~"______~L-__________L-__________~__________-L____. ______
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TABLE 8

SUMMARY OF PROPOSED ACTION AND ALTERNATI VES

RESOURa!
lUPIC

----

Proposed Aclion and Alternalives

0dmaI1taao...

PROPOSl!D
PlAN
All propentes
eligible for or
listed o n the
Natio nal Register
wou ld be managed
according TO NPS28. the National
Jlisloric
PreservalionAct.
a nd the Secretary
of the Inle rior's
Standards and
G uidelines for
Archeo logy and
Ili5:oric
Preservation.
Where a histonc
propeny has a
polent ia l fo t be ing
Impacted by
manacement
decisions nOI
discussed in this
plan. NPS would
consult With Uta h
SIIPO and ACIIP.
Cultural rc.source
ma n.gement
wouki emphasll.e
maln te nanc-e.
rehablhtat lOn. and
adaptive use o f
StruChU'CS
wheneve r
practical.
Curata nal storage
removed from
noodplaln and
Inrorporatcd In
Ihe Vlsllor/admln.
f:lCl hlyoutstde
monume nt .

AL11!ItNI\11VI!
A
Same as proposal.

Curaloria l ~' o rage
incorporated In
new Vlsltor/admin.
facl htlcs. designed
fo r flood
protectio n

AL11!ItNI\11VI!
8
Same as proposal.

AlCemalivcs fo r
proteCti ng
curalo nal
resourccs In their
current locations
would be
eval uated.

AL11!ItNI\11VI!
C
Same as proposal
except adaptlvc:
use of Structures
would nOI apply.

Cu ralo na l Items
wo uld be removed
from monumen t
and prope rly
stored.

TABLE 8

SUMMARY OF PROPOSED ACTION AND ALTERNATIVES
PROPOSl!D
PIAN

AI.TP.RNATIVI!
A

AL'Tl!RNl\11VI!
8

ALmRNATIVI!
C

ALTIlRNA11VI!

0

RESOURrn
lUPlC

Sa me as proposal.

Cultural Itlsoura:

Residence 2
relained for
interpretive value
and nu)dified to
p rovide rest rooms
and toseI'Ve as a
weathe r shelter.
Stune Rndg~
mal n Hlln~ d and
used for
pedestrian and
...ehkularaccess.

Residence 2
m:untained and
usc as residence
continued. Stone
Bridge maintained
and used fo r
pedestrian and
ve hicular access.

Residence 2
converted 10
administrative use .
Stone Bridge
maintained and
usc as ve hiclolla r
and pedestrian
arces-'i continued.

AII SIructures
would be vacated
and secured.

Residence 2
maintained a nd
used as residence.
Stone Bridge
would be
maintained.

That part of Ihe
o ld historic cave
Irail currenlly
used by visitors
would be rctOilncd.

Same as pmposal.

Same as proposal.

The entire cave
trail would be
secured and teft h
molde r In place.

ea10e rest roo m
maintained and
use ro nlinued as it
rest room. Sto ne
Test room. Slo ne
building and twO
cold cellars
removed and
disturbed areas
festo red to natural
cond ition.

C;t..1,: rest room
woulJ be
mai ntai ned and
uSC continued as a
reSI room. Slone
fCst room and
Slone building
(ticket boolh)
maintained and
usc continued as
maintenance
Sto,-dge . The tWO
cold cellars would
be rem()l,'Cd and
the sites restored.

AL11!ItNI\11VI!

Mana&cmeat,
04.

C urato rial
slo '-oIgc would
rcm,lIn In Ihe
maintenance
ce nle r.

I'no r 10 any action
that would d irectly
Of indirectly
tmpact lhe
plclOgr.tph SltC. a
dcle mllnallun u f
ellgitHIlty would be
completed along
wl lh app ro pmltc
nHugat,un. ,\n:as
prflposcd hIT
gmund
dlslurbance wtlul""
be intensIVely
In,,·cnto rtcd .

Sa nte as proposal.

cave rest room
mai ntained and
uSC continued a!o
rest room. Stu ne
rest room and
stone hu ilding
(ticket boot h)
maintained and

0

Sa me as proposal.
I

1\llsttuelures
woukJ be vacated
and secured.

ma.intenance
storage continued.
Tlie tworold
cellars removed
from mo nument
a nd sites restored.
Sameas p m~ 1.

Same

a~ pro pusoll.
nn (I fe. , !>
a rc r r.'p' tScJ fo r
I.IIMurhanre

e, e ~rl

( ·a ..·c rest ruom
mal nla lnell a n""
U!oC' c'ontlnued as
a rcS't roo m.
Sto ne rest room
and stone
building (ticket
boot h)
maint ained and
used fo r
maintenance
sto rage . Two
cold cellars would
f)c relalned.

Same as proposal.
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TABLE 8
IUlSOUItCl!
TOPIC

....-

NIh"'~ra:

Proposed Action and Allemalives

SUMMARY OF PROPOSED ACTION AND ALTERNATIVES
PROPOSIID
PI.AN

Al:rn.RNATIVB
A

ALTI!RNI\11Vl!
B

ALTI!RNI\11Vl!

Complele cave
hydrology sludy 10
eslablish
hydrographs for
enlire cave SYSlem.
to define Ihe cave
watershed. to
dete rmine
chemical
composition of
water flowing
through cave
system. and
develop a
mo nltonn,
program fo r cave
water quality and
quanllly. Add a
pl-l meter.
additIOnal
temper.1l1urc and
relative hum idity
sensors to
mOnito ring system
to have. more
complete .
conll nf.K>US record.

Same as proposal.

Same as proposal.

AIi Sludies.
inve ntories •
mo nilorinc o f
ruourt"es by Ihe
NPS would be
terminaled.
Natural resour«
manacemenl
portion or

A research
prognm to
determine how air
polluuon and aCid
preclpll:illlon afreci
park resources

C

ALTI!RNI\11Vl!
D
Same as proposal.

=.""

manacemenl plan
reevaluated a nd
revised to support
mOl hbali/
carelater
management of
the cave. Secure
aU cave: openings
loehminale
unaut horized
acr<SS. Only
aeeess for
scienlific purposes
would be allowed.
T h rough an MOA
With another
adm lnistralive
entily. routine
palmi and con trol
of aeee" to Ihe
cave would be
arranged.
Same as proposal.

Same as proposal.

Sume as above .

TABLE 8

SUMMARY OF PROPOSED ACTION AND ALTERNATIVES
AI .Tl!RNA11VI!
A

AL.TI!RNATfVl!.

B

ALTI!RNl\11Vl!
C

ALmRNA11VI!
D

Complel e
sampli ng;n
America n Fo rk
River to idenl ify
aq uallc
ecosyslems.
nparian habilal .
and cndangered
s~c ies. Awaler
reso urte
managemenl plan
ror American Fork
River and Pltk
v.'Ould be
completed.

Same as p roposal.

Same as proposal.

Same as above.

Same as proposal.

Research efrecls
o f waler
developmenl and
"';silallon o n
speleol hems would
be addressed .

Same as proposal.

Same as proposal.

Same as above .

Same as propm.a1.

Fire managemenl
plan would be
implemented .

Same as proposal.

Sa me as pro~ l .

Same as oaho\.·c .

Same

Afte r complelio'l
Ihrealened
and endangertd

Same as p roposal.

Same as proposal.

Same as ..baYe.

Same as p roJX~1.

Same as proposal.

Same as proposal.

1\11 trall~ Wtl\lliJ be

No change 10

al"laniJoncll and
IcCl 10 molder.
T1", would Inclullc
the ltall leading III
anO from the rOl\'C

elu~ lln l:

RESOURCE.

PROPOSlID

TOPIC

PI.AN

s~ri e ssu",ey.

Exislinc research
dro rts would
conlinue.

OIher Impor1:anl
sperles In Ihe
monumenl wouliJ
he: liJenlll'icd and
prolccled .

the rave lrail .
whirh causcs loss
of vegetatio n and
soil erosio n and
Increased rockfall
dange r would be
prevented by
planting !fees and
shrubs o r by uSing
fallen trees Stone
walls would also
he !"IUltt 10

Implemenled.

lr:iI\'CI.

64

profXtSal

or a

Shu r1 cuni ng o f
Ihe switchbacks on

..... "' be

a!.
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TABLE 8

Proposed Action and Alternatives

SUMMARY OF PROPOSED ACTION AND ALTERNATIVES

ReiOURrn
TOPIC

PROPOSP.D
PIAN

ALTP.RNA.11VI!
A

IlL11!RNA11VE
B

IIL11!RNA11VE
C

AL1F..RNAnvE

Natu~

Soil compaction.
loss of pound
rover vegetation.
and erosion
resolved by
removal o r
eliisting visilor
cenler parting
.. reas and
Implementat ion o r
shullie system.
Im pacted areas
would be restored.

Soil compaction.
lass or pound
C"OYer vecctation.
and erosion
resolved by
removal o r picnic
area. and
conslnK'lton or
pcdestnan
barriers.
Impacted areas
would be restorcd.

Sameu
allemllive A.

Areas void o r
YCtelllion would
be ]eflto
reccncrate
naturally.

No chuge 10
existing
conditions.

Conllnue 10
manage as a day-

Sameasp~1.

Same as proposal.

Oosc mo numcnl
all usc elicepi
ror qualified
scientific purposes.

Same as proposa l.

VIsilor center and
parkIng relocated
oulSlde American
I:o rk RIver ca nyon
wesl or

New Vlsitor
contact racillly
would be buill in
same general
lociition u
ongl nal. and
deSigned WIth
noodplain a nd
geological haurds
in mind. The
racilily would
Include space (or
first -a id room.
..ckel sales.
In ro rmallo n,
audiOVIsual room,
museum ,lcnetal
lobby, resl rooms,
.. ndan a ru 10
oblaln map',
brochures, and
ge nerallnro aboul
Ihe sunoundlng
regIOn.

AII";sitor (acilllles
would be
abandoned and
secured (I.e .•
picnic area, tr"lls,
resl rooms. and
parking).
lra lls would be
abandoned and
Iclilo molder.

Te mpvr.. ry lraller
"'o uld conllnue to
he used as
pnmary viSllo r
con liici (aclilIY.

Raoumc

MaaatF.e·"

ad.

ViUtor UIIt aad
lolcrpttUltioe

VI~IIOt cenler
would Include
space ro r first·aid
room , lickell.lles.
In(o rm;ulOn,
audiovisual room.
museum. general
lohhy. reSI rooms.
3n a rea 10 buy
m.. ps. brochures,
and ge neral Inro
on sunoundlng
OpllOns
ro ra ne .... JOtnl
\1S110 r eenle r
faellllY Wllh the
LSI''S would be
Clplo red.

,,-

0

10

Visitor conlact
rlcllity providing
limitedscrvices
located o utside
monument and
combined wII h
VlSIIOt/
administrative
racilily considered
by the USFS.
NPS pon ton to
include tickel
sales/i nfo. and
rest rooms.
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TABLE 8

SUMMARY OF PROPOSED ACTION AND ALTERNATIVES
IIL11!RNA11VE
A

ALmRNAnvE
D

ALl'ERNA11V1!
C

AJ:J1!IINA11VE

Visilo r access by
personal vehicle.
Parking nonh of
Ihe lemporary
visitor center
eKpanded 10
accommodate an
additional 15
vehicles,

Visitor ac('ess by
personal vehide.
Forty parkina
spaces (20
standard,6
oversized, II
trailerslorage,
and) lou r buS) 10
suppan new V.c.
Relain 11 6
eXlsling VlSllor
parl.. ng s ~ s.
and parklna no nh
o r the temporary
Vlsitor cenler
ell'plllnded ro r 20
more \'Chit'les.

Same as above.

VisilorIccessby
personal vehicle,
Retain eli"ina
parking.

Picnic area and
ame nIties rctalned
and new lrall hUll I
hetween II and
hIstone dlst nCl.
Ten .,.,.... lk· ln f"cnlC
unllS added 10
hlslOnc dlSlncl .

The picnic arca
facillllcs
dlsconlinued
e'(cepl for Ihe
pa rkIng. which
would he retained
ror ove rflow.
Tr.1I1 bUIlt
belween the
overflow park in,
and Vlsl to rj
ad minist rative

Same as
al!ematl\'c l\

S:imc as above.

Picnic area and
associated
park ina lOIs. rest
rooms Ind table ,
and Irails would
continue to be
maintained and
available to

Canyon View " ;111
to he: ahandoned

S:ime as proposal.

Same as propm.al

~m c ,,~

( ',lnllnu!;' pl"n\> to
,lh" n!JHn (';In)on
View Ird ll

~U Ra!

PROPOSl1J)

TOPIC

PIAN

ViAtor Usc aad

:vIandalo ry
Iransponat ion
system
Implemented.
includ ing shUllle
SlOp with sheller,
rest rooms, waler
fountaIn, parking
ror Ihree-Wpasse nger buses
and a nood alarm
system. ,\ llhe
ne..· \1liltor ce nter,
parking space to
acrommodate IS)
vehicles: ) mass·
lranspu nal ion
buses, )5
O'lc r.;I7.ed vehicle!>,
103 slandard
vehicles fo r u\'c
VlSIlOrs a nd 12
non-cave -rclaled
vehicles,

1olcrp~Ultioa,

ad.
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TABLE 8

Proposed Actioll alld Alternatives

SUMMARY OF PROPOSED ACJ'I ON AND ALTERNATIVES

ItI!SOUJUE
TOPIC

1'R0P05IlD
PlAN

AL11lItNA11Vl!
A

AL11lItNA11Vl!
B

AL'IDRNA11Vl!
C

ALTIlRNA11Vl!
D

V .... u.

-.,...-.,

Speo.l

Special

inle rp~ tivc

i nt erp ~t ivc

Persons wlt h
disabilities would

OIl.

techn iq~

tcchniques
developed to
pC"O¥Kic . rull
undeMandinl and
app~riation for
the ruourre (o r
persons wil h
diYbilittcs_ 'The
visitor cenler and
all related
faci lities fully
actCSllbk.

Monume nt closed
acccss by a ll
VIsito rs.

Mo nume nt would
continue to
address
accasibility needs
ror persons with
d isabilities in
acrordance with
their accessib ility
pla n.

...

dcvdopcd to
provide a rull
unde" ta ndinl and
appreciation (o r
the resou rre to r
pc rsons wil h
d isabilities. New
racilities ruJl y
accesslbk,

c-..

Conceu;on

~

SCM<u
dil.conlinlH:d ,

~cc ive

10

i nte rp~t ivc

bnxhuf'U a l
visito r rontK t
facili ty. Visito r
contact buildinl
and ot her (acilities
fu lly accessible ,

Same lIS propc:ul,

Same lIS propc:ul.

Same as proposal.

CoMeDion wou ld
continue to
operate,

TABLE 8
RI!SOURCI!

m Plc
Part OpcralioM

SUMMARY OF PROPOSED ACJ'ION AND ALTERNATIVES
PRO POSI ID
PIAN
( '"nstru r l
adm lnlst r.:atlvc
l'enle r and pa rki ng
(ill :"IO I' S \'eh lclcs)
outslI.Je I\menca n
Fork Rive r can yon
,,",Clot o f mo nument
o n sa me sile as
\..sl to r ce nte r.
,\ dmin, cente r
Indude sr'lce fm
'!lJmln_ and
mollnlc nan rc
u rftrclo. hhrary.
,ntcrprCII\'C.
l'ura llmal. a nd
resuun:e
managt:mcnt ,",url.
!.pan:. ~tarr UltC
n 'um!>, !>Io r.:age .
an\J ~lI ' u r.:a1
IIIM U')

1\s.\UClaIlOn Sale!..
Option!. for a ncw
JUlnt
ad mlnl!.lratl\'c
ranht y with the
LSFS ,",nulJ ~
t: \plu re..J ,\1
~ hult lc Maglng
.ITt:a 1ft munumcnl
pro"'ldc derl mnll·
" ... Ie!>, Jan ltu n al
~llI ra"c. a n..J
park ing (ur I]
~I·S vehicles.
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l\J:ll ~ RNAnVB

ALll~RNATIVI~

A1 .11~RNi\l1VB

ALTI~11VB

1\

B

C

D

,' dmi nlJ;trativc
st ruct u re b uill on
same locatio n as
o n glnal and
comhlned with
visito r seMCCs. It
would i nclud~
srace for
adminis trativ~ a nd
r"ngcrs' offices.
lihra ry a nd
Intcrpretl\·e .
rcloOun-e
manllgcment , ilnd
curatnnlll work
lopace. Silirr usc
rllum!.. l>l o r"ge .
and '\a tur.:al

Resid~ nc~

-nil: rurre nt lcilSC
Utah PO'Ner a nd
Ughl for usc: o f a
i.tructurc oUli.lde
the :no num~ n t (o r
administrative
offices te rmina ted,
T emporary
visitorl
adminislr.Ul\'e
(acll ity aha ndo ne..J
ur 101M: anoJ
secu red,

Arrangements
made ro r
cont inued usc: or
Utah Power and
light building fo r

IItMUI)'

I\...\l.lClalllln

(an hllt:s.
Con!>lruci 15-cat
e m plo)'e~ pa rking
o n Mte where
resulences H and 'I
""e n: lucated ,

.2
retai ned a nd
adaptivel), used
rur admlnIS!r:,tI I\lC
and ra ngt:n;'
o ffices. slarr U!Ie
rooms. lihr.:a')'.
work areas.
storage. a nd rest
room. Residences
K a nd q remnve\J
lind poArklng ro r K
:"IO I'S vc h lcle ~ hUIIt.
Parking area
adjilccnt to
residence 2
rcslnpc..J r,'r.5
\t: hlck:o.an..J 1
!>paces hUll! .
TICkt:llOalcl>.
rCM: I"" allt>n!. Inlu l
unenlatlun lI n..J
o ne o((j r~ "101111 In
lh~ JUtnt :"IOI'S!
t;SI:S Will!)r
ru nlact fal'llit\
Within tht:
mn nunlelU. a
c,,!left lo n 1.11i"k
an..J K-car :"lOPS
parking. ' alural
I " stury
,\ JJ..-.ocl.ttll,n
dll>c:unllnunl

fl9

NPS
ad ministrative
purposei..

TimJHlnogos Ca\'I! National

TABLE 8

Monllm~1II

Proposl!d Action tmd AI'I!,"ali\~s

- £IS, GMP, DCP

SUMMARY OF PROPOSED ACTION AND ALTERNATIVES

MalntclUlnce
hUlkh", with I~
...ehtcle parkin,
ou tSIde
monument.
1 ~ lsll n,

mainlenan«
b uildin, and
I"Oitdway removed
and sites resto red.

1\J.1T'..ItNATIVI!
ALn!RNl\11VI!
AB

ALTl!RNAT1VI!
C

AL11!RNA11VE
0

\ialnl cna~

\ia uuena nrc

~b i nl~nancc

center abandon~d

(acilllY Ruined
in its curren t
location,
Bathhouse and
ticket booth
retai ned and IlSCd
(o r maintenance
sto race·

Maintenancc
building IlSCd in
present locatio n
and rashlo n. II
Includes chid o f

bUlldin, used
whcre: a nd as It is..
exccpt thai
cu ra to nal storage
moved to new
milo r fiicility, and
the 120 SO, n '.
made availa ble
would be used for
maintenance

m a intcna~

~qu i pment

orrKe . curatorial
slo ra&c. lunc h!
conference room,
s howers.
maintenance

transferred to
ot her parks o r
surplused,

SlOlOlge,

Slorage/ won

o f usc and
secured. All
supplies a nd

areas. lI isto ne
Slone bathhouse
and ticitet booth
rel alned and l.Lo;cd
(or m:untenancc:
.co rage,
ItcsKknccs. Ii a nd
q reftlO'o'ed lind
~l tC~ re~lOre:d and
Iilarr IntiCd; (No'n
tw:.u~l n ,"

SI~(fi n l t o
. m ~c mcnl

Ihu.
propo!tOl l wou kJ
Increa)oC hy 7 .?
I-'n'" (lo .? 1 1 1 10
1"'"n"pon al tOn
S)")lcm, and
a nn ual " pc ra IKlfI"
a nd m.u ntena ncc
Ctl!lts would h(:
Slln ,flJ)

Iteti tdc ncc 2
flood pnlOfed a nd
retai ned as
ho u",ng, ,\11 o lhc r
hnu.IoInC
d l",onllnued ilnd
"Ia f( 10 Kelt own
hou:o.lnJ.

Empk1yee hou5! n,
In monumenl
dUicOI1l1nucd a nd
cmplo)'ee ~ ..'o uld
ha,·etllM:d. lhc,r
uwn tl.u uloI ng

Sla rfi nC 10

Samc w.
altc m :u l\"c ,\

I m ~c menl l h ,s

ahematl"c " 'ould
Inc rea~ hy5
F IV"" l in l'/) .. nd
an nual o per" IKln:o.
oInd m.unlenancc
CU!o I ~ wnuld h(:

lte:loIde nle~

1. J .

....ould tI.c
ahand"'In cd u( U)oC
a nd tiCc un:d ra rl.;
ll pe r:alto n!O would
Ic rnlln;tte a nd
, Iafflrdns(un:d to
IIlher ~ PS a reas,

.md ' I .. u uld
,unllnue: lit he
u).Cd as
re:!Otden.c!o

An

~. O,\ woukl
~ eSlahla hed
"'"h a nn the r local
federal tl r liIa te
agc ncy h I Is,,\ ue
('a,t' ....·c!>., fur

Siam n, w" ultJ
remain at 14
f-11;s and the
annualoperallng
hudeel would
re main a " l und

qu,lhflCoJ fCM";ln' h

~q.200

TABLE 9 IMPACTS OF THE PROPOSED ACTION AND ALTERNATIVES
IMPAcr TOPIC

IMPACISOP

IMPACISOP

IMPACI'SOP

IMPACISOP

IMPACISOP

PROI'OSIJD
PIAN

AI.'11!IlNA"IlVI!

AI.'11!IlNA"IlVI!

A

B

AI.'11!IlNA"IlVI!
C

o

No mc&Sut1lble

Nomeuurabk
incrusc in strum
turbWlity. R.OO«
(rom p-nin, IoU
could contain
pc.tro&cum and
other aula wasle
products Ihat
rould result in
minor s urface
. . ter
conlamination.
No pvundwater
impairment is
ant icipated. There
is • pouibility (o r
noll ural flash
floodin, as we ll as
Ruh flood in,
auociated with
dam failures and
multin, proha ble
maximum flooding
condit ions.

Same as
alternative A.

incrusc in ifrum
turbidity.
Potential
rrom p-oonl k)6
containinl
petroleum and
other aula wasle
products Ihat
rould resull in
minor s urfacc

nino«

ronlam ination
would be reduced.
No poundwater
im~innent is
anticipated. There
is a poc.sibility fo r
IUItUrlll nash
floodin, as well as
nash flood in,
aswciated with
dam failures IMI
f'CSult i", proba ble
ma.ri mum flood inC
conditions.

poundwater
impairment l5
antkiprltcd, No
impiK1s on
floodplain.

"nn u.. l upe r'''II 'n
and m:u nl e nanl'C
c,"' ... "'fluid I",
1 15."(.1

SI.057.000

S7.0S4.r.oo

70

d«1'UK in "rum
turbidity and
nlftOlTfrom

P'rtinllotS. No

..!nd It. Rlullncl)'
rxltru l .I n, lln ~pc Cl

St.~4 ,I.If(2

No measurable

71

Al.11lIlNA"IlVI!
Noeffcct 01'1
Roodptain.
wetlands or .. le r

TunJJGllOBOS

~

NllIiONJl Monumtnl • EIS, GMp, DCP

Proposed Aclion and Allernatives

TABLE 91MPACl'S OF 11IE PROPOSED ACflON AND ALTERNATIVES
IMPACI'TCWK:

............,

W_~

W_ad.

TABLE 91MPACfS OF TIlE PROPOSED ACfION AND ALTERNATIVES

IMPACnOP

IMPACnOP

IMPACnOP

IMPACnOP

noPOSI!D
ft.AH

INPACnOP

ALTl!aNA11VB

ALTl!aNA11VB
B

ALTl!aNA11VB

ALTl!aNA11VB

C

D

Newconslnactioft

propo5td wilhin
the 100- and 500year floodplain
'M)U)d include tbe
ruJipuMnt 0(
Utab HiJhway 92.
shutlle bul

II.
New constnaction
within lhe: 100and 500-)0'
floodplain would
indude the

New COftIInaction
within the 100Ind SOO-,ar
floodplain would
il'l('l,* ticket
collection kOk.

...............

~Iorl

administnliYe
center. J6 new

parkin, (or lS

partin"

parkin, spettS. •

~hicla.,

peckltrian
shelters.. licke!
kioR. rat rooms.
NPS partin,. and
pcdestrian tniJa
with tnme:
blrricr.
Residences 8 and
9 would be
rerllQlYed rrom the
100- and ~ye.u
Ooodpllin.
Raidcnce2would
be r~;lained in the
l00-yur
noodpllin and

pedestrian blrrier
and 1,200 (ect 0(
pedeArian tnil
with IntTlC'
blnicn..
StNCtura
retained wilhin the

pecblrian barrier
and t.J)O (ecl of
tnil. StNC'tura
10 be retained
within the 100-

...... Ien
inlel'pft,ation. No
wctlanck or
nlYipblc waten
would be affected.
The ea:istinl
vWlor ('enter
pertinl Irc.u
would be relnOlo'Cd
(rom lhe 100- and
soo..ycar
Ooodptain. Ei&htyflYC to 90 people
II one time would
remain invoM:d in
day-use ktivit;cs
within lhe 100and 500-yur
floodpla in.

loo.yur
IIoodplain would
incllMic: ruidence

2, lftIinlenlnce
center with
"*""yand
partin" historic
rut room, and
existin, ~rtin, at
vaitor C"Cnter.
The picnic area
Ind rcsidcncu 8
and 9 would be
relnOlo'Cd hom the
1~ Ind SOO-ycar
floodpla in. One
hundred forty·flYC
10 ISO people I'
one lime would
remain involYcd in
day·UK activities
within the 100Ind 500-yur
floodpla in. One
owmi&ht
Ottupency would
1110 remain within
the 1000yea r
floodplain .
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and SOO-ye.u
floodplain would

include the
maintcMrKC
buildin" ro.dwa)'l
and ~rtin.. and
aU IUOriIted
historic 5INCluru.
The. picnk area
and residences 8
and 9 would be
rerlKJlV'ed rrom the
100- and SOO-yur
Ooodplain. One
hund~ len 10
liS people I' one
time would remai n
invotYcd In dayuse activities
wit hin the I ~
and soo.ycar
floodplain .

ExiAi", structU!U
wilhin 1M 100and SOO-YUf
Iloodp&..in would
rontin..e to be
wbjed 10 daI'Mtt.
On • very limited
bail no more

than' to 10
people .t one lime:
would remain in
the: 100- and SOO,ar Ooodplain.

INPII.CI'SOP
AL'I1!ItNII.TIVIl
II.

INPII.CJ'SOP
AL'I1!ItNII.TIVIl
B

INPII.CI'SOP
AL'I1!ItNII.TIVIl
C

D

1Mrc. would be a
sig:nifKa nt
reductio n o n Wiler
ruourcc demands
in Ihe monumenl
and an increase
outside Ihe
monument.

There would be: a
sli&hl reduction o n
Wiler resou rce
demands in the
monument .

The delftlnd on
waler remurces
within Ihe
monument would
be sliplly reduced
and a sli""
increase would
occur outside the
monument

The demand on
Wlte r remuJCes in
the monument
would be
signiftcanlly
reduced.

There would be:
no change in
demands on
waler resources.

About 1.6 acres of
soil Ind leu than
.I-Kre of
vc&elltion would
be disturbed.
Topsoil would be
removed a nd
stored ror
rehabilitation 0(
VC&C lllton.
Accelerated
ero&ion ro r
approximalelyone
growin& sellOn o n
disturbed sites.
Soil next to trails
and roadways
«>uk! be
compacted and
vegetalion
trampled. but
traffic in non·
designated areas
would be ~dlK'Cd .

About 1.3 acres or
mil and leu Ihan
. I-acre 0(
VCJClltton would
be disturbed. The
comment
per1aining to
topsoil storage,
aC('eleraled
ero&ion. and liOils
and YCJClatKm
nUl 10 trails IIInd
roadways ror the
propoul is the
same (or th is
altemat ive .

About 1.4 acrc5 of
soillnd les.s thin
. I-acre of
YCJCtation would
be displaced. The
('()f'I'Iment
pertaining to
topsoil storage.
lCt'Cierated
ero&ton, and soils
.nd W:JCtatKln
nexllo trails and
roadways for the
proposal is the
same (o r thiS
alternative.

Clo5u re of the
facilit ies would
practically
eliminate
continued h uman
impacts on soib
and vcgetatKln.
The impacled area
between the
"';silor C"Cnler a ntJ
rivc:rwould
t'Ontinue 10 erode
untillhe area
regeneraled
nalur:tlly.

Imracls on soils
and vegetation
would continue.

About I acre 0(
land would be
retumed to
natural vegetation.

About .15-acre o(
the to tal 1.3 would
be re.fito red to
native vegetation.

"bout .S-acre of
:he 10taiiA would
be resto red 10
nalive vegetalion .

Sn r h,lngc In
c.\lsllng
cllndlt iuftS.

Would remove
primaryvisilo r/
administrative
facilities o utside
geologie ha ...ard
area and
signiftcantly
reduce the life .
health. and safely
issues.

POlenti.1 impacls
on life , health. and
safely related 10
geologie hazards
wo uld conlinue.

This alternative
o rrers some mino r
solulio ns to
reducing the life,
hl...dt h. and safety
I",ue )o rela ted to
gcnloJ,!ic hat,ltds

Tllls al temltlivc
WO\Ild el4mtnate
alllC'l ng' lcrm
nrc- urat ion or Ihl'
geo loglr h:l / anj
area by \,SIIOn;
and employccs

INPII.CJ'SOP
PROI'OSI!D

PUN

EDsrin,
Itructura within
the 100. and SOl)..
year floodplain
1WOU1d ronlinw 10
be subjttt 10
ct.maJe. "I\wo
hundred 10 210

people

IMPACT TOPIC

I' one

lime would

rtmlin in the
100- and SOO-year
lloodpIain. and

IJI'ICmiaJu
ruKkncu woukl
.150 be retained.

nt hc r t h a nlh (~

Int e resled tn
~ le nllfi r rcJi,(:arc h .
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INPII.CJ'SOP
AL'11!RNA."J'M!

:"0 changc in
cIIMln~

t'o ntJII14In,

The Ji,(:rtUU ~
tt\rcltl!o hI hum.ln
Me . health. a nd
..., ft'l ), "'o"IIuld
co nt inue.

Timpanogos Cave National Monument - E1S, GMP, DCP

TABLE 9 IMPACTS OF TIlE PROPOSED ACTION AND ALTERNATIVES
IMPAcrTOnc

Wildlife

'lbreatencd and
P.ndan&ercd
SpecKs

IMPACI'SOP
PROPOSm>
PLAN

A

IMPAcrsOP
ALTBRNA11VB
B

INPACI'SOP
ALTBRNA11VB
C

INPACI'SOP
ALTBRNA11VB
D

Construction
would aller
vegetation. which
would result in the
displacement and
loss or some
rodents and
insects. About .1acre of habitat
would be l05t.
however. 1.2 acres
would be returned
to natural
conditions.
resulting in a net
gain of 1.1 acres
of habital. No
impacts are
anticipated on
birds. wildlife. or
rlSh.

Construction
would alter
vegetation. which
would resull in the
displacement and
loss of some
rodents and
insects. About .1acre or habitat
would be l05t.
however• .?-acre
would be returned
to natural
conditions.
resulting in a net
gain of .6-acre of
habital. No
impacts are
anticipated on
birds. wildlife. or
rlSh .

Construction
would aller
vegetation. which
would result in the
displacement and
loss or some
rodents and
insects. About .1acre of habitat
would be l05t.
however• .Soacr.'
would be returned
to natural
condition. _
resulling in a net
gain of .
of
habitat . No
impacts are
anticipated on
birds, wildlife. or
fish .

No additional
wildlire habitat
would be l05t. No
effect on birds.
wildlire. or fish .

Same as
alternative C.

No errect on
listed. proposed.
or candidate
threatened or
endangered
species is
anticipated. A
T&E species
survey would be
conducted prior to
any construction.

Same as proposal.

Same as proposal.

Same as proposal.
except that a T& E
spec-ies su rvey
"''Quld not be
conducted.

No effect o n
listed. propo!'cJ.
or candidate
threatened or
endangered
species is
anticipated .

INPAcrsOP
ALTBRNA11VB
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Proposed Action and Altemoti\'es

Timpanogos Cave NatiOllai Monument - EIS. GMP. DCP

TABLE 9 IMPACTS OF THE PROPOSED ACTION AND ALTERNATIVES
IMPACT 'IOPIC

INPACISOP
PROPOSI'D

PlAN

km,

Ovc:rthe
term. ii"'CfUSCd
tl'tlmc along the.
highway would
rc.5uh in incrused
aUIoemisstons..
Mandatory
transponation
system would
result in shonterm decreases; in
autoemissiom..
Temponuy
increases in dust
a nd noise during
construction.
Qass lI airshed
standards noI
violated by visitor

INPACIS 01'
AL"I1!RNATIVl!
B

INPACISOP
ALTIlIINATIVl!
A
Same as propc».al.
excepe that there
would be no
,hon-term
dc:crc.ues ,i nee a
transportation
system would not
be involved.

Same as
ahemaliveA.

Same as propoul.

Same as propcllo3l.

IMPACJ'SOP

IMPACI'SOP

ALTI!RNI\nvI!

ALTI!RNI\TIVl!

C

o

Oo5ure or
monument to
general public
would rc.5ult in a
substantial
decru.se in .11,110
emissions with in
the monument.
No measul'tlble
impacts associated
wi,h vehicle acttSS
to the area for
cave rue3rch and
routine patrol of
government
propenies.

No additional
impacts on air
quality.

Same as propcal.

Same as propo&al.

construction.
Impacts to the.
kn....

archeoJoajca l ,ite
are unknown since
the pictognph has
noc. been
evalua ted for
JlO'Siblc: list in, on
the National
Rep terol
Historic Places.
AJI grounddisturbinc act ivity

TABLE 9 IMPACTS OF THE PROPOSED ACTION ANDI ALTERNATIVES
INPACI'SOP

PROI'OSI!D
PlAN
Usc of residence 2
(or interpretation
Ind visitor use
would help its
Ionc-term
preservation.
Rernovalof
historic rest room,
"one tickd booth.
and t'II'Orold
cella" would
adw:mly I((ect
them. Curatorial
IIonae moved
(rom I1cXIdpliin.
Removal or
maintenance:
(Icilitic:sand
restoration of area
would restore pin
of historic district
&Cltin..
Imp!kt& 10

INPACISOP
iiLTBRHAnvI!
A

INPACISOP
ALTBRHA'I1VII
B

No known adYCr-..e
imptcU to historic

Slmeu
allemaliveA

","urea
Inticiplled. All
'tf\ldulU would
continue to be
adlptively used.
Cuntorial s'onSC
would be ITiOYCd
to the nc:w Ooodproorvisitor
cenler.

Same u propoul.

ethnos;nphic
rcsourtts Ire
unknown 'ince: In
ethftOJnphic

Slme u propc:al.

INPACI'SOP
ALTIlIINA'I1VII
C

INPACISOP
ALTBRHA'ItVI!
D
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AFFECfED ENVIRONMENT

WATER RESOURCES/FLOODPLAINjWETLANDS
Timpanogos Cave National Monument, consisting of 250 acres within the Wasatch
Mountains, is situated in the very narrow and extremely rugged American Fork Canyon. The
American Fork River, which flows through the monument from east to west,. varies from a
small brook during the winter months to an extremely swift ~nd dangerous river. caused by
the deep melting snow during the early summer. The drainage area above Tlmpanogos
Cave consist of approximately 34,500 acres, containing three large bodIes of water. contained
by earthen dams. These bodies of water are Tibbie Fork, Silver Lake Flat, and SIlver Lake.
These dams are primary used for irrigation and recreallon.
The entire water system in the canyon fl oor is gravity operated. The water source is two
hox springs, located on U.S. Forest Service land in Swinging Bridge Canyon. Th,s system
is in fair condition. The water source for the drinking fountain at the cave comes from a
natural pool approximately 300 feet inside Hansen Cave. This area is clo~ed to puhlic
access a nd the wa ter is ultimately stored in a steel tank where It IS batch chlOrina ted. From
the ta nk. the water is gravIty fl ow to the public water fountain. Although this system
requires a substa ntial amount of manual operation and ge nerates some resource concerns.
it works well . A water pump is also iocated in Middle Cave Lake . When the lake level
rises to the r oint whe re it begins to cover the cave walkways and threaten electrical systems.
wate r is pumped to a safe level to reduce potential problems.
As indicated in the Cave Ma nageme nt Pla n a hydrology study was initiated in 1989 in an
effort to dete rm ine the effects of pumping from cave lakes. This study will monitor the
hyd rologic, te mpe rature. and relative humidity cha racteristics of the cave.

A 100- and 5OO-year fl oodplain ma p of the American Fork Rive, through the park was
produced by the Corps of Engineers (COE) (see .enclosed map . titled "Floodplains").
According to the map a nd repo rt . all buIldings a re In the floodplain cxcept reSIde nce 8.
Because of the support ing documenta tion in the COE leller dated June 2. 1992. and the
associ ated fl oodpl ai n mar.s th at show fl oodplain only a few fe e t away from all of th '
residences. it is assumed fLr pla nning purposes and safety reaso ns tha t reSIde nce i! IS also
withi n the loo-a nd 5OO-yea r fl oodplain.
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probable maximum precipitation) coupled with dam failures on Tibbie Fork and Silver Lake
Fla t reser:-oirs when they are at maximum capacity. These two dams are approximately 5
and 7'/2 mJles upstream from the east boundary of the monument, respectively. The latter
stream flow would also cause water approximately 11 feet deep in the maintenance area and
residence 2.
The SCS report recommended, that in regard to the safety of ,isitors in the canyon, an
appropriate flood warning system could be installed at each dam. The SCS further
recommended that "yearly visual inspection of both dams through the Operation and
~aintenance program and the p~rformance of identified maintenance items will help to
Insure that these structures remain sound and functional."
A wetlands survey was conducted in the summer of 1991. The survey indicated that the only
wetlands associated with the monument were adjacent to the American Fork River. The
survey identified the wetlands as being " .. . a narrow strip several feet wide on both sides
of the aquatic environment (stream channel)." The survey also state that" .. . this coincides
a pproximately with the ordinary high-water line."

GEOLOGY AND SOILS
The elevation of the monument ranges from 5,485 feet along the American Fork River to
8,035 feet near the southeast corner of the monument, a difference of 2,550 feet. The
erosive action of the American Fork River has exposed a wide variety of geologic formations
along the ca nyon walls. Due to the extremely steep and rugged nature of the canyon, the
side slopes are primarily solid rock formations with large colluvial deposits randolT!ly located
along the canyon walls especially near the toe of the slopes. Those soils within the canyon
bottom are alluvial in nature and relatively shallow due to the scouring force of the river
and visitor impact.

VEGETATION

In a report published in J anuary 1992, the Soil Conscrvati on Service (SCS) indicated the
probable maxi mum flood in the ca nyon would produ ce wate r s~rfaces varying between 6'/2
to 18'/2 fee t higher tha n the road grade in front of the CXlSllng VlSllor ce nter and reSIdences
8 and 9. This is based o n respective stream flows of 10,000 and 35,000 cfs (results of

Because of the changes in elevation and exposure, a wide variety of plants are found in the
monument. These plants may be grouped by location into three categories. South- and
west-facing slopes, which are a warm and relatively dry environment, are dominated by
gambel oak, but also include Rocky Mountain juniper, hackberry, narrow and broad leaf
mountain maho~any, squaw bush, big sage, and cliff rose. The canyon floor provides a moist
enVIronment SUItable for such large trees as cottonwood, box elder, and white fir, as well as
chokecherry, Utah juniper, Oregon grape, and red osier dogwood. The cool, moist, shaded
environment of the north-facing slopes supports white fir, Douglas fir, red osier dogwood,
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mountain maple, elderberry, jamesia, dwarf juniper, and a variety of other plants.

WILDLIFE
Despite the monument's small size, a variety of animals are found within it. Common
animals include mule deer, skunks, raccoons, chipmunks, mice, and several species of ground
squirrels. A few bats may be found in the caves but are not common. Cougars live in the
area but are seldom seen.
Avian life abounds in the monument. The most common types are wrens, thrashers,
thrushes, kinglets, waxwings, vireos, and wood warblers.
Several types of snakes, including the Great Basin rattlesnake, are found in the park, and
lizards are common on the rocky slopes.

TIfREATENED AND ENDANGERED SPECIES
In a memorandum dated August I, 1991, (appendix B) the Fish and Wildlife Service
indicated that it appeared as though the threatened species, Ute Lady's-tresses orchid
(SpirantiJes di/uvia/is) " . .. may occur in the area of influence." They also identified two
other species; Bonneville Cutthroat trout (OncoriJynchus {Sa/mol clarki utan) and Wasatch
pika (OciJotona princeps wasatciJensis), ... .. which are candidates for official listing as
threatened or endangered." and also" . . . may occur in the area." At this time there are no
known endangered plants or animals in the monument; however. a threatened and
endangered (T&E) species survey has not been undertaken. The park is in the process of
arranging to have a T&E species survey conducted. If such information is not obtained
prior to publication of the final EIS. separate Section 7 consultation will need to be
conducted.

ARCHEOLOGICAL/HISTORIC/ETIfNOGRAPIDC RESOURCES
In 1887, Martin Hansen "d iscovered" the main entrance to the cave system. In subsequent
years further exploration revealed three limestone caves: Hansen. Middl~, and Timpanogos.
Concern over protecting this resource lead the U.S. Forest Service to recommend national
monument status. President Harding issued the necessary executive order on October 14,
1922. The monument was added to the National Park System as part of a general transfer
of sites in 1934.
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A List of Classified Structures inventory was carried out in November 1975. A National
Register nomination was submitted in February 1982 for the Timpanogos Cave Historical
District. On October 13, 1982, the district was placed on the National Register. The
contributing structures of the Historic District are: Building Number 2, Residence; Bridge;
Building number 126, Rest Room; Building Number 127, Rest Room; Storage Building;
Two Cold Cellars; and Old Cave Trail (see enclosed map titled "Historic District"). Table
10 illustrates historic structures and buildings and their conditions. The condition rating
assessment is as follows :
&cellenl (E) Like new
Good (G) Inlact. necds no repa ir
Fair (F) Signs of weIIr

T_IO

Poor (P) Failure 0( systcms/malerials
Obsolete (0) Beyond Rchabililalion

HtSroRlC SJ1IUCllJRES/BUJU)1NGS AND TIIEIR .CllNDmONS

'----I
~-'/~

MaIeNk

BuiJdel'li

0. ...

Cu~al

I. Residence (HS-Z) F

Rubble slone

Part Service

194 1

Residence

2. Bndge F
3. Cave Rest Room (HS-127) F

Rubble Slone

Park Service

19l5 (rim)

Vchlclc/ Pc:dcslnan Access

Rubble Slone

Park Service

1939

Rest Room

4. Rat Room (H5-126) P

Rubble Slone

foresl Service

1928

Sioragc

5. Siorage Building (Tidu:1 Boochj 0

Rubble Slone

FareSI Service

1922 (cltea)

5101'1l,c

6, Two Cold

ulla~

7. OJd Cave Tl'1IIir

P

UIC

Rubble Slone

Forest Servia:

1930

Vacant

Rubble sl one

Forese Service

1920s

None

The park collection emphasizes natural history specimens. There are a number of pioneer
farm implements and other monument history items in the collection. None of these objects
qualifies for listing on the National Register of Historic Places.
The environmental setting of Timpanogos Cave National Monument, with its sheer cliffs,
frequent landslides/snowslides, and floodplain canyon bottom makes the potential for
existence of archeological sites with integrity very low. The 1975 survey, which focused on
the few areas that were both accessible and undisturbed in the recent past, as well as those
areas of obvious disturbance that could possibly still contain archeological remains, located
only one archeological site. All areas of ongoin visitor and employee impact were
inventoried. The one side appears to have had its in tegrity compromised during previous
construction activities when the surrounding area was leveled to create employee housing.
It is also within the 5(J().year floodplain.

-
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For these reasons, additional archeological inventory in the monument has not been
considered a high priority and dollars have not been spent on additional surveyor on
developing a park archeological overview and assessment to address its one known site of
dubious significance.
However, prehistoric use of the American Fork canyon is documented by the one
archeological site (24UT417) known to exist within the monument, which is a red
anthropomorph dating to aporoximately AD 1000 to 1200. This rock art site is protected
under the National Historic I'reservation Act, as amended, until a formal determination of
eligibility or non·eligibility is made. This would direct its future preservation needs as an
archeological site. In addition, the significance of rock art often goes beyond the concerns
of standard cultural resource management; pictographs and other forms of native American
rock art are more than aesthetic presentations of American Indian culture. These images
are potentially important ethnographic resources since contemporary Indian cultural
knowledge concerning these images often applies to on-going elements of tribal religious
beliefs or practices or may feature importantly in the transmission of tribal culture from one
generation to the next. An assessment of the monument's resources to determine the
presence of ethnographic resources has never been conducted, therefore, the need for an
ethnographic overview and assessment is identified in the "Future Plans and Studies"
subsection of this document.
An assessment of the monument resources to determine the presence of cultural landscapes
has never been conducted. The need for such a survey is identified in the "Proposed Action
and Alternatives" section under the "Proposed Action" and "Future Plans and Studies"
subsections.

AIR QUALI1Y
The monument is in a class II air quality area situated next to a nonattainment area with
higher levels of air polluta nts. As future development occurs in the Salt Lake Valley, only
2'11 miles from the monument, the potential for air pollution will increase. This is
particularly true in situations when prevailing winds from the southwest and inversions
combine to intensify air pollution conditions.

1991 MOBtllly Vlsltadoa
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to October, with an average of 77 percent of the visitation occurring June, July. and August.
A random visitor-use survey conducted ten days per month between May and September of
1991 revealed that 75 percent of the visitors to the monument arrived in the park from the
west along Utah Highway 92. Approximately 84 percent of those visitors surveyed also
indicated that Timpanogos Cave was their primary destination. The survey also revealed
that the average length-of-stay was 3 hours and 40 minutes. Approximately 60 percent of
those surveyed were from Utah, 12 percent from California, 3 percent from Arizona, and
2 percent from Colorado. Collectively these four states represent 77 percent of the 864
survey forms distributed. Approximately 93 perce,,~ of the visitors entering the monument
arrived by car or truck and 2 percent arrived by self-contained recreation vehicle such as a
motor home.
During the last year (1990) before the visitor center fire. the park recorded 4.132 cave tours
given for 72.463 visitors. An additional 6.048 visitors were turned away because tours were
sold out during the time they visited.

For the five years preceding the visitor center fire in 1991, yearly visitation to the cave
averaged 82,514.
Total visitation within the monument, however, has averaged
approximately 122,000 per year over the last 10 years. The visitor-use season lasts from May

From mid-June until schools open in late August. visitation is consistently heavy. On a
weekday. the wait to begin a cave tour will often be one hour. by mid-afternoon. because
visitors are arriving faster than the tours can be given. All tours for the day are usually
filled by early afternoon and may frequently fill as early as II a.m. Each tour can
accommodate 20 people. Tours are generally run 10 minutes apart. which accommodates
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120 visitors per hour. On particularly busy days (holidays. weekends) tours may be as close
as 7 minutes apart. Sellouts occur 95 percent of the days the cave is open. Refer to
illustrations titled "1991 Monthly Visitation" and "Annual Visitation."

CONCESSION OPERAll0N
The concession facility (food/souvenirs/and dining terrace), which survived the fire . was
retained as a concession operation. This concession facility is operated by a local small
business enterprise. The concession operation has been providing limited food and beverage
service and gift and souvenir sales to the visiting public at the monument since 1967. It is
a partnership between Carl and Betsy Wagner, with each owning 50 percent interest. The
concession facility includes a snack bar, grill service (hamburgers, hot dogs and sandwiches),
and food preparation area., a sales area, employee rest room and service closet.

IANDOWNERSIDP
Timpanogos Cave National Monument is in Utah County, Utah, which is in the Third
Congressional District. The 25O-acre monument is in rugged, scenic American Fork Canyon.
Access to the monument is via Utah Highway 92, the Alpine Scenic Loop. Timpanogos Cave
is surrounded by the Uinta National Forest. Over 30,000 acres of National Forest lands
bordering the monument on the north is part of the Lone Peak Wilderness Area. The south
boundary for the monument is bordered by the Pleasant Grove District of the Uinta
National Forest. This area., which includes Provo and American Fork canyons, is heavily
used by local residents for various types of recreation such as sighlseein~ camping,
picnicking, hunting, fishing and winter sports.
Since there are no other federal, state, county, or private inholdings within the monument,
it was determine:d that the park would not need a land protection plan at this time.

SOCIOECONOMIC RESOURCES
Utah County, Utah, in which Timpanogos Cave National Monument is located, has grown
to a population of 260,000, with Provo, Utah, being the county seat and situated I~ mi.les
from the monument. Recreation opportunities within the county are excellent, consldenng
the attraction of the Wasatch Mountains and developments associated with many of the
larger surrounding communities. Many ski areas, resorts, campgro~nds, stat~ parks, lakes,
and rivers are conveniently located in the county. For those who enJoy organized and team
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sports, Utah County offers eight 18-hole golf courses, 35 public tennis courts, and more than
800 city league teams of softball, basketball and soccer.
Utah County is an area with room to grow. More than 3,000 acres of industrial property
were identified as available for purchase in the fall of 1991. Nine industrial parks offer a
variety of setlings from light to heavy industry. An ever-expandi~g industria~ base . in
proximity 10 an international airport are additional conveniences. WIthin a 20-mlle radIUS
of the monument, there are seven communities that represent a significant network of
services and facilities. These communities include: Provo (pop. 82,(00), Orem (pop. 65,(00),
American Fork (pop. 15,3(0), Pleasant Grove (pop. 13,(00), Lehi (pop. 8,5(0), Highland
(pop. 2,435), and Alpine (pop. 3,2(0).
With regard to the alternatives that recommend discontinuing housing in the monument as
well as relocating visitor and administrative facilities outside the monument, the following
socioeconomic faclOrs are presented to give credence to the feasibility of such actions.
According to the fall 1991 investigation, there are adequate single-family and multiple-family
dwelling units either for sale or rent in the communities referenced above. Rental
properties ranging between 1,200 and 1.500 square feet may command a rental of S800.to
SI,OOO per month, plus utilities. While the market value for land In the commUnitIes
referenced above is highly divergent, the estimated value ranges between SlO,OOO and
S15,OOO per acre. However, in those areas where lands are influenced by commercial values,
ihe market value ranges between S20,OOO and $50,000 per acre. It is also important to point
out for comparison purposes, that based on the General Services Administration's
experience with leases for office space over the past several years in the Provo area, leased
space ranges between $7.00 and $ 10.00 per square foot, per year. The rental units were
essentially "full service," meaning that all services, including janitorial, utilities, maintenance,
taxes, and insurance were furnished by the lessor.
The socioeconomic cross-section of the region would indicate that there should be no major
constraints in developing general management plan alternatives that would re ly on the
surrounding communities for certain goods and services, as oppose<l to providing them
within the monument at government expense. This is particularly true in view of the
relatively close location of the monument to surrounding communities.
Timpanogos Cave has a substantial impact on Ihe local regional economy. Park-related
federal expenditures in fiscal year 1991 totaled approximately S.7 million. This resulted in
total annual sa les, considering indirect and induced multipliers, of ahnut S 1.5 million . Sales
benefits from park tourism results in direct sales of ahout S.6 million annually, and when
considering indirect and induced multipliers contributes nearly S.7 millio n annually to the
local economy. Total tax revenue gained as a result of NPS ope rations, tourism and other
park-related activities and projects is approximately S76,800.
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OTIIER FEDERAL/STATE/COUNTY/LOCAL AGENCIES

MANAGEMENT AND OPERATIONS
Timpanogos Cave normally has a staffing level of 14 full-time equivalents. The annual
operating budget has averaged 5449,200. Approximately S250,000 in cave tour tickets was
collected in 1992, the last visitor-use season.
Park administrative, management, and operational functions are scattered in various
facilities in and outside the monument. The primary administrative facilities are in a
residence leased from Utah Power and Ught Company, approximately 1 mile outside the
hlonument. The maintenance building, which includes an office for the chief of
maintenance and a room dedicated to curatorial storage, lies within the historic district of
the monument. The maintenance operation also uses one historic building (building 126,
rest room) to help alleviate their storage needs. The historic residence (building 2) and two
Mission 66 residences (buildings 8 and 9) are currently being used for the purpose designed_
A temporary trailer was placed on the same site as the visitor center that was destroyed by
fire.
The trailer is currently being used to house ticket sales operation,
information/orientation services, Natural History Association sales, and rest rooms. Current
permanent staffing for the monument is as follows:

Following is a list of the federal, state, county, and. local agen.cies th~t have a di~ect inte~est
in the area: U.S. Forest Service, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, SOlI Con~ervatlon ServIce,
State Historic Preservation Office, Advisory Council On Historic Preservation, Stat~ of Utah
Department of Natural Resources, Utah Department of Transportation, Mountain States
Telephone Company (right-of-way in monument), Utah Power an.d LIght Company
(electrical services agreement with monument and lease of structure outsld~ the mo?ument),
Uinta/ Ouray Tribal Council and Paiute Indian Tribe (Bureau. o~ Indian AffaIrs), The
Wasatch Grotto, Utah County Commission, Wasatch Co. CommISSIon, and Mr. and Mrs.
Carl Wagner (concessioner within the monument).

CURRENT STAFFING
FUNCTION

POSITION

PERMANENT STAFF

Administration

Maintenance
Interpretation/
Resource Management

Superintendent
Administrative Officer
Administrative Clerk
Maintenance Foreman
Maintenance Workers
Chief Ranger
Park Ranger

1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.8
1.0
1.0

Park Ranger, trail patrol/kiosk
Fee collectors/kiosk (2)
Park Ranger, lead
Seasonal interpreters,
(16 at 4 months each)

0.4
1.0
0_5

SEASONAL STAFF

Protection
Fee Collection
Interpretation

TOTAL

5.3
14.0
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ENVIRONMENTAL CONSEQUENCES
WATER RESOURCES/FLOODPLAlNfWETIANDS
Impacts or the Proposed Plan
The removal and site rehabilitation of the visitor/administrative trailer, maintenance
building, historic rest room (building 126) and ticket booth, residences 8 and 9, temporary
visitor contact facility, concession facility and all related roadways and parking as described
earlier in the "Proposed Action and Alternatives" section and in the graphic entitled
"Development Concept Plan - Proposed Plan" would not create any measurable increase in
stream or surface water turbidity. This also applies to the construction activities related to
the proposed shuttle facilities, parking facilities (13 spaces) for National Park Service
employees, realignment of Highway 92, and the proposed trail to be constructed between
the picnic area and the historic district. These activities would involve a total of
approximately 1.6 acres within the drainage area of the American Fork River.
Approximately 1 acre of the total 1.6 acres would be restored to natural conditions.
The overall reduction of hard surface areas through the vegetative rehabilitation of
disturbed areas, approximately (I acre), would decrease the amount of surface water runoff
during rains and snow melt.
No groundwater impairment from continued use of the area or the removal, rehabilitation
and/or construction of new facilities is anticipated. Based on an August 1991 inspection of
the existing utility systems by the Rocky Mountain Regional Office, it was determined that
given the conditions and constraints of the area, the existing water and sewage systems
should be maintained. The water quality of the American Fork River is currently being
monitored.
The demands on the existing water and sewage systems would be reduced with the removal
of the facilities and services referenced above.
There is a potential for flooding in the canyon in relation to the 100- and 500-year
floodplain and probable maximum flooding condition as described in a January 1992 report
prepared by the Soil Conservation Service. Those facilities to be retained or possibly
constructed within the 100- and 500-year floodplain and probable maximum flood area
include: historic residence 2 (to be converted to an interpretive facility) , existing picnic area
and trail systems, 1,400 feet of new trail between the picnic area and historic district; 13 new
parking spaces for NPS employees; and the roadway and shuttle bus parking for the new
visitor shuttle system. All existing structures and areas within the monument that are large
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enough a?d suitable for development are within the 1(J(). and 5(J().year floodplain as well as
the area Impacted by the probable maximum flood condition.
~one of the structure~ ~thin the floodplain is proposed for overnight occupancy. All use
m the area would .be h~t~d to day·use activities. Estimates indicate that as many as 85 to
90 people at one time (VISitOrs and NPS employees) could be in the area subject to the 1(J().
and 5~year and probable maximum flood zones. Therefore, the area would be signed to
warn VISitors o~ such threats .and !~entify routes to escape floods. A flood warning system
WOUld. also be mstalle~ to give vISItors and employees adequate time to escape potential
flood Impacts. Assummg there was a break in Tibble Fork Dam, with a 35,000 cubic·foot·
per-second stream flow, estimate~ inJicate there would be a water velocity of 12 feet per
second. B~d on these .conditions, occupants of the monument would have a warning time
of apprOJumately 39 mmutes prior to flood waters reaching the east boundary of t~e
monument.

The proposed construction- and management-related activities called for in all alternatives
e~cept of Altern~tive D, ~?uld not impact wetland areas in any way. Areas subject to
higher concentrations of VISitor use and management-related activities would be monitored
to detect and take action to control potential impacts.
!here are no anticipated secondary effects to floodplain or wetlands and there is no increase
m flood I~ ~tential to existing developments from the proposal or any alternatives. There
are no antiCipated effects on n~tural and beneficial floodplain values, including water
resource va~u~s (natural moderation of floods, water quality maintenance, and groundwater
recharge), hVlng resource values (fish, wildlife, and plant resources), and cultural resource
values (natural beauty, scientific study, outdoor education, and recreation).
!he propo~1 does not involve the placing of structures or fill in navigable waters; nor does
It call for discharge of fill material.
There are no state or local floodplain standards applicable to the proposal. Refer to the
Statement of Findings, appendix C.
Impacts or Alternative A
~e

removal .of facilities, site rehabilitation work, and construction activities associated with
wou.ld not create any measurable increase in stream or surface water
tur~ldlty. Under thiS alternative approximately 1.3 acres would be disturbed within the
d~amage area of the American Fork River. Approximately .75 acres of the total I 3
disturbed would be rehabilitated to a natural state.
.
thiS

.~ternatlVe
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The overall reduction of hard surfaced areas through the vegetative rehabilitation of
disturbed areas, approximately (.75 acre), would decrease the amount of surface water
runoff during rains and snow melt.
The demands on the existing water and sewage systems would be reduced with the removal
of the concession operation and picnic facilities.
Those facilities that would be retained or constructed under this alternative within the I(J().
and 5(J().year floodplain and probable maximum flood area include: existing maintenance
shop operations, all historic structures including their existing uses, all existing parking areas
and roadways, 36 new parking spaces, new visitor/administrative center, pedestrian trail
from picnic parking area to new visitor/administrative center and pedestrian barrier with
rehabilitation of the adjacent riverbank area.
Estimates indicate that 145 to 150 people at one time (visitors and NPS employees) would
be in the l(J().and 5(J().year and probable maximum flood zones. Residence 2 (historic)
would also be retained and used as a residence for security purposes within the 1(J(). and
5(J().year floodplain. This would result in one family (assume a maximum of five people)
remaining in the floodplain overnight. Because of the severe potential impacts associated
with a probable maximum flood, emergency flood warning systems would need to be
installed and all employees instructed on emergency actions and location of evacuation
routes.
The proposed construction- and management-related activities called for by this alternative
should not impact wetland areas in any way. The removal of the picnic area and the
construction of the pedestrian barrier between the river and parking area along with the
restoration of the severely impacted area should aid in protection of the wetlands area and
reduce the potential for increases in turbidity, particularly during high water flows in the
American Fork River.
Impacts or Alternative B (Minimum Action)
The removal of facilities, site rehabilitation work, and construction activities associated with
this alternative would not create any measurable increase in stream or surface water
turbidity. Under this alternative, approximately 1.4 acres would be disturbed within the
drainage area of the American Fork River. Approximately .80 acres of the total 1.4 would
be restored to its natural appearance.
The overall reduction of hard surface areas through the vegetative rehabilitation of
disturbed areas, approximately (.80 acre), would decrease the amount of surface water
runoff during rains and snow melt.
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The demands on the existing water and sewage systems within the monument would be
reduced with the removal of the concession operation, picnic facilities, visitor services
related to ticket sales/information/orientation services to a site outside the monument, and
the elimination of residential facilities.
Those facilities to be retained or constructed under this alternative within the 100- and 500year floodplain and within the probable maximum flood area inclue. : existing maintenance
shop operations, all historic structures, all existing parking areas and roadways, 35 new
parking spaces, new visitor contact facility, pedestrian trail from picnic parking area to new
visitor contact facility, and pedestrian barrier with rehabilitation of the adjacent riverbank
area.
The proposed construction- and management-related activities that are called for by this
alternative should not impact wetland areas in any way. The construction of the pedestrian
barrier between the river and parking area along with the restoration of the severely
impacted area should aid in protection of the wetlands area and reduce the potential for
increases in turbidity particularly during high water flows in the American Fork River.
None of the structures within the floodplain are proposed for overnight occupancy. All use
in the area would be limited to day-use activities. Estimates indicate that as many as 110
to 115 people at one time (visitors and NPS employees) could be in the area subject to the
100- and 500-year flood zones and probable maximum flood conditions. Therefore, the area
would be signed to warn visitors of such threats and identify routes to escape flooding. A
flood warning system would also be installed to give visitors and employees adequate time
to escape potential flood impacts.
Impacts or Alternative C (Mothball/Caretaker)
The demands on the existing water and sewage systems within the monument would be
completely eliminated with the evacuation and securing of all visitor and NPS facilities.
The heavily impacted natural area between the American Fork River and the existing 32space parking area north of Utah Highway 92 would continue to contribute insignificantly
to the degradation of water quality due to soil particles being eroded into the stream.
All existi~:: structures would remain within the 100- and 500-year floodplain as well as in
the probable maximum flood area. It does not appear that the structures alone pose any
threat to the floodplain area. Estimates indicate that on a very limited basis, no more than
5 to 10 people related to day-use activities would be within the 100- and 500-year floodplain
and probable maximum flood zone at anyone time. There would be no overnight
occupation of floodplain areas under this alternative. A flood warning system would be

installed to give visitors and employees adequate time to escape. Signing to warn visitors
and employees of such threats and the location of escape routes would be adequately
posted.
Impacts or Alternative D (No Action)
There would be no change in impacts presently being ex~erienced (refer to "Issues" section).
It does not appear that this alternative represents a major threat to the water resources or
wetlands in the monument Minor impacts on water turbidity would occur as a result of the
continued visitor impacts on the natural area between the river and the 32 space parkmg
area north of Utah Highway 92.
Residences 2, 8, and 9 would be retained and used for residential P~rpos~s. This would
result in three families (assume a maximum of fifteen people) remammg m the I.OO-year
floodplain overnight Because these structures ar~ in the ~OO- and 500-year floodplains, and
because of the severe potential impacts assOCiated With a probable maxlm~m flood,
emergency flood warning systems would need to be installed an~ all employees mstructed
on emergency actions and location of evacuation routes. ApproXimately 200 to 210 people
at one time are often engaged in day-use activities within the 100- and 500-year f1oodplal~s
and probable maximum flood zo~e,. under this alternative. Impacts on wetlands under thiS
alternative are considered to be mSlgmficant

GEOLOGY/SOlLSjVEGETATION
Impacts or the Proposed Plan
All proposed construction and rehabilitation work would disturb approximately 1.6 acres of
soil and less than 0.1 acre of vegetation. Approximately 99 perc~nt of the area has been
previously disturbed by construction and pedestrian-relat~d actiVitIes. ApprOXimately 55
percent of the previously disturbed area is currently occupied by roads. parkmg areas. and
various types of structures.
Rehabilitation efforts would restore approximately I acre of the existing developed area to
native vegetation. The remaining 0.6 acre would continue to be used for development S.OII
comoaction would occur from construction activiti~s, placement of pavement. and se ttl~ng
of bu ':dings on the 0.6 acre. When available. top SOIls would be removed. from construcUon
zone, stock-piled and used to restore natural areas impacted by constructIon and ~estorauon
activ;;i~s. This would reduce the overall loss of topsoil a~d enhance. re~egetauon efforts.
Accelerated erosion would occur on all disturbed sites untl! reveg~t~tlOn IS ~ompl~te . One
growing season should be sufficient to establish vegetation and mInimiZe SOIl eroSIOn. The
levels of erosion are expected to be minimal since all proposed constructIOn would occur
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on lands with a slope of less than 3 percent. Roadside shoulders and parking areas would
experience increased runoff of moisture, which could alter vegetation and create slight
changes in soil chemistry adjacent to these areas of construction. Vegetation adjacent to
roadways, parking areas and pedestrian walkways would be subject to crushing by
pedestrians. This could encourage the growth of exotic species of vegetation. Paved
pedestrian walkways to and through the site would be provided where heavy foot traffic is
anticipated, and visitors would be encouraged to stay on maintained trails. Whenever
possible trails would be built on gentle slopes to minimize potential for erosion. The soil
next to trails would continue to be compacted along with vegetation. Soils and vegetation
near interpretive waysides and displays would be subject to compaction and trampling by
foot traffic. Invasion of these areas by weedy species could become a problem requiring
control actions. Because of NPS presence and enforcement programs, this impact is
expected to be limited to slight changes in vegetation composition.
This altr.rnative would remove the primary visitor/administrative center and maintenancerelated functions out of a geologic hazard area considered to pose a serious threat to human
life because of falling rock. The elimination of the concession operation further reduces the
potential threat to human life and health. By design, this alternative minimizes the need
for visitors to prolong their stay near the foot of the trailhead, especially in structures where
there is no warning of falling rock.

area, Natural History Association sales, picnic area and the construction of the pedestrian
barrier between the river and visitor parking lot would significantly reduce potential
pedestrian impacts on soils and vegetation. The impacts of the actions proposed in this
alternative are similar to the soils and vegetation impacts described for the proposal.
The removal of the facilities as described above would significantly decrease the number of
visitors and their length of stay in an area considered to represent a serious threat to human
life because of falling rock.
Impacts of Alternative C (Mothball/Caretaker)
All human impacts on soils would be completely eliminated with the evacuation and
securing of all visitor and NPS facilities. However, the heavily impacted natural area
between the American Fork River and the existing 32 space parking area north of Utah
Highway 92 would continue to erode and impact existing vegetation during periods of rain
and melting snow.
This alternative would eliminate approximately 99.9 percent of the visitors and employees
from an area considered to be a geologic hazard zone which poses a threat to human life
and health.

Impacts or Alternative A
Impacts of Alternative D (No Action)
Under this alternative soil surface disturbance related to construction and rehabilitation
would be' confined to total of approximately 1.3 acres and less than 0.1 acre of existing
vegetation would be displaced. Approximately .75 acre of the total 1.3 acres would be
rehabilitated and restored to native vegetation. This alternative represents the highest
concentration of use. Such use would result in increased levels of soil compaction and
vegetation trampling. Impacts associated with these activities are similar to those described
for the proposal.
This alternative continues to concentrate and prolong visitor use in an area considered to
pose a serious threat to human life because of falling rock. The removal of the concession
operation in this alternative does aid to some degree in minimizing the visitors' stay in the
rockfall area.
Impacts or Alternative B (Minimum Action)
Under this alternative, soil surface disturbance related to construction and rehabilitation
would be confined to a total of approximately 1.4 acres and less than 0.1 acre of vegetation
would be displaced. Approximately.80 acre of the total 1.4 acres would be restored to
native vegetation. The removal of the primary visitor/administrative facilities, concession
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There would be no change in the impacts presently being experienced. The existing erosion
problem associated with the area between the American Fork River and the 32 space
parking area north of Utah Highway 92 would continue. This would in turn continue to lead
to the further loss of vegetation in the area.
This alternative would not resolve the life, health, safety issue associated with human
occupation of areas determined to be geologically unsafe because of falling rock.

WILDLIFE
Impacts or the Proposed Plan
There would be no significant impact on wildlife associated with the monument under the
proposed plan. No impacts are anticipated on the fish in the American Fork River or the
birds within the monument.
Impacts would generally be limited to a total of 1.6 acres. Const ruction, rehabilitation, and
maintenance act ivities wou ld alte r approximately 0.1 acres of vege tation and possibly result
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in ~he displacement and loss of some insects (grasshoppers, beetles, ants, flies) and rodents
(mice).

Impacts or A1temative 0 (No Action)

Approximately ! .2 acre.s wo~l~ be restored to native vegetation, resulting in a net gain of
I. I acres of ha.bltat. It IS anticipated that a majority of displaced rodents and insects would
relocate to adjacent areas. None of these impacts is considered to be significant.

11IREATENED AND ENDANGERED SPECIES

Impacts or A1tematlve A

Impacts or Proposed Plan and All Other A1tematlves

There ~ould be .no significant impact on wildlife ?'ssociated with the monument under this
aJ.te,:"atlVe. No Impacts are anticipated on the fish in the American Fork River or the birds
within the monument.
Im~acts would g~~e.raJly be limited to a total of 13 acres. Construction, rehabilitation, and
~amten.ance actMtles would alter approximately 0.1 acre of vegetation and possibly result
In ~he displacement and loss of some insects (grasshoppers, beetles ants flies) and rodents
(mice).
'
,

At this time there are no known threatened or endangered species within the monument,
however, a survey has not been completed for the monument. In their 1992 Outline of
Planning Requirements, the monument identified the need for a threatened and endangered
species survey as their first priority. This need is also reflected in the monument's draft
resource management plan. As a result of the August I, 1991, letter from the U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service indicating the possible existence of one threatened species and two species
that are candidates for official listing as threatened or endangered, a threatened and
endangered species survey must be completed before implementation of any management
actions that have the potential of impacting such resources.

Same as for alternative C above.

Approximat~ly 0.7 a?"e w~u!d be restored to native vegetation, resulting in a net gain of 0.6.
acre of hablta.t. It IS anticipated that a majority of displaced rodents and insects would
relocate to adjacent areas. None of these impacts is considered to be significant.

AIR QUALITY

Impacts or A1temative B (Minimum Action)

Impacts or the Proposed Plan

Under this alternative, there would be no significant impacts on wildlife associated with the
mon.u ment. No Impacts are anticipated on the fish in the American Fork River or the birds
Within the monument.

Increases in visitation are anticipated. This would normally result in increased auto
emissions, however, the introduction of the mandatory visitor transportation system should
actually reduce the existing auto emission levels. The construction and rehabilitation as
proposed would temporarily increase the amount of dust in the air. If necessary,
construction dust would be controlled with application of water or other approved dust
palliative. Problems related to airborne construction dust would be temporary. There
would also be a temporary increase in noise levels during construction.

Impacts would ge~e.rally be limited to a total of 1.4 acres. Construction, rehabilitation and

~alnten.ance actiVIties would alter approximately 0.1 acres of vegetation and possibly result

In ~he displacement and loss of some insects (grasshoppers, beetles. ants flies) and rodents
(mice).
'

Approximat~ly 0.8 a~re w~u!j be restored to native vegetation, resulting in a net gain of 0.7acre of habitat It IS anticipated that a majority of displaced rodents and insects would
relocate to adjacent areas. None of these impacts is considered to be significant.

Class II airshed standards would not be viola ted by visitor use or construction activities. It
is not anticipated that increases in emissions and dust would become visually noticeable
because of prevailing winds, minimum situations when inversion occur, or the
implementation of a visitor transportation system, which should actually reduce the number
of vehicles in the canyon.

Impacts of A1temative C (Mothball/Caretaker)
No addition~1 .wildlif~ .h~bitat would be lost, and current displacement of rodents and insects
fro~ the eXisting. faCilIties would continue. There would be no effect on birds, wildlife, or
fish In other habitats of the monument.
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Impacts of A1temative A
Air quality impacts under alternative A are similar to those descrihed for the proposal.
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Impacts or Alternative B
Air quality impacts under alternative A are similar to those described for the proposal.
Impacts or Alternative C (Mothball/Caretaker)
There would be no construction-related air quality impacts under this alternative_ Air
quality impacts would only result from those persons who were granted access for research
purposes_ Considering the minimal number of people this would involve, impact on air
quality would be minuscule_
The only other air quality impacts within the monument would come from those vehicles
traveling through the monument on Utah Highway 92_ Those impacts are unrelated to this
a1ternative_
Impacts or Alternative D (No Action)
There would be no construction-related air quality impacts under this alternative_ Impacts
are limited to emissions from visitor vehicles. Current emissions are not visually noticeable
and are within standards prescribed for class II airsheds.

ARCHEOLOGICAL,lHISTORIC/E1HNOGRAPIDC RESOURCES
Impacts or the Proposed Plan
The proposal provides for the adaptive use of historic residence 2 for interpretive purposes.
Use of the building to support interpretation, and visitor use would contribute to its longterm preservation. The integrity of the residence's exterior would be retained and
construction techniques used in the interior would minimize damage. The removal of the
historic rest room (building 126), stone ticket booth, and two cold cellars, would adversely
affect these historic properties. The actual historic fabric would be demolished and disposed
of.

on the National Register of Historic Places. This impact can be mitigated by recording the
buildings or structures to the standards of the Historic American Building Survey (HASS)
or the Historic American Engineering Record.
Removal of the maintenance facility and associated roads and parking would minimiz~ the
visual impact of non-historic structures upon the historic district and restore the ambiance
associated with the historic setting.
The relocation of the curatorial storage space outside of the 100- and 500-year .floodplain
would protect such resources from possible damage or I~. The ne~ curatonal stor~ge
facility would provide environmentally controlled space, With fire detectlo~ and suppression
systems and intrusion alarms. Access to the collections woul~ be mo~e easily contr?lIed and
further improve security. Museum objects would be consohdated tn a clean environment
with stable conditions, further contributing to object preservation.
The proposed action would not directly affect the one d~men.ted site within !he
monument. However, removal of employee housing could poSSibly tndlrectly affect the site.
Prior to initiating action that could potentially affect this site, it would be redocumented
using the most current Utah State archeological site . for~ and a fo.rmal c.?ncurre~ce
determination of eligibility sought with the Utah State Hlstonc Pres~r:"allon Oftlce. Na~lve
American expressions of interest in the rock art would be sohcl!e~ and approp.nate
consultation undertaken. If the site is determined to be eligible for hsttng tn the Nallonal
Register and/or of import to the American Indian community, measures would be taken to
protect the cliff face where the pictograph is located during removal of the employee
housing.
Areas of potential disturbance resulting from this plan would ~ carefully . e~aluated to
determine the intensity and type of past disturbance and potential for contalm~g cultural
resources. If warranted, an archeological inventory would be conducted pnor to any
disturbance.
Impacts to ethnographic resources are unknown since an ethnographic overview and
assessment have not been completed.

When any project affects historic building and structures that are or have heen determined
eligible for listing on the National Register of Historic Places, the work must meet the
Secretary of the Interior's Standards for Rehabilitation and any other constraints mandated
by NPS-28, Cultural Resource Management Guideline. This includes actual stabilization
projects as well as new construction in or adjacent to an historic district. Before such
projects can start, the plans and drawings must be reviewed and approved by the regional
historical architect and by the Utah SHPO and ACHP. Removal of historic buildings or
structures would have an adverse effect on the cultural qualities that qualify them for listing

Under this alternative, there would be no adverse impacts to historic structures. All
structures would be retained and used as they are now. The cu ratonal storage. area however
would be relocated to the new visitor/administrative facility , which would be tn the lOO-and
500-year floodplain . This structure would be fl oodproofed to protect such resources from
potential impacts of flooding.
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Alternative A would not directly affect the one documented site within the monument.
However. removal of employee housing could possibly indirectly affect the site. Prior to
initiating action that could potentially affect this site. it would be redocumented using the
most current Utah State archeological site form and a formal concurrence determination of
eligibility sought with the Utah State Historic Preservation Office. Native American
expressions of interest in the rock art would be solicited and appropriate consultation
undenaken. If the site is determined to be eligible for listing in the National Register
and/or of import to the American Indian community. measures would be taken to protect
the cliff face where the pictograph is located during removal of the employee housing.
Areas of potential disturbance resulting from this plan would be carefully evaluated to
determine the intensity and type of past disturbance and potential for containing cultural
resources. If warranted. an archeological inventory would be conducted prior to any
disturbance.
Impacts to ethnographic resources are unknown since an ethnographic overview and
assessment have not been completed.

Impacts to ethnographic resources are unknown since an ethnographic overview and
assessment have not been completed.
Impacts or A1temative C (Mothball/Caretaker)
Under this alternative. no significant impacts are anticipated. Potential impacts from
nonoccupancy would be limited to vandalism. and deter!oration f~om lack. ?f re~lar
maintenance. These impacts could be mItigated by incorporating provISIOns In a
memorandum of agreement with the local entity !hat wo~ld be overseei~g the prope.rties.
for routine inspections of the monument propertIes. ThIs would most hkely result In n~
adverse effect to the historic properties other than the historic cave trail system. Under thIS
alternative all cave trails including the historic trail would not be maintained. This would
result in a large portion of the trail system being covered with rockslide material. eventually
rendering them inaccessible. This could result in sections of the historic trail and rock wall,
being eventually lost because of deterioration. This would result in an adverse effect on the
historic trail.

IIIIp8ds or A1temative B (Minimum Action)

All collections would be removed from the monument and transferred to another NPS
location and properly stored.

Under this alternative. there would be no effect on historic properties. All historic
structures would be retained and adaptively used for the function they are currently serving.
with the exception of residence 2. which would no longer be used to house employees. It
would be remodeled to serve as an administrative facility as described in the ·Proposed
Action and Alternatives· section above.

Impacts to the known archeological site. one small .hum~noid pictograph. a.re unkno~n since
the pictograph has not been evaluated for pOSSIble hstlng on the. National ~eglster.of
Historic Places. A final decision on the eligibility of the pIctograph WIll be coordinated with
the SHPO. All ground disturbing activities will be monitored to mitigate impacts that could
occur should any archeological site be encountered.

Alternative B would not directly affect the one documented site within the monument.
However. removal of employee housing could possibly indirectly affect the site. Prior to
initiating action that could potentially affect this site. it would be redocumented using the
most current Utah State archeological site form and a formal concurrence determination of
eligibility sought with the Utah State Historic Preservation Office. Native American
expressions of interest in the rock art would be solicited and appropriate consultation
undertaken. If the site is determined to be eligible for listing in the National Register
and/or of import to the American Indian community. measures would be taken to protect
the cliff face where the pictograph is located during removal of the employee housing.

Impacts to ethnographic resources are unknown since an ethnographic overview and
assessment have not been completed.

Areas of potential disturbance resulting from this plan would be carefully evaluated to
determine the intensity and type of past disturbance and potential for containing cultural
resources. If warranted. an archeological inventory would be conducted prior to any
disturbance.

lOS

Impacts or A1temative D (No Action)
The routine maintenance of buildings would continue in an effort to minimize impacts to
cultural resources. The curatorial storage area would remain in the maintenance building
and be subject to possible damage or loss because of its location in the 100· and 500·year
noodplain. This alternative would most likely result in no effect on cu ltural re sources. The
curatorial management issues would remain unresolved.
Alternative D would not directly or indirectly affect the one documented archeological site
within the monument. Native American expressions of inte rest in the rock art would be
solicited and appropriate consultation undertaken. If the site is determined t~ be eligible
for listing in the National Register and/or of importance to the Amencan Indian
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community, measures would be taken to protect the cliff face where the pictograph is
located, during any activities that would impact the resource,
Impacts to ethnographic resources are unknown since an ethnographic overview and
assessment have not been completed.

VISITOR USE
Impacts of the Proposed Plan
The proposal would resolve the issue related to the congestion and conflicts between
pedestrian and vehicles. It would also eliminate the safety issues associated with visitors
having to back their vehicles out onto Utah Highway 92, which is highly congested and
unsafe because of blind curves near the parking areas. The alternative also eliminates the
need for pedestrians having to cross the same highly congested highway in order to reach
the visitor center.
This proposal significantly reduces the number and length-of-stay of visitors in an area
considered to be a "high risk site" because of falling rock. The alternative also eliminates
existing residential development, thereby resolving the safety issue related to falling rock and
overnight occupancy in the 100- and 500-year floodplain, and in areas susceptible to severe
impacts associated with probable maximum flooding.
The visitor transportation system proposed in this alternative would also enable the
monument to bett.e~ con.trol the flow o~ visitors to the cave, thereby eliminating large
congregatIons of VISItors In areas determined to be highly subject to falling rock. Visitor
needs related to the concession services would be eliminated under this alternative. Such
needs would be accommodated within the local communities surrounding the location of the
new visitor center.
The proposed visitor transportation system would significantly reduce the number of vehicles
traveling the very narrow and winding Utah Highway 92 and thereby improve visitor safety
along the roadway system.
Considering the number of visitor-related issues that would be resolved under this
alternative, it should improve the visitors' experience and appreciation for the resource. The
visitors' image of the National Park Service and other agencies that might be involved would
also be improved.

Environmental Consequences

not accessible to many persons with disabilities, the new visitor center interpr~tive programs
woulO place special emphasis on interpreting the resource for such populations.
The location of the new visitor contact facility outside the mouth of the American F~rk
Canyon has not been determined. Once all options have been identified, appropriate action
would be taken to resolve all related planning and compliance concerns. However, the
location of the visitor center should take into consideration the fact that 75 percent of
visitors enter the monument from the west along Utah Highway 92. It ~~uld be imp?rtant
to either locate the new visitor center where it would be clearly VISIble, or to Ins!all
appropriate signing that would clearly direct visitors to the site and to the transportation
facilities.
Impacts of A1temative A
Visitors would no longer enjoy the benefit of the existing picnic area facilities, which would
be removed except for the 25-space parking lot. These parking spaces would be needed to
help meet the demand for parking generated by .visitors who are able to aC~U1re cave tour
tickets. Under this alternative. there would continue to be a problem meeting the demand
for parking generated by those visitors who only stop for information/od-:ntatio n. and those
who stop and are not able to obtain cave tour tickets. The need for vISItor parking would
continue to increase as visitation within the region increases.
Congestion between vehicles and pedestdans would continue. as would the .requirements f~r
visitors to walk across. and back vehicles onto. the highly congested HIghway ?2. ThIs
alternative continues to encourage large congregations of visitors in an area identified ~s a
geological hazard area and floodplain . All of these conditions continue to represent serious
life. health. and safety problems.
As with the existing development. due to the extremely limited and confined sites within the
canyon. the alternative does not provide the ~apability to ~dequately accommodate large
recreation vehicles or tour busses without seriously Impacting other parkIng needs.

With the elimination of concession services in the monument. visitors wou ld have to travel
approximately 3.5 miles. or 5 minutes. to obtain food and souv~nirs. The discontinuation
of concession services would aid in minimizing human presence," a geologIcal . hazard zon.e
and would increase the turnover rate of visitors in an area where parking space IS
inadequate and there are critical circulation and congestion problems.

The new facilities proposed under this alternative would improve overall accessibilit}' and
convenience for all visitors especially those with disabilities. Considering that the cave is
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Impacts or Alternative 8 (Minimum Action)
With the elimination of picnic facilities, relocation of the ticket sales, reservation/fee office,
and general information/orientation services to a new structure outside the monument, and
some of the scale-backs and modifications to other services, this alternative would
significantly reduce the number and length-of-stay of visitors in areas affected by 100- and
500-year floodplain, probable maximum floods, and falling rock. The impacts associated
with retaining the existing visitor parking areas that were referenced in alternative A above
would also apply to this alternative.
The alternative eliminates existing residential development, thereby resolving the human
safety issue related to falling rock and overnight occupation in 100- and SOO-year floodplain,
and areas subject to probable maximum flooding.
The elimination of the concession services under this alternative would produce the same
visitor impacts outlined above in alternative A
Impads or Alternative C (Mothball/Caretaker)
Under this alternative, visitors would no longer have the opportunity to enjoy any of the
resources or facilities associated with the monument for an indefinite period of time. For
all practical purposes the monument would be completely closed to visitor access. As
mentioned earlier, the only visitation allowed in the monument would be for research
purposes.
Impacts or Alternative D (No Action)

The temporary trailer that replaced the ~sitor facility ~hat was destroyed by fire would
continue to be used. Visitors would contmue to e~pen~~ce an ext!emely cramped and
congested environment, which contributes to a negauve vlSltor expenence.

CONCESSION OPERATION
Impacts or the Proposed Plan
The elimination of the concession services could force the operators to seek ~e~ income
sources, eliminate any income source, may force them to relocate and could elnrunate ~ny
long-term financial security for them. The inventory of gift items, as well. ~ f~ seMce
equipment and building furnishings, could be Ii.qui~ated at a loss. The eh~nauon of the
concession operation would represent a reducuon m total sales of apprOlomately $90,000
annually. This would also represent a loss of approximately $1,000 in tax benefits, and 2.5
jobs.
Impacts or Alternative A
Impacts to the concession operation would be the same under alternative A as described for
the proposed plan.
Impacts or Alternative 8 (Minimum Action)
Impacts to the concession operation would be the same under alternative B as described for
the proposed plan.
Impacts or Alternative C (Mothball/Caretaker)

Under this alternative, there would continue to be a problem meeting the demand for
parking spaces generated by those visitors who only stop for information and orientation,
and by those who stop and are not able to obtain cave tour tickets. The need for visitor
parking would continue to increase with increases in regional visitation.
Congestion between vehicles and pedestrians would continue, as would the requirements for
visitors to walk across, and back vehicles onto, the highly congested Highway 92. This
alternative continues to encourage large congregations of visitors in an area identified as a
geological hazard area and floodplain . All of these conditions continue to represent serious
life, health, and safety problems.

Impacts to the concession operation would be the same under alternative C as described for
the proposed plan.
Impacts or Alternative D (No Action)
Thete would be no impacts to the concession operation under the no-action alternative,
because under it the concession contract would be renewed.

There would continue to be a problem accommodating large recreation vehicles and tour
busses, which contribute to the congestion problem. Conflict hetween pedestrians and
vehicles and associated negative visitor experience would also continue.
112
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SOCIOECONOMIC RESOURCES

development program of about $5.3 million should result in total combined sales of about
S6.3 million, with about S133,OOO in increased tax revenues. Jobs created by operations and
tourism should total about 72, while the rehabilitation and development program should
result in short-term gains of about 370 jobs.

Impacts of the Proposed Plan
The proposal would substantially contribute to the local economy. Sales revenues from park
tourism could result in direct sales of about S.6 million annually, and when considering
indirect and induced multipliers, could contribute more than S.7 million annually to the local
economy.

Sales revenues from park tourism and impacts to services and businesses would be the same
as those described under the proposed plan.
No prime or unique farmlands would be affected.

An estimated annual park budget of S.7 million could result in tOlal sales, considering
indirect and induced multipliers, of about S1.6 million annually. The proposed rehabilitation
and development program anticipates a one-time expenditure of about S7.3 million. Total
combined sales in the area from this expenditure should exceed S8.8 million, nelling nearly
$185,000 in increased tax revenue.

Annual park operations antl tourism benefits would result in approximately 76 jobs.
Implementation of the rehabilitation and development program would result in a short-term
gain of 415 jobs.
The above economic benefits could increase levels of normal services available in
surrounding communities of American Fork and Provo, Utah, and could enhance local
businesses. No measurable change in population levels or changes in lifestyle are
anticipated.

Impacts or Alternative B
An estimated annual budget of S.6 million would be required. This would result in total
combined sales of about S1.5 million annually. The one-time rehabilitation and
development program of about S1.3 million should result in short-term sales of about S1.5
million, with about S32,OOO in increased tax revenues. Jobs created by operations and
tourism should total about 72, while the rehabilitation and development programs should
result in short-term gains of about 143 jobs.

The impacts associated with the concession operation that are described under the proposed
plan would also apply here. The elimination of the Natural History Association sales would
further reduce total sales by S31,2OO annually. The elimination of the concession operation
and the NHA would equate to a total reduction of S84,OOO in annual sales. This would also
represent a total loss of approximately SI,701 in tax benefits and 3.9 jobs.

No prime or unique farmlands would be affected.
No prime or unique farmlands would be affected.
The economic viability of a transportation system would be contingent upon visitors'
willingness to pay for such a service. To encourage use of the system and to relate its
economic viability, and on board interpretive program could be incorporated. To help
mitigate potential economic loss, such a system would need to be tested with minimal
investments, such as Ihrough the use of leased vehicles and the establishment of a low cost,
temporary parking area, which could easily be restored if a transportation system proves not
to be practical. To ensure maximum ridership, and accomplish the objectives of the
alternative, such a system would need to be mandatory. A more in-depth transportjtion
study is recommended to explore various alternatives including service contractors and rider
fee options.

Impacts of Alternative C (Mothball/Caretaker)
Under this alternative, an estimated annual budget of SI5,OOO would be required for
occasional repair and rehab of park facilities and regulation of research efforts in the cave
once the park is closed to public access.
This would result in a loss of 75 jobs and approximately S77,OOO in tax revenue per year.
There would also be a reduction of approximately S1.6 million in sales to local businesses
from tourism.
The same impacts associated with alternative B relative to the concession operation and
NHA sales would apply here.

Impacts or Alternative A
Under this alternative, an estimated annual budget of S.6 million would be required. This
'..,ould result in total sales of about S1.5 million annually. The one-time rehabilitation and
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Impacts or Alternative D (No Action)
Economic be~efits of current park operations are described in the "Affected Environment"
chapter of thiS document.
Total sales fro~ pa.rk operating expenditures is about S.8 million annually. Sales benefits
from park touTism IS about ~.7 million annually. Total tax revenue being gained is about
S77,OOO annually and operation and use of the park results in about 76 jobs.
There. w?uld be no antic!pated impacts on the concession operation or the Natural History
AssociatIOn sales operations.

Impacts or Alternative C (Mothball/Caretaker)
Under this alternative, the NPS would make arrangements through a memorandum of
agreement with another federal or state entity for the maintenance and protection of the
existing facilities and resources of the monument. To mitigate the impact on staffing and
funding of another entity, the NPS would compensate the second party with S15,OOO annually
for services in managing the resources.
Impacts or Alternative D (No Action)
This alternative would have no impacts on other federal agencies.

No prime or unique farmlands would be affected.

MANAGEMENT AND OPERATIONS

OTHER AGENCIES

Impacts or Proposed Plan
Impacts or Proposed Plan
The actions p~oposed under this alternative would not have any negative impacts on other
fede~al ~gencles. T?e U.S. Forest Service (USFS) has informally expressed an interest in
conslden~g alternatives for combined visitor/administrative facil ities outside the mouth of
th~ ~eTlca? .Fork Canyon west of the monument. The USFS's interest in relocating their
eXlstmg. f~clhtles stems from the fact that such facilities are not in a location convenient to
ser:- e VIsitors to the. natIOnal forest. and that they also cause a degree of conflict with
reslde~tlal co~munltles .that have expanded to the point of surrounding the existing
operations. This ~lt.e.rnal1ve would open the door for the USFS and NPS to look more in
de~th at the p~ss.lblll~ and alternatives for complementing the various efforts to satisfy
VIsitor and administrative needs and meet agency goals.

By removing all of the maintenance and administrative facilities outside the monument there
would be a substantial reduction in the life, health, and safety risks associated with the
potential geologic, floodplain, and probable maximum flood hazards. The day-to-day
problems of attempting to resolve major congestion problems in the canyon would be
substantially reduced, thereby permitting the staff to direct more allention to other areas
concerning the daily management and operations of the monument.
Removal of the curatorial storage area from the maintenance area and consolidation of the
maintenance operation within a new facility would improve operating efficiency. However.
the relocation of the new facility to a site outside the monument would require the
maintenance staff to travel a longer distance in order to accomplish daily management and
operation activities within the monument.

Impacts or Alternative A
This al ternative would have no impacts on other federal agencies.
Impacts or Alternative B (Minimum Action)
Impacts associated with this alternative are the same as those described for the proposed
plan.

Removal of residences 8 and 9 and the historic structures now being used for maintenance
storage would result in a minor reduction in the workload of the maintenance staff. SlOrage
of the specialized trail maintenance vehicle and other trail maintenance tools near the
trailhead would also improve efficiency.
Because housing of employees within the monument would be discontinued. the existing
ala. m systems, particularly the one on the cave, would need to be regularly inspected to
ensure they are in proper working order as a means of minimizing vandalism. The
monument staff would also need to routinely coordinate with the supporting local law
enforcement units to ensure that appropriate procedures are foll owed in the event of an
alarm .
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The elimination of the concession operation. Natural History Association, residences 8 and
9, and maintenance facilities within the monument would create a substantial reduction in
impacts to the monument's existing utility systems.
The proposal would require about 5724,000 annually for operational and maintenance costs.
About 21 fTEs would be required to fully implement operational and management aspects
of the proposal. This would include 2 FTEs that would be needed to drive shuttle buses for
the visitor transportation system.

Impacts o( Alternative A
The removal of the curatorial storage area from the existing maintenance building would
enable the monument staff to consolidate maintenance supplies currently stored in other
structures away from the primary maintenance facility. This would make the supplies more
readily accessible and therefore would improve the efficiency of the maintenance operation.
The relocation of the curatorial items to the new visitor/administrative facility would also
make such resources more available to the staff and visitors who are most interested in
them.

This alternative would require about 5675,000 annually for operation and maintenance costs.
About 19 FTEs would be required to fully implement operation and maintenance aspects
of the alternative.

Impacts o( Alternative B (Minimum Action)
This alternative would resolve the life, health, and safety risks associall!d with potential
geologic hazards for only a very limited number of.employees. Those emp.loyees who would
be conducting administrative operations from reSidence 2 w?u~d remam m a ro~kfall area.
This would also apply to the staff in the maintenance bulldmg, and s~all kIOsk at t~e
trailhead. Visitors and monument staff would also continue to be subject to poten.llal
impacts associated with the 100- and 500-year noodpl~in and ~robable maximu.m noodmg,
however, such impacts would be mitigated through the mstallallon of nood warmng systems.
This alternative would represent a minor short·term solution to some of the conges~ion
problems. There would continue to be times when the park staff would have to sp~nd lime
resolving circulation problems, which would take them away from other vIsitor and
administrative activities.

Retaining residence 2 for residential purposes would add a degree of security to the facilities
within the monu rr.~ nt, providing that adequate alarms are installed. This could, to some
degree, aid in minimizing vandalism and theft.

The removal and rehabilitation of the picnic area and residences 8 and 9 ~ould reduce the
workload of the maintenance staff. This would also allow the staff to direct their efforts
toward meeting other visitor and administrative needs.

This alternative does not resolve the life, health, and safety risks associated with potential
geologic hazards. Employees would continue to be in areas subject to rockfall. This applies
to the new visitor center, maintenance building, and residence 2. Visitors and monument
staff would also continue to be subject to potential impacts associated with the 100- and 500year noodplain and probable maximum nooding, ho 'lever, such impacts would be mitigated
through the installation of nood warning systems.

The elimination of the picnic area, concession operation, Natural History Asso.ci~tion, a~d
residences 8 and 9 would aid in minimizing impacts on the monument's eXlstmg ullhty
systems. Provision of a small visitor contact facility to meet general information/orient~ti.on
needs and to se rve as a cave tour reservation and ticket sales center, would reduce eXlstmg
impacts on the monument's utility systems.

This alternative would represent a minor short·term solution to some of the congestion
problems. There would continue to be times when the park staff would have to spend time
resolving circulation problems, which would take them away from other visitor and
administrative activities.
The removal and rehabilitation of the picnic area and residences 8 and 9 would result in a
minor reduction in the workload of the maintenance staff. This would also allow the staff
to direct their efforts toward meeting other visitor and administrative needs.

Because housing of employees within the monument would be discontinued, . the existing
alarm systems, particularly the one on the cave, would need to be. regularly m~pected to
ensure they are in proper working order as a means of mlnlml zmg vandalism. The
monument staff would also need to routinely coordinate with the supporllng local la .1
enforcement units to ensure that appropriate procedures are followed in the event of an
alarm.
This ai ernative would require about 5675,000 annually for operation and maintenance costs.
About 19 FfEs would be required to fully implement operation and maintenance aspects
of the alternative.

The elimination of the picnic area, concession operation, and residences 8 and 9 would aid
in minimizing impacts on the monument's existing utility systems.
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Consultation/Coordination

Impacts or Alternative C (Mothball/Caretaker)

~e .c1osure of the park to public use other than that related to scientific purposes would
ehmmate the need for. all exis~ing monu~ent staff. Staff assistance from another federal
agency would be required to Issue permits for cave exploration and occasionally inspect
monument properties for maintenance needs and signs of vandalism.

~~ closure of all facilities would significantly minimize impacts on the monument's existing
utlhty systems.

Impacts or Alternative D (No Action)

Wit~ park operational facilities r.emaining in the geologic, floodplain, and probable
m8XJmum fl~ hazard zones, !he hfe, health, and safety issues associated with such areas
would remal.n unresol~ed. This could result in a major loss of operational facilities. The
park operations ~nctl~ns ~ould c~ntinue to remain scattered within and outside the
monument. The mefficlencles associated with such an arrangement would continue.
CUMULATIVE IMPACI'S OF 'I1IE PROPOSAL

CONSULTATION/COORDINATION
SUMMARY OF PUBLIC INVOLVEMENT
On October 18, 1991 , a Notice of Intent was published in the Federal Register. A scoping
brochure for this plan was also distributed and made available for public comment on
March 10, 1992. The availability of the scoping brochure was also announced in all of the
newspapers in Utah as well as through the Associated Press. Copies of the brochure were
sent under special leiter to the Uintah/Ouray Tribal Council and the Paiute Indian Tribe.
A total of 16 comments were received as a result of the scoping brochure distribution.
In preparation for the planning effort, a visitor·use survey was conducted from May through
September 1991. A tOlal of 864 visitor surveys were distributed. A total of 579, or 67
percent, of the survey forms were returned. A special place on the survey form was
designated for visitors 10 provide any additional comments that they felt were important.
Additional comments were received on 338 survey forms, or 58.4 percent of the responses.
Issues identified by these respondents were si milar 10 those outlined in the "Purpose and
Need" chapter of this document.

There would be no cumulative impacts resulting from the proposal.
On April 2, 1993, the notice of availability for the Draft Environmental Impact
Statement/General Management Plan/Development Concept Plan (DEIS) for 6Q.day public
review was published in the Federal Register. A news release announcing the availability
of the DEIS was also prepared by the monument superintendent and distributed to over 100
public media outlets. Following the distribution of approximately 208 copies of the DEIS
to various agencies, organizations, American Indian groups, and individuals for review and
comment, on June 8, 1993, two open·house public meetings were conducted in the town of
American Fork. Of the 208 copies distributed for review, 68 comments were received,
representing approxi mately a 33 percent response rate . The results of the public review are
presented in the "Publ ic a nd Other Agency Comments and Responses" sect ion of this
document.

LIST OF AGENCIES, ORGANIZATIONS, AND PERSONS TO WHOM
COPIES OF TIlE DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT ARE
SENT
Following is a list of the federal, state, and local agencies; organ izations; and individuals
who will receive copies of this Draft Environment al Impact Statement for review and
comment. A Notice of Availability will be published in the Federal Register and news
releases directed 10 various forms of news media. Following the review period, comments
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will be consolidated and published in the Final Environmental Impact Statement. with
responses from the National Park Service_ All interests providing comments to the draft EIS
will be added to the official mailing list and will also receive a copy of the final EIS.

FEDERAL AGENCIES
Advisory Council On Historic Preservation
Arches National Park
Bryce Canyon National Park
Bureau of Land Management
Bureau of Reclamation
Canyonlands National Park
Capitol Reef National Park
Cedar Breaks National Monument
Department of Interior-Regional Environmental Officer
Dinosaur National Monument
Earth Science Information Center, U.S.G.S.
Federal Highway Administration
Fossil Butte National Monument
Glen Canyon National Recreation Area
Golden Spike National Historic Site
Great Basin National Park
Great Sand Dunes National Monument
Natural Bridges National Monument
Mr. Marty Ott, Utah State Coordinator, National Park Service
Pipe Spring National Monument
Soil Conservation Service
U. S. Congressman James Hansen
U. S. Congressman Bill Orton
U. S. Congresswoman Karen Shepherd
U. S. Environmental Protection Agency
U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service
U. S. Forest Service Public Affairs Office
U. S. Forest Service Salt Lake Ranger Station
U. S. Forest Service Uinta National Forest
U. S. Senator Robert F. Bennett
U. S. Senator Orrin Hatch
Zion National Park
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STATE AGENCIES
College of Natural Resources. Utah State University
Echo Visitor Information Center
Honorable Mike Leavitt, Governor of Utah
State Planning Coordinator
Utah Department of Natural Resources
Utah Department of Transportation

LOCAL AGENCIES
Mayor, Alpine City
Mayor, American Fork City
Mayor, Cedar Hills
Mayor, Heber City
Mayor, Highland City
Mayor, Lehi City
Mayor, Lindon City
Mayor, Midway City
Mayor, Orem City
Mayor, Pleasant Grove City
Mayor, Provo City
Utah Association of Counties
Utah County Commission
Wasatch County Commission
Wasatch State Park

ORGANIZATIONS
Brigham Young University, Department of Geology
Cave Research Foundation
Center for Urban Affairs, Northwestern University
Country Corners
Depa.rtment of Community Development
Green Ri,er Travel Council
Mountainland Association of Governments
National Parks and Conservation Association
National Public Lands Council
Paiute Indian Tribe
Provo/Orem Commerce
Salt Lake Convention and Visitor Bureau
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Salt Lake Grotto. NSS
Sierra Oub
Southwest Parks and Monuments Association
St George Chamber of Commerce
The Nature Conservancy
The Wilderness Society
TImpanogos Grotto NSS
Uintah/Ouray Tribal Council
U. S_ West
Utah County Travel Council
Utah Power and Light
Utah Travel Council
Utah Wilderness Association
Wasatch Grotto. NSS
Wasatch Mountain Oub

INDMDUALS
Allen, Jay
Anderson, Glen
Barker, Terry
Bennion, Inger
Boll. James
Bourgeois. Pam
Clark, Laura
Clark, Loyal
Cluff, B. J.
Creasy. Mike
Diefdenderfer,1ohn
Durfey. F. Haws
Foster. Lynnell
Friesema, Professor H. Paul
Goodwin, Judy
Gunther. Dale O.
Harmer. Jay
Harris. Vern
Hart. Kathy
Hatman, Pete
Horrocks. Rod
Hryynyshyn. Donna
Hunt. Tammy
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Isaacson, Scott
Jensen. Phil
Johnson, Leo
Laing. Dan
Le Baron, Don
Lensch. William
Martin, Larry
Mathis. Paul
McCoy. Karen
Miller. Sidney
Murdoch. Ralph and Susie
Neilsen. Doug
Nicholes. Douglas
North. Richard
Panee. Doug
Peay. Ethan
Perelle. Marsha
Peterson. Jacque
Robinson. Dino and Sandra
Robinson, Jane
Robinson. Reed
Shelley. Arlo
Shelley. Jocelyn
Sive. Walter
Smith. David
Smith. Patrick
Springer. Jerry
Squire. Scott
Stecker, Alexander
Stuart, Deborah
Stuart. Saya
Thoreson. Jerry
Tregaskis. Lyle
Wagner, Betsy
Wagner. Carl
Walker, Lucile
Widmer. Ann
Williams. Robert
Wilson. Rick
Individual staff members. Timpanogos Cave National Monument
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PUBLIC AND O11IER AGENCY COMMENTS AND RESPONSE
The actual letters of comment from the various federal, state, and local agencies and special
interests have been reproduced in this section, with responses from the National Park
Service. Because of the similarity in public comments, they have been summarized and
categorized by issue. Responses to public comments are also responded to in this section
of the document.

AGENCIES AND SPECIAL INTEREST
(See following pages.)

United States Department of the Interior

•

FISH AND WILDUFE SERVICE
UTAH STATE OFFICE

2060 ADMINISTRATION BUILDING
174S WEST I700S0UTH
SALT UKE crrv. UTAH 84104·SIIO

June 23, 1993

i<fCEiVED
'JUHHB

RMR-PP

Memorandum
To:

Regional Director, Rocky Mountain Region, National Park Service, Denver,
Colorado

From:

State Supervisor, Utah State Office, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, Salt Lake
City, Utah

Subject:

Draft Environmental Impact Statement/General Management Plan/Development
Concept Plan for Timpanogos Cave National Monument

The Fish and Wildlife Service has reviewed the subject document with emphasis on impacts
to Federally listed and candidate endangered and threatened species. We note that we had
earlier provided the Park Service a species list for the monument. That species list remain
current. The Fish and Wildlife Service has no information of the actual existence of listed
and candidate species within the Monument. The Fish and Wildlife Service recommends that
the Park Service initiate surveys to determine the presence of listed and candidate species
within the Monument as suggested in the proposed action and alternatives A and B. If we
can be of assistance in conducting surveys please contact me or Larry England of my staff at
975-3620.

cc:

Timpanogos Cave National Monument
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State of Utah
Department of Community ... Economic Development

_

-

_<1._

o.'-"Itt

""-

Division of State History
Utah State Historical Society

GOVERNOR'S OFFICE OF PLANNING AND BUDGET
Resource Development Coordinating Committee

300 ... _

4'uDe N . ....... CPA

SII ..... ~. .... "'01.1182

RECEIVED

~Dired.or

e""""""
FAX,e"',_

March 29, 1993

Brad. T. Barber
Rod D. Ml1lar
Committft Cluiirman
John A. Harja
Eucuth·. OiIfttOt'"

Michae I Schene
Planning and
Nationa I Park Service - RItl-PR
12795 W. Alameda Parkway
P. O. Box 25287
D'!nver, CO 80225

Tll'N«XlOO CA'II' NAn.lQUCENT

SUIte Planninc Cooniinlltcw

116 State Capitol
Salt LaM City. Utah &4"4
Phone: (801)538-1027
Fax: (80l) 538-1547

J\JH 11 '93

June 9,1993
RE:

Servicewide Programmatic Agreement; Timpanogos Cave National Monument
!lr~ft En..-ironmcntal Impact St~tement/Genera1 M~nag!!ment Plan/Oey'.!l.,pme nt
Concept Plan, Timpanogos Cave National Monument, Utah

In Reply Please Refer to Case No. 92-0116
Dear Mr. Schene:
The Utah State Historic Preservation Office received the above referenced
project on March 26, 1993. After a non technical review of the draft EIS, the
Utah Preservation Office does not have any comments about the project.
This information is provided on request to assist the National Park Service
with its Section 106 responsibilities as specified in 36CFR800. If you have
quest ions, please contact me at (801) 533-3555.

~

Sincet
,y ,

- I ",

,

James
lllan
Compli nce Coordinator
JlD: 92-0116 NPS/EIS

I

Susan K. McGill
Superintendent
Timpanogos Cave National Monument
RR3, Box 200
American Fork, Utah 84003-9803

SUBJECT: DEIS General Management Plan Timpanogos Cave National Monument
State Identifier Number: UT930323-020
Dear Ms. McGill:
The Resource Development Coordinating Committee, representing the State of Utah,
has reviewed this DEISIGeneral Management PlanlDevelopment Concept Plan and
has no comments at this time.
The Committee appreciates the opportunity to review this proposal. Please direct any
other written questions regarding this correspondence to the Utah State
Clearinghouse at the above address or call Carolyn Wright at (B01) 538-1535 or John
Hmja at (801 ) 538-1559.
Sincerely,

Brad T. Barber
Stste Planning Coordinator
BTBljh
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United States Department of the Interior

Ib~ T. lJ.o\II.l~. Jr . P~rnt

Denver Museum of Natural History RECEIVED

''''-III,d . ~.,;~tk-r. I'" \1ct' Ph.'skkllt

VN¥.WiCA'IE NAlllo()lUolEMT

BUREAU OF MINES
Intermountain Field Operations Center
P.O. Box 25086
Building 20, Denver Federal Center
Denver, Colorado 80225

-_ ..
To

June 8, 1993
June 2, 1993

Memorandum
To:

superintendent, Timpanogos Cave National Monument,
RR3, Box 200, American Fork, Utah 84003-9803

From:

Supervisory Physical Scientist

Subject:

Draft Environmental Impact Statement, General
Management Plan, Development Concept Plan,
Timpanogos Cave National Monument, Utah County, Utah

.lUll 5 '93
- .. - .. ----- ---0a1I
SU·E~"'E.ot~ I--

f-- ~Cf 'II'iiii

Susan K. McGill
Superintendent
Timpanogos Cave National Monumen t
RR3, Box 200
American Fork, Utah 84003-9803
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Dear superintendent McGill:

As you requested, personnel of the U.S. Bureau of Mines reviewed
the Draft Environmental Impact Statement (DEIS) to determine
whether mineral resources would be adversely impacted by the
proposed project. The DEIS identifies and assesses alternatives
f or establishing the overall direction for management and use of
the monument.
OWing to the nature of the proposed project, we see no
significant impact to mineral resources. Therefore, we have no
objection to the document as presented.
If you have questions pertaining to this review, please contact
Rodney E. Jeske at (303) 236-0451.

~ RECEIVED
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Sincerely,

~~ Oo;L~~
Bill Yett and Pat Jablons ky

I-

cc : Rod Horrocks

ADMiN. ClERK

---ICfiiis

ACTION

Mark H. Hibpshman

We wish to comment on the Draft Environmental Impact
statement/General Management Plan/Development Concept Plan for
Timpanogos _ We are co-investigators for a NPS funded lint impact
research project at Wind Cave National Park, investigators for
several other visitor impact cave studies, and we are both
Fellows of the National Speleological Society.
We found visitor safety and facility integrity concerns
related to rock fall and flood plain exposure particularly
compelling. Rebuilding or maintaining facilities in the
threatened areas of the Monument does not seem prudent.
General public access caves have a positive educ~ti~nal
impact on public attitudes t~w~r~ cave res~urces. Th~s 1~
particularly true of NPS fac111t1es where 1nterpretat1on 1S much
more emphasized than is generally true of privately owned show
caves. We hope that Timpanogos will continue to serve this
important function.
If, however, alternative C (mothball/caretaker) beco~e s ~he
selected alternative, we urge that adequate long-term mon1tor1ng
be established with active intervention, if necess a ry. There is
a real hazard that human introduced materials from lint, to
electrical transformers, can cause serious pollution to the cave
and ground waters. At the very least, it would be use ful t o
general cave managment to study the more subtle changes i ~ the
cave environment that would follow the shutdown o f a heav 11y
visited cave.
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PLEASANT GROVE HISTORIC PRESERVATION COMMISSION
P.O. Box 247 • 30 East Center · Pleasant Grove, Utah 84002
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RICKY STORRS
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Telephone 801 785-3950
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Superint e ndent
Timpanog o s Cave National Monument
RR3, Bo x 200
Americ a n Fo r t , UT 84003-9803

June 2, 1993

Ms. Sue MCGill, Supt.
Timpanogos Cave National Monument
RR 3 Box 200
American Fork, Utah 84003

Dear Susan K.

_91.tt.l:!:.
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McGill,

-

I would like you to accept this letter as my support in keeping the
visitor's center for the Timpanogos Cave National Monument at its
present location. I feel that the location has served the tourists
and visitors very well. I strongly feel it would be a mistake to
relocate the visitor's center.
Your consideration of this matter is appreciated.
Sincerely,

was writing
to my Congressmen for monetary support, I realized plan A was what
I was attempting to describe to you in the first letter .
I
support Alternative Plan A.
It is very important to keep our National Monuments and National
Parks accessable and in good repair even though it costs us a
little more in a price increase in the ticket ~jperhaps other
methods of financing.
These places are our National Treasure s
and I feel strongly about maintaining them in a way as to be
proud of them .
We don't need second level effort.
Please make note that I

am opposed to Alternative Plan C .

l -'

Ricky Storrs, Councilman

-

AQiillt.
ClE..:;.....-rr---t--t
I am writing this letter as a replacement to
~~
sent to you dated June 7. 1993.
Please disregar __~I.~~~~~~
I did not study Alternative Plan A carefully and as

Dear Ms. McGill:

h :, h. ~ .;;>:-\-~,'
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Please accept my apologies for any inconvenience, enjo y the
historic calendar that I enclosed and make note that I support
Alternative Plan A.
Sincerel y ,

'111~"& .
Mildred 8.

IH

j..,x<L

Su t c h,

Cha ir pe rs o n

THE PAIUTE INDIAN TRIBE OF UTAD
600 North 100 East Paiute Drive· Cedar Oty. Utah jk.720· (801) 586-1112

~\

.,

United States Department of the Interior
NATIONAL PARK SERVICE
l..asIen Volcanic National Park
' OSI

ENI.Ul.YIDDTO:

Oflke Box 100

Minml. California 96OM-OI

RECEIVED
llMPN«XlOO CA~ NAIl!1JN!J1,(I{]

L1611

June 10, 1993

JUN15'93

,

~O'"
'oi,.1
!-=I_:

July 1, 1993

t-T;.:.'-r==___
SU?<Ri!lTENP~
Ms. Susan McGill, Superintendent
Timpanoqos Cave National Monument
R.R. 3; P.O. Box 200
American Fork, UT 84003-9803

NATIONAL PARK SERVICE
RMR-PP
P.O. Box 25281
Denver, CO 80225-0281
RE:

Dear Ms

McGill'

heart~lY endo~se

TIMPAJtOGOS CAVE

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:
As Chairman of the Paiute Indian Tribe of Utah, and speaking
in behalf of the Tribe, I feel that the Timpanogos Cave National
Park should !;)e preserved and protected.
It is my understanding
that a shuttle service is to be provided through the canyon to the
beginning of the trail leading to the cave. I feel that this will
be very beneficial for the area as the number of tourists increa ses
each year and the road through the canyon is extremely narrow.
This should minimize the amount of foot traffic through the forest
areas reducing the likelihood of damage to any artifacts that may
be found.

CHIEF 0: 1! Ril
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I
the proposed plan ou li
n t e
Environmental Impact Statement, February 1
,
or
s
Cave National Monument . As Chief Ranger during 1986-1989 I was
very concerned about the congestion around the parking lot,
Highway 92, and the picnic area. serious accidents between
pedestrians and vehicles seemed inevitable during the busy
summer. We were lucky during my tenure. Another concern I had
was the increase in stream erosion and loss of riparian habitat.
Moving facilities out of the monument will have many positive
impacts.

Sincerely,

I would recommend keeping residences #8 and #9 and opening the
canyon view trail to the viewing platform as it was developed
while I was there . The short trail affords a viable alternative
for physically chal l enged visitors who can't make the strenuous
hike all the way to the caves. I would like to know why the park
hasn't included the opening of the trail in any of the
development proposals?
lor"hatever happened to the interpretive
waysides that were completed for that area?

~~M

I'm looking forw ~ rd to reviewing the final environmental impact
statement for Timpanogos Cave National Monument. Thank you for
the opportunity to r~ J iew it and comment.

Please let me know if there is anything you need.

Paiute Indian Tribe of Utah

Sincerely,
AOS/mwk

RECEIVcu
JUL 81993.

RMR-PP

Scott W. Isaacson
Assistant Chief Park Naturalist
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* The alternative of retaining the canyon view trail was considered but rejected for several
reasons. The cave was the primary and most significant resource in the establishment of the
monument and the one we must give priority to in providing for the public. Numerous
visitors are turned away because of overcrowding, lack of parking, and extreme congestion
in the canyon. The canyon View Trail only causes visitors to extend their stay in the area,
adding to the congestion, and causing increased life safety concerns. In order to eliminate
this problem and provide more visitors with the opportunity to visit the cave, this trail is
being eliminated. Since there are numerous other opportunities for hiking in the adjacent
Uinta National Forest. such recreational needs can be accommodated there as opposed to
in the 25().acre national monument.
Retention of the Canyon View Trail would also present safety problems related to visitors
throwing stones from the trail where it loops above the residential area Since each
alternative recommends some form of development within what is now the housing area,
and considering the safety problem of visitors throwing stones, a decision was made to
eliminate the trail from each alternative. Discouraging visitors from crossing the stream
would also eliminate the severe impact on the extremely fragile riparian environment.

Public and OlhtT A~ncy Response

UNIFIED NPS RESPONSES
Comment· At the present location of the visitor center, Highway 92 could be rerouted to
be closer to the river, at the location of the present north parking area, and the parking
moved so it is all south of the highway, thus eliminating the need for visitors to cross the
road.
Response' This recommendation would indeed eliminate the need for visitors to walk
across the highway, however, it would also wipe out approximately 52 parking spaces in an
area where there is already a critical need for additional parking just to accommodate
visitors touring the cave. This would eliminate approximately 45 percent of the existing
parking in the cave trailhead area and further compound the congestion and safety
problems.
Comment· The parking problem could be eliminated by building a double or triple deck
parking terrace in the location of the present parking area.
Response: The spatial requirements (e.g., turning radii for ramps) for a double or triple
deck parking area would be greater than the existing parking area could accommodate.
Such a facility would also become a major visual intrusion in the natural setting of the
narrow canyon even if it were physically possible to locate on the site recommended.
Comment· Elimination ';1' the visitor parking at the trailhead would effectively close the
trail to those people wh" would like to enjoy hiking the cave trail without necessarily visiting
the cave. Quite a few local people use the trail as a place to exercise and enjoy the beauties
of the canyon.
Response ' Elimination of the parking would not necessarily restrict those who only want
to hike the canyon. They should be able to purchase a ticket to ride the bus without
purchasing a cave tour ticket. Considering that part of the major vehicular congestion
roblem was generated by "quite a few local people using the trail" only for recreational
hiking opportunities, the proposed plan provides an opportunity to eliminate the congestion
problem without eliminating hiking use. Those who do not wish to purchase a ticket to ride
the bus could take advantage of the opportunities to hike the numerous trails on the
adjacent Uinta National Forest.
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Comment· For protection of the resources and security, park residences, administrative, and
maintenance facilities should remain in the monument. Their presence would be a
deterrent to vandalism, gang-related graffiti, etc.
Response' The existing developments along the canyon floor have been the target of
vandalism several times over the last ten years, regardless of employees living and working
in the immediate area. A certain amount of such abuse is unavoidable. In contra:;t, there
have only been four known attempts to enter the cave after hours in the last ten years. This
is due primarily to the length and steepness of the climb and because of the alarm systems
currently in place. Considering that the proposal recommends removing approximately 90
percent of the existing development from the monument, there will be little left to vandalize.
The installation of a state-of-the-art alarm system for the cave and remaining facilities, will
not only minimize vandalism to park re~urces and facilities, but will also aid in
apprehending vandals. In addition, park housing that is currently in place, would remain
there until all other developments were completed.
Comment· The historic significance of structures should be reevaluated before a decision
to raze them is made.
Response: The National Park Service has surveyed all structures 50 years old or older in
accordance with the requirements of the National Historic Preservation Act of 1966 as
amended, and coordinated such efforts with the Utah State Historic Preservation Office.
Unless new and compelling information is presented that would substantially change the
conclusion concerning the eligibility of the properties, it would not be in the best interest
of the public to reevaluate those already surveyed.
Comment· The concerns for safety of visitors may be out of proportion with actuality. To
our knowledge, no one has ever been seriously injured or killed because of flooding or
rockfall.

Comment: Administrative facilities shou~d be kept in the monument to allow for quicker
response to medical and other emergencies.
Response : Employees trained to care for emergency first aid ~ases will alwa~s ~ on site
when visitors are present. The proposed plan has also been revl~ed to c1e~rI7 mdlcate that
one of the parking spaces in the trailhead is reserved for a vehicle contammg em~rgen~
first aid equipment. The trail truck will also be stored in this general area as speCified m
the proposed plan.
Comment: The plan indicates that near the monument.there is a "suitable" housin.g ma~k~t.
To the contrary, in Utah County, there is a severe housmg shortage, and any housmg Wlthm
the park should be maintained.
Res onse: We have reevaluated the condition of the local m~rket, . che~king with 1~a1
real~ors, and they indicated there has been a steady i.ncrea~e m reslde~tlal" constructIOn
(single family dwellings and apartments) and the area IS presently "boommg.
Comment: To help with the congestion problem during ~~ak use months, a distant parking
place with a shuttle bus bringing visitors to a central vIsitor. center u~ canyon shoul.d. be
considered. Then, during non-peak months, visitors could dnve to an m-monument vIsitor
center.
Response: This was one of the alternatives discussed when de.velopin~ the preli~inary
alternatives but it was eventually determined to be economically I~practlca! and ~ot m !he
best interes; of the public in that many of the facilit~es (tic.k~t sales, mform~uon/onen~at~on
service, interpretive services, associated administrative faCIlities, N~tural Hlsto~ AsSOCiation
sales center, etc.) would have to be duplicated (with duplicate cost) m order to
accommodate public needs; therefore, the alternative was dropped from further
consideration.

Response' In 1991, a professional Geotechnical Engineer from the Denver Service Center
in Lakewood, Colorado, indicated in a report that ". . . the visitor/admin istrative and
residential areas are high risk sites." The report also stated that ". . . the potential of
avalanche and freeze-thaw fragments demolishing the structure from above coupled with the
undercutting of the river from below established a seve re condition." There have been a
number of cases where people were struck by falling rock and injured. In one such case,
the NPS was taken to court and lost. There have also been cases where rocks penetrated
the roof of the visitor/administrative center, causing substantial damage. The park has
maintained a file on such events and can provide further information.
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APPENDIX A· LEGISLATION

J d(j

Iffi'

By

THE PRESIDENT OF THE

UNITED

STATES OF ~'dERICA .

October U, 1_

A PROCLAMATION
WHEREAS, a natural Cave, known as the Timpanogos Cave N;.\"':"~t·
which is situated upon unsurveyed lands within the Wasatch: N ationai Utah.
'
Forest in the State of Utah, is of unusual scientific interest and Preomblo.
importance, and it appears that the public interests will be promoted by reserving thiS cave with as much land as may be necessary
for the proper protection thereof, as a National Monument.
N U Iii
t,
NOW, THEREFORE, I Warren G. Harding, President of the u~. ... ""am""
United States of America, by virtue of the power in me vested by Vol. 34, p. 22.1.
section two of the Act of Congress approved June eight, nineteen
hundred and six, entitled, "An Act for the preservation of American
antiquities," do proclaim that there is hereby reserved from a.Jl forms
of appropriation under the public land laws, subject to a.Jl prior valid
adverse claims, and set apart as a N ationa.l Monument, the tract of
land in the State of Utah: shown as the Timpanogos Cave National
Monument <in ~he diagram fo~ a part ~ere?f.
.
u.. o( w...tcl> No.
The reservatIOn made by this proclamatIOn IS not mtended to pre- tlooal F or..1 Dol .~
vent the use of the lands for National Forest purposes under the (eeted.
proclamation establishins! the Wasatch National Forest, and the two
reservations shall both tie effective on the land withdrawn but the
National Monument hereby established shall be the dominant reservation and any use of the land which interferes with its preservation
or prote~tio~ as a N at!onal Monument ~~reby forbidden.
R...md (roms<'U"
Wa.rnmg IS hereby gtven to all una.uthonzed persons not to appro- m",',", •.
priate, injure, deface, remove, or destroy any feature of this National
Monument, or to locate or settle on any of the lands reserved by this
proclamation.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and
caused the seal of the United States to be affixed.
DONE at the City of Washington this fourteenth day of October,
in the year of our LOrd one thousand nine hundred and
[SEAL) twenty-two, and of the Independence of the United States
of America the one hundred and forty-sev enth.
WARREN

By the President :
CHARLES

E.

HUGHES

Secretary oj S Urtl .
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TI MPANOGOS CAVE NATIONAL MONUMENT
wilhin
WI6ATC~

76 STAT.)

PROCLAMATION 3458-MAR. 27,1962
Proclamation 3457

NATIONAL FOREST

flfl'fly Jvrveyea townsh'/J 4 Sov,lI /i'tll7ge 2e4Sr

UTAH

IEDEflNING THE EXTEINAL BOUNDAIIES Of THE TIMPANOGOS CAVE
NATIONAL MONUMENT, UTAH
By the President of the United State. of America
A Proclamation

WHEREAS, by Proclamation No. 1640 of October 14, 1922 (42
Stat. 2285), there were reserved and set apart, as the Timpanogos
Cave National Monument, Utah, certain lands as shown on a diagram
forming a part of that proclamation; and
WHEREAS a sub5e9,uent survey, accepted by the General Land
Office on May 17, 1945, disclosed that that diagram does not accurately
depict the boundaries of the monument as those boundaries are marked
on the ground; and
WHEREAS it afpears that it would be in the public interest to
redefine the externa boundaries of the monument in conformity with
the survey:
NOW, THEREFORE, I, JOHN F . KENNEDY, President of the
United States of America, under and by virtue of the authority vested
in me by the Act of June 8, 1906 (34 Stat. 225; 16 U.S.C. 431), do
proclaim that the lands within the following-descri bed boundaries
shan constitute the Timpanogos Cave National Monument:
SALT LAtu: BUE AND MEliIDUN . UUH

Beginning at ~ point marked by a bra.. cap located 8.33 cbalns S. 7·30' W.
trom tbe quarter section comer common to eectlons 27 and 28, townsblp 4 soutb,
raoge 2 east; tbence nortb approximately 20 cbalns to a point ; thence east
approslmately 50 cbalns to a point; tbence soutb approximately 50 cbalns to a
point; tbence west approximately 50 cbalns to a point ; tbence nortb approxImately 30 cbains to a brass cap, tbe point ot beginning, as depicted on tbe plat
tor townsblp Xo. 4 soutb, ranle No. 2 east, ot tbe Salt Lake Meridian, Utab .
Survey and Dependent Resurvey. accepted May 17, 194~, by A;;slstant Comm ls·
sloner, General Land Olllce, Joel David Woltsobn.

Aretl 250Acre.s

SCtl1e ,inch. 'OC"$.

OI ACRA/'f rOR/'fINC, A PI/RT Or fflOCLAMA TlON iJATEO OCnJ8eR 14.1.922
22&S-1
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and
caused the Seal of the United States of America to be affixed.
DONE at the City of Washington this twenty·seventh day of March
in the year of our Lora nineteen hundred and sixty -two, and
[SEAL] of the Independence of the United Stat es of America the
one hundred and eighty-sixth.
J OHS F. KESNEDY
By the President :
GEORGE W. BALL,
Acting Secretary 01 State.
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United States Department of the Interior

•••• • •
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FISH AND WILDUFE SERVICE

'.
. .

FISH AND WILDUFE ENHANCEMENT

' "

III ..,1., ••

lTI'AH STATE OFFICE
2078 ADMlNISTR.ATION BUILDING
1746 WFSJ' 1700 SOU'J1{
SALT LAKE CITY. UTAH 84104-6110

'.r To

(filE)

Act i ng Associate Regional Di rector, Planning and Resourc
Pres ervation, Rocky Mountain Region, National Par k Servi
Denver, Colorado

From :

~

-

c...IP.....

......

C;cr Assistant Field Supervisor, Fish and Wildl ife Enhancement, U. S.
Fish and Wildlife Service , Salt Lake City , Utah

Subject:

Endangered Species List fo r Timpanogos Cave National Monument,
Utah

We have reviewed your let ter of July 8, 1991 concerning t he proposed revision
of the General Management Plan and Development Concept Plan for Timpanogos
Cave National Monumen t, Utah County, Utah . It appears that the fo llowing
listed endangered and threatened species, may occur in the area of influence
of th is act ion:

Ute ladies'-tresses

Soi ranthe s di I uvi ali s

We wou ld also l ike to bring to your attention species which are candidates for
of fi cia I list i ng as threa tened or endangered . Whi I e these spec i es have no
legal protection under the Endange red Species Act , we ask that you try to
avoid them if they are foun d in the area. Candidate species which may occur
in the area of your project are:
Candidate
Bonneville cutthroat trout
Wasatch pi ka

Oncorhynchus (=Sli!!!Ql clarki Yllh
wa satchensis

~ ~

The National Park Service shculd review their proposen action and determine if
the action would affect any lis ted species or their critica l habitat. You
should also determine if the action is likely to jeopardize the continued
existence of proposed species or re sult in the destruction or an adverse
modification of any critical habitat proposed for such species. [f the
determination is "may affect" for listed species , you must request i n writing
formal consultation from the Assistant Field Supervisor . at the address given
above. [n addition, if you determine that the proposed action is likely to
jeopardize t he continued existence of proposed species or result in the
destruction or adverse modi fi cation of proposed critical habitat, you must
confer with this off ic e. At that time, you should provide this office a copy

/~
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Memorandum
To:

--

......

Augus t 1. 1991
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Appendices

of the biologica l assessment and any other relevant information that assisted
you in reaching your conclusion.
The Service can enter into formal Section 7 consultation only with another
Federal agency. State, county, or any other governmental or private
organizations can participate in the consultation proc ess, help prepare
information such as the bio logical assessment, participate in meetings, etc.

APPENDIX C . STATEMENT OF FINDINGS

Your attention is also directed to Section 7(d ) of the Endangered Species Act,
as amended, which underscores the requirement that the Federal agency or the
app 1i cant shall not make any i rrevers ib 1e or i rretri evab 1e commitment of
resources during the consultation period which, in effect, would deny the
formulation or implementation of reasonable and prudent alte rnatives regarding
the i r act ions on any endangered or threatened spec i es .
If we can be of further assistance, please advise us . The Service
representative who will provide you technical assistance is Robert Benton; FTS
588-4430, Commerc i a 1 (80]) 524-4430 .

cc :

Ut ah Division of Wildlife Resources/Springville

NOTE: Also refer to U.S. Fi sh and Wildlife Service l etter of
June 23. 1993. in the "Pub 1i c and Other Agency Commen t s and Respo nse s "
section of this document .
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The
February
1993
Environmental
Impact
statement,
General
Management Plan, Development Concept Plan (EIS) for Timpanogos Cave
National Monument described and analyzed, among other things, the
effects of flooding on existing and proposed facilities within the
monument. A detailed description (including maps) of the various
alternatives for development and their relationship to the
floodplains can be found i n the EIS.
There are no applicable State of Utah or Utah County regulations
regarding occupation of floodplai ns in Timpanogos Cave National
Monument.
The EIS also indicates that no wetlands would be
affected by the plan.
AFFBCTBD BliVl:ROJlKBJrr

Timpanogos Cave consisting of 250 acres within the Was a tch
Mountains is situated in the very narrow and extre mely rugged
American Fork Canyon. The American Fork River which f low s t hro ugh
the monume nt from e as t to west, varies from a small b rook du ring
the winter months to a n extremely swift and dang e rous ri v e r c a u sed
by ~ eep melting s now during the early to mid s ummer. The drain a g e
a r e a a bove Timpanogos Cave consist of ap proxima t e ly 34,500 acres,
a nd contains three large bodies of water i mpounded by earthen d a ms .
Floodpla i n maps prepa red by the Corps of Engineers indicate all o f
the developable areas within the monument are within the 100 year
floodplain. In reference to the "Proposed Plan" Estimates indicate
th a t as many as 8 5 to 9 0 peo ple at one time could be in the area
s ubj ec t to the 100 - 500 year and probable maximum fl ood zones.
Ba sed on a wor s e ca se s c enario which would inc lu de a break in
Tibb I e Fork Dam c rea ting a fla s h flood c ond i t io n (35 , 0 00 Cubicfe et-pe r- second) it would take 39 minutes for flood wate r s t o reach
the ea st bounda r y of th e monument.
A we tl and s s urv ey conduc t e d i n th e summe r of 199 1 by the Un i ted
S t ates Fo r est Se r v i ce i ndi cated tha t the o n ly we t la nd s associa ted
wi th th e mo nume nt we r e a d jacent t o the Ameri c a n Fo r k River .
The
su r ve y d esc r i b ed the we t l a nd s a s " ... a n a rrow s tr ip seve r a l feet
wi d e on both s i des of th e a qu a t ic environmen t ( s tream c ha nne l)."
Th e s urvey a l so s t a t e d th a t " ... t h is co in c ides approximately wi th
t h e o rd i n a r y high-wa t e r li ne. "
Existing s tr ucture s within t he floodpl ai n i ncl ud e t h r e e reside nces ,
temporary visitor center
(tra i ler)
a nd
pa rking,
con cession
f acili t ies , mai n te nance building a nd pa rking , pic n ic area wi th
r est r ooms a nd p a rking , two his t o r i c co ld sto r age ce ll a r s , o n e
h is t o r i c s t one t icket b o oth , a nd 3 p e d es tria n bridge c r ossi ngs of
t h e Ame r ica n Fo r k River .
16 1

since the entire monu.tent is situated in a very deep canyon as
described above, there are very few developable sites. considering
that almost 95% of each developable site is within the 100 and 500
year floodplain, and that certain developments will be needed if
visitors are encouraged to enjoy the resources of the monument,
there was little to no way to completely avoid development within
floodplain areas. However, the proposed plan is based on the theme
of removing as many of the development needs as possible to sites
out side the monument and limiting facilities within the canyon to
those determined to be absolutely essential for accommodating
visitors and maintaining the area.

The plan also takes into consideration the value of certain
nationally significant historic properties which cannot be located
outside floodplain areas since there are no sites large enough to
accommodate such structures. There were reasonable opportunities
to preserve and protect certain historic properties by modifying
their use and incorporating flood protection measures described in
the "Proposed Plan" under the "Alternatives Considered" section
below.

to support the shuttle system and administrative related activities
include the existing restrooms at the picnic area and the proposed
200 square foot storage shed to house the trail maintenance
machine.
Due to the problems associated with attempting to
transport the trail maintenance machine and considering how
frequent the machine is used it would not be practical to store the
machine outside the monument. The picnic area restroom and storage
shed would be within the 500 year floodplain . Other than the small
fuel tank on the trail maintenance machine, there would be no fuels
stored on site.
The proposed public rest rooms and manned kiosk to be located near
the mass -transportation shuttle stop area within the canyon will be
located outside the 100-500 year floodplains but within the area
which would be impacted by the probable maximum flood zone.
To
mitigate potential impacts to human life throughout the monument a
flood warning system would be installed to give visitors and
employees adequate time (approximately 39 minutes) to escape
potential flood impacts.
The area would also be signed to warn
vi sitors of such thre ats and flood escape ro utes would be
identif ied.
Alternative A

Preferred Plan

The overall inte nt of the proposed plan would be to manage the
monument as a day-use area, giving spe ci al atte ntion to resolving
the life, health, safety issues assoc i a t ed wi th the geolog ic a nd
avalanche haz a rd zones, floodplains, probable maximum flooding and
conflicts between vehicles and pedestrians .
The propo sed plan c a lls for either eliminating or relocating the
followi ng structures from the 100- 50 0 year and proba ble maximum
floodplains: visitor/ Adm i n i strative center, ma i nten ance center,
concession facilities, r esi dences number 8 a nd 9, and historic
structures which i nclud e the stone restroom, sto ne ticket booth,
and two cold cella rs . Rel ocating facilitie s would i nvolve finding
a suitable site outside the monument as well as outside the
American Fork Canyon away from floodplain areas.
One historic reside nt ial structure (building #2 ) determined to be
nationally significan t will be retained in the 100 yea r floodplain
in order to prese rve a nd protect its value; howev e r , ove rnight use
of the structures will be discontinued. This stru c ture will then
be converted to an i nterpretive/i nclement we a ther structure to
support day-use activi t ies wi th i n an e xpanded picnic area.
This
structure will be floodp roofed and effo rts to kee p the stream
chan nel free of debris build-up will be made to further decrease
the potential of flood ing.
Unde r the proposed plan the only other structures to be located
within the 100-500 year flood plain areas other than the new parking
162

This alternati ve provided for retaining all esse nti al se rvices a nd
fa ci lities within the monument. The pi c n ic area, resid e nces #8 a nd
#9 , a nd the concession facilities would b e e liminated.
A n ew
floodproofed vi si tor/ administrative cent e r would be construc t ed in
the floodplain area. Th e maintenance center act ivity would r ema i n
in its current loca tion in the floodpla i n r e quiring efforts t o
floodproof it. Historic r esi dence #2 would c ontinue to be used as
a residence which would als o require efforts to floodproof the
f ac ility.
The historic s tone r estroom and t icke t booth would be
r e tained a nd ada ptively used for additio nal mai nt e n a n ce storage.
The two cold cel lar s would b e oblite r a t e d and the sites restored .
Alternati ve B
This alternative represents t h e mi n imum acti on needed t o p rovi de
visitor access to th e cave a nd me et th e minimum r e lated
admi n istrative n eeds . The t icke t sales area with minimu~ visitor
co nt act services would be moved outside th e monum e nt poss ibly i n a
joi nt f acili ty wit h the U. s. Forest Servi ce. Th e pi c ni c area, a nd
residences #8 a nd #9 would be eliminated .
Historic reside nce #2
would be c onv erted to admi n istrativ e u s e.
The maintenance
build ing , hi storic s ton e r est r oom and ti c ke t booth will co ntinue to
be used for storage of s urplu s maint e na nce s upplies ,

c ~d

the

two

cold cellars removed and t he sites re sto r ed to a nat u ral ap p ea r ing
co nd it i o n .
A sma ll ma nn ed k i osk with res troo ms woul d be
construc t ed outside the floodplain area.
All exis ting s tru ct ures
to remai n in the mo nume nt would requ ire floodproofing.
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Alternative C (Mothball/Caretaker)

This al ternati ve would no longer permit the general public to
access the cave for general pleasure.
Access would be strictly
limited to scientific purposes.
All facilities would be vacated
and secured.
Another local federal or state agency would
administer the area under an memorandum of agreement with the
National Park Service. All existing facilities would remain within
the floodplain and probable maximum zones.
Alternative D (No Action)

Under this alternative all developments would be maintained in
their present location and condition. Use of existing facilities
by visitors without proper warning devices, information, and
emergency preparedness procedures would continue.
BPnC'l'S OB 1IA'l'URAL OR BBlIBPICIAL PLOODPLAIB VALUES

The proposed plan would not adversely affect the water resource
values of floodplains related to the natural moderation of
floodwaters, maintenance of water quality, and ground water
recharge.
No biological resource values would be affected.
The
natural and beneficial values of the floodplains or wet la nds would
not be adversely affected (see "Environmental Consequences" section
of the draft EIS.
Short-term disruption of vegetat io n and soi l
loss by construction activities would not significantly increase
the potential for erosion or downstream siltation in the event of
nornlal storms.
COIICLUSIOB

Based on the proposed actions and mitigating measures described
above and in more detail in the draft EIS, the National Park
Service has determined that the preferred plan is the most
practicable compared to the other alternatives considered.
This
decision was based on the need to provide adequate visitor and
administrative facilities, to improve visitor experience and
safety, and " to improve resource protection.
The risk to human
safety will be minimiz~d by warning and instructing visitors on
actions to take during emergency flooding situations, installing
flood warning systems, and by floodproofing certain facilities when
needed.
Recommended:

~~--=+~~4~~~_~:::A~~------:-------:_-----:-----::-_,

Date
Regional Director, Rocky Mountain Region

~/ 10/ ",,~,

Approved:
. . - --;~
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